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DLRC Auctions is proud to present the spectacular Richmond Collection

one of the finest collections^ of United States coins ever assembled

The second of three public auctions.
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T
he second
sale of the

Richmond
Collection comprises a

set of Silver Silver dol-

lars from 1794 to

1935. All business

strikes are included in

mint state as well as all

proofs strikings missing

only the 1804.

We are also breaking

up and offering many
smaller denomination

sets from Indian cents

through Walkers, With

all the key dates in both

mint state and proof. In

addition, we are excited

to announce the

Coronado Collection of

Bust half dollars,

including the finest-,

known 1 8 1 7/4.

All lots and descrip-

tions are available on

the David Eawrence

web site. Internet bid-

ding commences on

November 1 and closes

at 1 0pm on Sunday,'

November 28.

Please contact a

numismatist at DLRC
to discuss representa-

tion at this sale.

Visit www.david-

lawrence.com/richmond

for complete lot

descriptions and images

of every coin in the

l< ichmond ( Collect ion,

Part il.

1794 $1 NGCXF45 1870-S 1$ NGCXF40.

1864-L 1c

NGC Proof 64 RB

1864 2c Small Motto 1880 5c

NGC Proof 64 RD NGC MS65
1867 5c Rays

NGC Proof 66 Cam

1918/7-D 5c

NGC MS64
1916 25c Standing 1918/7-S 25c

NGC MS66 FH NGC MS63
1817/4 50c

PCGS AU50

1871 -CC $1

NGC MS64
1872-CC $1

NGC MS63
1872-S $1

NGC MS63
1873-CC $1

NGC MS61



Richmond
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Part II

AUCTION & LOT VIEWING

Harbor Court Hotel

Inner Harbor

Baltimore, Maryland

1885 Trade $1 NGC Proof 62 1893-S $1 NGC MS64

1841 $1

NGC Proof 64

1843 $1

NGC Proof 63

1844 $1

NGC Proof 64

1848 $1

NGC Proof 64

1849 $1

NGC Proof 65
1852 $1 Restrike

NGC Proof 65

1884 Trade $1

NGC Proof 64

1884-S $1

NGC MS64

1892-S $1

NGC MS64 PL
1895-0 $1

NGC MS64

1915-S $50 Pan-Pac
1895 $1 NGCMS62
NGC Proof 67 Round / Octagonal

LIVE AUCTION
Session l

Monday, November 29

3:00 PM

LOT VIEWING
Las Vegas Trade & Grade:

Thursday, October 28

12:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Friday, October 29

9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday, October 30

9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Baltimore:

Sunday, November 28

10:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Monday, November 29

8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

CATALOGS
Catalogs will be available in

late October. Limited editions

of the Richmond Collection,

Part II are available for

advance purchase for $50.

Order your copy today.

DLRC AUCTIONS STAFF
I -800-776-OS60

John Feigenbaum I President

john@davidlawrcnce.com

Win Callender I Vice President

vvin.callender@davidlawrcncc.com

Jack Robinson I Sr. Numismatist

jack.robinson@davidlawrence.com

Jason Smith I Numismatist

jason.smith@davidlawrence.com

Mary Lee I Credit Manager

mary.lee@davidlawrence.com

DLRC ADLRC Auctions



About Our Company

David Lawrence Feigenbaum,

Company Founder. 1941-2002

David Lawrence Rare Coins was founded in 1979 by David

Feigenbaum. An avid collector of coins as a child in Brooklyn, Dave

later became a dealer out of his love for the hobby. His son, John,

joined him full time in 1990, and took over the business in 1996 when

Dave was diagnosed with Lou Gehrig’s Disease. Today, the spirit of

David Lawrence Rare Coins remains true to Dave’s inspiration and

high moral guidance.

DLRC Auctions was formed in 2003 as an extension of David

Lawrence Rare Coins to complement its retail sales capabilities. Since

1979, David l.awrence Rare Coins has built an unrivaled reputation of

honesty and integrity in the rare coin business. Whether a consignor or

buyer you receive the same approach from DLRC Auctions as you’ve

come to expect from DLRC.

Taking the Lead
John Feigenbaum I President

john@davidlawrence.com

John has over 26 years of numismatic experience. In 1990, he

graduated from Virginia Tech with a B.S. in Marketing

Management and joined his father at David Lawrence Rare

Coin. A lifetime of exposure to coins has given John a

depth of knowledge that is rare in today's market.

Under John's leadership, DLRC has matured into

one of the leading dealers of certified U.S. coins

in the industry. ANA Life Member; Professional - _
Numismatists Guild Board Member

Win Callender I Vice President

win.callender@davidlawrence.com

Win has over 30 years of experience in coins and

collectibles. Win earned his Bachelor's degree in Business

Administration, and soon thereafter opened a coin shop in

Oklahoma. Win brings a multitude of talents to DLRC. not

the least of which is the personalized attention he gives

to each of his customers ANA Life Member; Professional

Numismatists Guild Associate Member

Jack Robinson I Senior Numismatist

jack.robinson@davidlawrence.com

Like John and Win, Jack has a lifetime of experience in the coin busi-

ness-spending countless hours in his father's coin shop and at con-

ventions throughout the country. Earning a degree in Social Sciences

and Secondary Education to teach

in the middle and high schools. Jack decided instead to make

a career out of numismatics. Jack became part of the DLRC

family in 1999.

Jason Smith I Numismatist

jason.smith@davidlawrence.com

Originally from falls Church, Va„ Jason came to Virginia Beach

in 1982 to earn a Bachelor's degree in Business Management.

He later worked with Jack Robinson in a local coin shop (owned by

Jack's father). After a brief hiatus. Jason has returned to

the coin business as a full time numismatist.
John Feigenbaum Win Callender

^^^^uctions
DLRC Integrity Serving collectors since 1979

www.davidlawrence.com

Toll Free 800.776.0560
local 757.491.1060 -Fax 757.491.1064

PO Box 9174 • Virginia Beach, VA 23450
Email: mfo@davidlawrence.com

Member/Authorired Dealer; ICIA. PCGS. NGC.

ANACS, FUN, VN A, CSNS

Upcoming Auctions

Richmond
COLLECTION

Part HI

Seated & Barber

Coinage

March 7, 2005
Baltimore, Maryland

The final installment of the

Richmond Collection con-

tains the impossibly com-

plete sets of Seated and

Barber coinage. From half

dimes through Half Dollars,

nearly every date and mint-

mark is represented in both

business strike and proof.

Highlights include: the

finest of 1 1 known exam-

ples of the 1894-S Barber

dime; 1 876-CC Twenty

Cent piece; 1842 Small Date

Quarter in Proof; unique

branch-mint proof strikes of '

the 1 855-S Seated Quarter

The Finest Known
1894-S dime

NGC Proof-66

ex: James Stack

f)/ R( Auctions is seeking great

collections for upcoming s<tles.

Please contact Win Callender or

John Feigenbaum.

I IH Ml Mill MS



Richmond
COLLECTION

Part III t Seated & Barber Coinage

& the Cajun Collection

ofMorgan Silver Dollars

DLRC Auctions is proud to present the final installment of the

spectacular Richmond Collection - one of the\ finest collections

of United States coins ever assembled.

March 7, 2005 I Baltimore, MD
www.davidlawrence.com/richmond
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T
HE THIRD sale

of the

Richmond
Collection contains the

impossibly complete

sets of Seated and

Barber coinage. From
half dimes through Half

Dollars, nearly every

date and mint mark is

represented in both

business strike and

proof.

An additional con-

signment of the Cajun

Collection of Morgan
Dollars is an ideal com-

plement to this collec-

tion.

All lots and descrip-

tions are available on
the David Lawrence

web Site. Internet bid
r

ding commences on

February 9 and doses

at 10pm on Sunday,

March 6.

Please contact a

numismatist at DLRC
to discuss representa-

tion at this sale.

1876-CC 20c NGC MS641894-S 10c NGC Proof 66 ex: James Stack

View & Bid On All Lots Online

1860-0 10c NGC MS64 1874-CC 10c Arrows

NGC MS62
1841 10c NGC Proof 63

Cameo
1844 10c NGC Proof 64

1853 10c Arrows NGC
Proof 66 ex: Pittman

1893/2 10c NGC Proof 61 1858-S 25c NGC MS62 1864-S 25c NGC MS63

Visit www.david-

lawrence.com/richmond
for complete lot

descriptions and images
of every coin in the

Richmond Collection,

Part III.

DLRC Auctions



1842 Small Date 25c NGC Proof 66 1873-CC 25c No Arrows NGC MS63
ex: Eliasberg

Richmond
COLLECTION

,

Part m

AUCTION & LOT VIEWING

Harbor Court Hotel

Inner Harbor

Baltimore, Maryland

Special room rates available.

Please inquire.
'

www.datridlawrence.com/richmond

1850 251 NGC Proof 65 1853 25c A&R NGC
Proof 65 ex: Eliasberg

1855-S 25c NGC Branch

Mint Proof 63

1 901 -S 25c NGC MS66

1873 50c No.Arrows,

Open 3 NGC MS61
1874-CC 50c Arrows NGC
MS64

1878-S 50c NGC MS63 ex:

Eliasberg

1839 50c No Drapery

PCGS Proof 64 '

1841 50c NGC Proof 65

ex: Pittman

1848 50c NGC Proof 64

ex: Eliasberg

1855-S 50c NGC Branch

Mint Proof 63

1892-S $1 PCGS MS62
from the Cajun Collection

LIVE AUCTION

Session I

Monday, March 7

1:00 PM

LOT VIEWING

Long Beach Coin Expo
Booth #916

Wednesday, February 23

2:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Thursday, February 24

‘ 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
Friday, February 25

9:00 AM to 7:00 PM

Saturday, February 26

9:00 AM to 1:00 PM

Baltimore:

Saturday, March 5

1:00 PM to 6:00 PM

Sunday, March 6

9:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Monday, March 7

8:00 AM to NOON
4

CATALOGS

Catalogs will be available in

February. Limited editions of

the Richmond Collection , Part

III are available for advance

purchase for $50. Order your

copy today.

DLRC AUCTIONS STAFF

toll-free: 1-S00-776-0S60

John Feigenbaum I President •

john@davidIawrence.com

Win Callender Vice President

vvin.callender@davidlawrence.com

Jack Robinson I Sr. Numismatist

jack.robmson@davidlawrence.com

Jason Smith Numismatist

jason.smith@davidlawrence.com

Mary Lee I Credit Manager

mary.lee@davidlawrence.com



About Our Company

David Lawrence Feigenbaum,

Company Founder, 1941-2002

David Lawrence Rare Coins was founded in 1979 by David

Feigenbaum. An avid collector of coins as a child in Brooklyn, Dave

later became a dealer out of his love for the hobby. His son, John,

joined him full time in 1990, and took over the business in 1996 when

Dave was diagnosed with Lou Gehrig’s Disease. Today, the spirit of

David Lawrence Rare Coins remains true to Dave’s inspiration and

high moral guidance.

DLRC Auctions was formed in 2003 as an extension of David

Lawrence Rare Coins to complement its retail sales capabilities. Since

1979, David Lawrence Rare Coins has built an unrivaled reputation of

honesty and integrity in the rare coin business. Whether a consignor or

buyer you receive the same approach from DLRC Auctions as you’ve

come to expect from DLRC. Check our web site for weekly Internet-

Only auctions.

Taking the Lead
John Feigenbaum I President

john@davidlawrence.com

John has over 27 years of numismatic experience. In 1990, he

graduated from Virginia Tech with a 8.S. in Marketing

Management and joined his father at David Lawrence Rare

Coin. A lifetime of exposure to coins has given John a

depth of knowledge that is rare in today's market.

Linder John's leadership, DLRC has matured into

one of the leading dealers of certified U.S. coins

in the industry. ANA Life Member; Professional

Numismatists Guild Board Member

Win Callender I Vice President

win.callender@davidlawrence.com

Win has over 30 years of experience in coins and

collectibles. Win earned his Bachelor's degree in Business

Administration, and soon thereafter opened a coin shop in

Oklahoma. Win brings a multitude of talents to DLRC. not

the least of which is the personalized attention he gives

to each of his customers. ANA Life Member; Professional

Numismatists Guild Associate Member

Jack Robinson I Senior Numismatist

jack.robinson@davidlawrence.com

Like John and Win, Jack has a lifetime of experience in the coin busi-

ness—spending countless hours in his father's coin shop and at con-

ventions throughout the country. Earning a degree in Social Sciences

and Secondary Education to teach

in the middle and high schools, Jack decided instead to make

a career out of numismatics. Jack became part of the DLRC

family in 1999.

Jason Smith I Numismatist

jason.smith@davidlawrence.com

Originally from Falls Church, Va„ Jason came to Virginia Beach

in 1982 to earn a Bachelor's degree in Business Management.

He later worked with Jack Robinson in a local coin shop (owned by

Jack's father). After a brief hiatus, Jason has returned to

the coin business as a full-time numismatist.
John Feigenbaum Win Callender

^DLRC Auctions
DLRC Integrity Serving collectors since 1979

www.davidlawrence.com

A

Toll Free 800.776.0560
Local 757.491,1060 • Fax 757.491.1064

P.0. Box 9174 • Virginia Beach, VA 23450
Email: info@davidlawrence.com

Mernber/Aulhorized Dealer: ICTA, PCGS, NGC,

ANACS. FUN. VNA. CSNS

Upcoming Auctions

New York Invitational

June 29-30, 2005

New York, NY

We invite you to join us for

the second annual New
York Invitational coin

show in midtown
Manhattan. During the

week of the convention,

four auction companies

will come together for one

of the busiest auction

events of the year. DLRC
Auctions will host the mar-

quis event associated with

the show and we’d like to

feature your collection.

We sold over $11 million in

the 2004 New York sale

and you will achieve excel-

lent results at this venue'.

A very limited number of

slots are available for this

auction. Please contact

John Feigenbaum or Win
Callender to discuss what

we can do for you!

DLRC Auctions

DLRC. Auctions is seeking great

collections for upcoming sales

and outright purchase. Please

contact Win Callender or /< >/>//

leigcnhamn.
I II I MKMIIKKN



John Feigenbaum

President

john@davidlawrence.com

Win Callender

Vice President

win@davidlawrence.com

J. Jack Robinson

Senior Numismatist

jack@davidlawrence.com

Jason Smith

Numismatist

jason@davidlawrence.com

jf\DLRC
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DLRC Auctions
Home of the Richmond Collection

Toll Free 800.776.0560

Local 757.491.1060

Fax 757.491.1064

Post Office Box 9174

Virginia Beach. VA 23450

www.davidlawrence.com

January 24, 2005

Dear Len Augsburger,

The time has come for us to sell the third and final installment of the Richmond Collection. As you already

know, this collection has sold over $17 million in the first two sales, and the third event is much
anticipated. This sale will be held on March 7, prior at the lovely Harbor Court Hotel in Baltimore, prior

to the coin show held later in the week. We've also added a special lot viewing schedule to the February

Long Beach Coin Expo for the convenience of our west coast client.

This Sale is highlighted by incredible collections of Seated and Barber coinage from half dimes to half

dollars in business and proof strikes. The Seated sets in particular have almost never been seen to this

degree of completion and rarities abound. The Barbers are highlighted by the legendary 1894-S dime graded

NGC Proof 66 - the finest of just 11 known examples!

The Richmond Collection has been joined by one other notable consignment: the Cajun Collection of

Morgan Silver dollars which is currently the third finest registered at PCGS with an average grade of 64.98!

Each and every example in this collection was carefully selected by the consignor for its beauty and

technical superiority over other examples in the same grade.

You will receive your hardcover Richmond III catalog by priority mail on or before February 18. In the

meantime, we encourage you to visit our website at www.davidlawrence.com/richmond for full color

images of every lot. Online bidding starts on February 9, and we encourage you to participate directly from

your personal computer. Many successful bids were placed in our last two sales this way. If you prefer

personal assistance, please contact a DLRC numismatist, who will be happy to assist in all matters from a

verbal description to phone bidding during the sale.

Is it time to Sell?

If you are considering the sale of all or part of your collection, this red-hot market is a great opportunity.

We offer a complete range of options from direct purchase to retail consignment to public auction. Because

we sell directly to the public, you can eliminate the wholesale middleman and get the most for your coins.

We are well known for paying top dollar in quick, easy, no-hassle deals. We need your fresh coins and will

go the extra mile to customize a deal that is right for you. Call Win Callender today for a personal

consultation.

Whether you are buying or selling, David Lawrence Rare Coins is here to offer you service beyond your

expectations. Thank you for your business. We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

John Feigenbaum

President

David Lawrence Rare Coins

DLRC Auctions
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DLRC Auctions Proudly Presents...

Richmond
COLLECTION

Part II

LOCATION

Harbor Court Hotel

550 Light Street I Baltimore, MD 21202 I 410.234.0550

LIVE AUCTION

Auction will be held in the Whitehall Ballroom

Monday, November 29 I 3:00 PM

Lots 1001-1758

We will take a 30 minute break at 6pm to serve a complimentary dinner buffet for all registered bidders.

LOT VIEWING

Baltimore— prior to the sale — in the Harbor Court, Westminster Room

Sunday, November 28 i 10:00 AM— 8:00 PM

Monday, November 29 8:00 AM— 3:00 PM

Special Lot Viewing at the Las Vegas Trade & Grade:

Thursday, October 28 I 12:00 PM — 7:00 pm

Friday, October 29 I 9:00 PM — 7:00 PM

Saturday, October 30 I 9:00 PM — 5:00 PM

Visit www.davidlawrence.com for complete lot descriptions

and images of every coin in the Richmond Collection, Part II.

BIDDING

Internet bidding starts November 1 and will close on Sunday, November 28 at 10:00 PM. Bidding live

during the sale can be done by phone or proxy. We can place bids on your behalf without revealing

your highest bid. Please contact Win Callender or John Feigenbaum to discuss these options.

LOT PICKUP

Lots can be picked up in the Harbor Court, Westminster Room on Tuesday, November 30 from 8:00 AM — 12:00 PM.

All lots not picked up during the show will be shipped from DLRC offices the following week.

Auction held in cooperation with Jay Edwards & Associates, LLC of Bel Air, MD.

All times listed above are Eastern Standard Time, except Las Vegas Trade &c Grade Lor Viewing which are Pacific Standard Time.

© Copyright 2004. DLRC Auctions. All rights reserved.
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Letter from the President

w,elcome to the second of three public auctions of the Richmond Collection of certified U.S.

coinage. Compiled over the past three decades by Bradley Hirst of Richmond, Indiana, the collec-

tion has already made numismatic history. At the first auction, held in July in New York City,

aggressive floor buyers bid up coins to record numbers. The total sales of $1 1 million exceeded our

expectations.

The Richmond Collection — Part II

While the first sale consisted entirely of U.S. gold coins, this sale offers every-

thing from a lone half cent to silver commemoratives. The highlight is a

complete set of Silver dollars from 1794 to 1935 in both mint state and

proof strikes. In fact, Mr. Hirst was so fond of silver dollars that the

Morgan issues are represented not once, but twice. That's two 1893-

S’s in MS63 and MS64; two 1895-O’s in MS63 and MS64, and so

on. Three 1895 proof Morgan dollars are present here as well.

Many other rarities that seldom come to market are offered in

this sale. The cornerstone of this auction must be the 1885

Trade dollar, graded Proof 62 with a pedigree from the famed

Norweb collection. We also offer a stellar 1884 Trade dollar

(Proof 64); rare choice XF examples of the 1794 and 1870-S dol-

lars; and the complete proof set of Seated dollars from 1840-

1873.

For this session, we broke up the complete minor-denomination Ultra-Rare 1885 Proof Trade Dollar

sets of Indian cents through Walking Liberty halves, and all the bet- NGC Proof-62

ter dates from these series are offered. Collectors of these series will ex: Norweb/Richmond

delight in our offerings of proof examples of the 1864-L Indian,

1864 Small Motto 2-cent piece and finest known 1867 proof Shield

nickel with rays.

The Coronado Collection of Bust Half Dollars

We are very excited to offer one additional consignment in this catalog. The Coronado Collection

of 21 key-date Bust half dollars was consigned to us by Dr. Juan Suros XII, an avid collector of U.S.

and Spanish coins for over 50 years. In U.S. coins, his true love was Bust half dollars — specifical-

ly, the overdates, which he appreciated for their added interest as well as value.

The cornerstone of his collection is the fabulous 1817/4. Dr. Suros acquired this piece directly from

the Eliasberg Collection sale in 1997. It later sold to Sheridan Downey, the noted specialist of the

series, in February 1999. After a bout of seller’s remorse, Mr. Suros re-acquired the coin from

Downey. No collection of Bust halves can be complete without an 1817/4 and Dr. Suros has cher-

ished this numismatic treasure.

Richmond Collection, Part II I November 29, 2004 I Baltimore, MD

LETTER

FROM

THE

PRESIDENT



Part III — Seated & Barber Coinage

The third installment of the Richmond Collection features a complete collection of Seated and

Barber coinage of all denominations from half dimes through half dollars. The sets are complete for

both business strike and proof formats, missing only a handful of truly esoteric rarities.

The highlight of this sale is the finest known example of the famous 1894-S dime. A consensus Proof

66, this is one of the 10 greatest coins in numismatics. In general, however, Seated and Proof are

among the scarcest and most underrated of all U.S. series and the coins offered here are sure to draw

interest from the most seasoned numismatists.

The final portion of the Richmond Collection is scheduled for sale on March 7, 2005, in Baltimore,

Maryland. Mark your calendar.

DLRC Auctions

Thank you for your participation in our Richmond Sale. This will be the second live auction by

DLRC Auctions, sister company to David Lawrence Rare Coins. We owe our growth and success

to our faithful clientele who have repeatedly trusted us when buying and selling. No case is more

obvious than Mr. Hirst. It has been an honor both building the Richmond Collection, and now sell-

ing it.

We hope when the time comes for you to sell your prized collection — whether its value is $2,500

or $25 million — that you will consider us in your plans.

Sincerely yours,

John Feigenbaum

President

DLRC Auctions

David Lawrence Rare Coins

Acknowledgements: Thank you to all those who were instrumental in both the creation of DLRC Auctions and

this catalog. The Imaging Department of NGC photographed the majority of coins in this sale at the time of their

certification; Jim Matthews and Eddie Wilson helped research and catalog the lots; and DLRC's Mary Lee and

Mary Hoffman worked tirelessly in managing the administration, sales and credit of these auctions — a major effort.

Thanks also to the in-house talent of Kim Ludwig for catalog preparation; Greg Bradley and Doug Hill for their

programming feats; and the rest of the DLRC staff, who all pitched in to make this auction a success.

Kiel IMOND Coi l i (,tion. Pari II I November 29, 2004 I Baltimore, MD



4 Ways to Participate In This Sale

1. Live Bidding

We encourage you ro attend this auction in person in Baltimore, Maryland at the lovely Harbor Court

Hotel. We chose this location because the the Harbor Court is the finest establishment in the Inner

Harbor of Baltimore. We have negotiated special rates with the hotel. Please contact Mary Lee (
1-800-

776-0560 xl07; mary.lee@davidlawrence.com) for more information.

2 . Bid by Fax

You may fax your bid sheets to our office at 1-757-491-1064 until Friday, November 26. Please fax

your sheets early as tie bids will go to the first bid sheet received.

3 . Phone Bidding

During the sale, we offer phone bidding to clients as resources permit. If you plan to use this service,

please contact Mary Lee at least one week prior to the sale to make arrangements.

4

.

Internet Bidding at www.davidlawrence.com

We have created a custom interactive bidding venue on our web site. You can view all lots in full color

with descriptions in real time. Bids on our web site will be accepted starting November 1 through

Sunday, November 28 at 10:00 PM. The system is easy to use and designed for your convenience.

Contact Patrick Griffith for assistance in bidding on-line (1-800-776-0560 xl09;

patrick.griffith@davidlawrence.com).

Richmond Collection, Part II I November 29, 2004 1 Baltimore, MD VII



HOW

TO

PLACE

BIDS

ON-LINE

Browsing our Lots & Bidding On-Line is Easy...

We have developed custom software to allow easy on-line bidding of all lots in the Richmond Sale. On-line bidding starts on

November 1, 2004 and will close Sunday, November 28 at 10:00 pm e.s.t. We are constantly improving the bidding system so please visit

wtvw.dauidlawrence.com/bidHelp.cfm for the latest tutorial. Help is also a phone call away. Call 1.800.776.0560 and speak to anyone

in our numismatic department for bidding assistance.

Click the Richmond Auctions menu
option on the davidlawrence.com home
page.

e Select a series of coinage from the list

of available lots.

G Take your time and browse lot

listings. (>lick ‘Watch This Item’ to put it

in your watch list (log in required).

Click on a lot picture to enlarge the coin

image.

The first time you bid... you must log in

or register on our web site. This will only

take a minute.

viii



You can place a bid directly from the lot

viewing screen. However, the first time

you bid in the Richmond Sale, you must

agree to the Terms 5c Conditions and

specify your planned method of pay-

ment.

Keep track of all your auction activity

in the myDavidLawrence tab.

Select from any of the informational areas

in the right column of your screen to view

your watch list, current bidding items, past

orders and much more...

You are now ready to bid on any lots in

this auction! Now that you have logged in

and accepted our Terms, you can skip those

steps on all future bids in this Auction.

As a DLRC Auctions Bidder, you will receive

automatic email notifications:

when placing bids

when you have been outbid on a lot

if you are a successful bidder on a lot

weekly updates on your bids

when you are invoiced for winning bids

Have fun bidding!

We hope you find that our web site makes

the bidding process informative and enjoy-

able. Please do not hesitate to contact us

with any questions or comments.

Visit Us on the Internet!

www.Wlawrence.coin
It's all online & more....

HOW

TO

PLACE

BIDS

ON-LINE
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Terms & Conditions of Sale

This is a public auction held by DLRC Auctions. These terms and conditions of sale conform to the

Rules for Public Auction Sales in Baltimore, Maryland, and the bylaws of the Professional Numismatists Guild.

1. Auctioneer. The auctioneer for this public auction is David

Lawrence Rare Coin Auctions (DLRCA), conducted by a

licensed auctioneer. Held in cooperation with Jay Edwards

&C Associates Auctioneers, LLC of Bel Air, Maryland.

2. Binding Effect of Terms and Conditions. These Terms and

Conditions are legally binding on anyone that registers to

bid, or actually does bid, at a DLRCA auction. They define

the relationship between bidders and DLRCA before, dur-

ing and after the auction, and limit DI.RCA's liability to

bidders. DLRCA urges anyone considering bidding in a

DLRCA auction to read these Terms and Conditions care-

fully before doing so.

3. Consignors and Reserves. This catalogue contains descrip-

tions of property belonging to many persons known as

consignors. DLRCA is not required to divulge to prospec-

tive bidders the identity of any consignor, except as provid-

ed by these Terms and Conditions. DLRCA’s relationship

with a consignor is governed by a separate Consignment

Agreement, the terms of which DLRCA is not required to

disclose to prospective bidders. This Consignment

Agreement may provide for a reserve, or confidential price

below which DLRCA will not sell an item or will repur-

chase the item on behalf of the Consignor or DLRCA
itself. The Consignment Agreement may also permit a con-

signor to bid on his or her own lots and pay commissions

at different rates from other bidders if successful. If a con-

signor bids from the floor for his or her own lots, DLRCA
may so note to all present. DLRCA reserves the right to

omit from its published prices realized the purchase prices

of items re-purchased by their consignor(s).

4. Who Can and Cannot Bid. Persons may bid at a DLRCA
auction in person, by an agent or employee, by telephone

of fax, or by mail, provided that they obtain a catalogue

and complete one of the following: a registration card (if

bidding in person); the bid sheet contained in the cata-

logue; or bid through the www.davidlawrence.com secure

web site. DI.RCA reserves the right to reject bids from any

person in its sole discretion. In particular, DLRCA will not

accept bids from corporate bidders unless an officer, direc-

tor or principal of the corporation agrees in writing to per-

sonally guarantee payment. Likewise, bids will be accepted

from persons under age 18 only if a parent or legal

guardian agrees in writing to accept these Terms and

Conditions and be responsible for any purchases by the

bidder. In addition, DLRCA may require bidders without

established credit with DLRCA to furnish satisfactory cred-

it references or deposit such amount as DLRCA may
require (usually 25% of total bids placed) in its sole and

absolute discretion before bidding. Such deposits will be

applied to purchases and unused portions returned after

the auction. Finally, for the protection of mail bidders no

“unlimited” or “buy” bids will be accepted.

5. Conflicts of Interest. DLRCA, its principals, and affiliated

or related companies and their employees, officers or prin-

cipals may cither consign to, or bid at, a DLRCA auction

and pay commissions at different rates from other con-

signors or bidders. In addition, these persons or entities

may loan or advance funds to consignors and/or prospec-

tive bidders, and may thereby acquire interests in items

sold at a DLRCA auction. To the extent that actual or

apparent conflicts of interest are created by such situations,

bidders consent to such conflicts.

6. Disclaimer of Representations or Warranties from DLRCA.
The descriptions in this catalogue as to grade, mintmark,

quality, designation, variety, rarity, provenance, and his-

toric relevance are qualified statements of good faith opin-

ion and not warranties. DLRCA relies on the opinions of

leading numismatic certification services such as PCGS,

NGC and ANACS, and supplies information relating to

certified coins only for the convenience of mail, telephone

and fax bidders. Floor bidders are deemed to have viewed

the lots they bid upon. The attributes of particular coins

and other items may have a material impact on their value,

and bidders assume all risk of differing opinions thereof.

No employee or agent of DLRCA is authorized to make
any representations or warranties regarding the characteris-

tics of items sold by DLRCA or the correctness of cata-

logue descriptions, and DLRCA DISCLAIMS ANY WAR-
RANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE MER-
CHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR CONDITION OF ITEMS
BEING SOLD.

7. Title. DLRCA relies on representations and warranties

from its consignors that the consignors own the items con-

signed and are legally entitled to sell those items. Bidders

are entitled to rely on those same representations and war-

ranties in making their purchases, but are encouraged to

make their own investigations in case of doubt.

8. Viewing. DLRCA allows potential bidders to examine

items to be auctioned during general viewing periods or, at

DLRCA’s discretion, by special appointment. DLRCA
encourages floor bidders to examine items before bidding

on them. Anyone who damages an item during viewing

assumes responsibility for such damage.

9. Bidding at Auction. The auction shall take place at the

time and place set forth in this catalogue, or at some other

time and place as DLRCA may, in its sole discretion, deter-

mine. The auctioneer will offer lots in number sequence

within each auction session, subject to DLRCA’s right to

withdraw any lot at any time. Only entire lots will be

offered unless the auctioneer directs otherwise. Bidding will

open at an amount set by the auctioneer in his sole discre-

tion (including by reducing a mail bid to a level the auc-

tioneer deems appropriate), and will continue at such

increments as the auctioneer directs until the auctioneer

declares the lot sold. The auctioneer may accept or decline

any bid in his sole discretion, and where more than one

identical bid is received for an item, the auctioneer may
prefer the first bid received and may prefer a mail bid over

an identical floor bid. In case of any disputes regarding the

existence or amount of bids the auctioneer may rescind the

sale of that lot and re-sell it, or otherwise direct disposition

of the lot in his sole discretion. In all cases, the auctioneer’s

decision shall be final. DLRCA IS NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ERRORS IN BIDDING, and mistaken bids will not

justify rescission of a sale.
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10. Buyer's Commission and Taxes. THE PURCHASE PRICE

FOR ALL LOTS INCLUDES THE SUCCESSFUL. BID

PLUS A BUYER'S COMMISSION OF 15%. Bidders

acknowledge that they are responsible for all sales, use or

other taxes applicable to their purchases, and for any inter-

est or penalty related to unpaid tax, regardless of whether

DLRCA collected such taxes at the time of purchase.

11. Payment, Risk of Loss and Remedies for Late

Payment/Security Interest. After the auction, ail successful

purchasers will receive an invoice from DLRCA detailing

their purchases and the date payment is due. Title and risk

of loss to goods passes when the purchase price is paid in

full, and DLRCA reserves the right to withhold delivery of

lots until full payment is made in good funds. Payment is

by cash in U.S. funds payable through a U.S. bank only,

unless otherwise agreed in writing between the buyer and

DLRCA. No credit card purchases will be accepted with-

out prior agreement from DLRCA. Purchasers agree that if

payment is not made in full in accordance with the invoice

terms, they will be liable to DLRCA for interest on the

unpaid balance at the rate of 1 1/2% per month (or the

maximum rate permitted by law, whichever is lower), and

for reimbursement of all collection costs incurred by

DLRCA (including the costs of engaging an attorney and

pursuing legal proceedings). In addition to the foregoing,

purchasers grant DLRCA a security interest in any items

purchased by them, to secure any outstanding indebtedness

to DLRCA (whether from purchase of the items themselves

or other items), and agree to execute such documents as

DLRCA may deem needed to evidence this security inter-

est. Purchasers agree that DLRCA may exercise all the

rights of a secured party, including the right to re-sell the

collateral item(s) and apply the proceeds to purchaser’s

debt and to reimbursing DLRCA for costs related to the

resale.

12. Limited Return Privilege. Items may not be returned for

any reason if they have been certified by PCGS, NGC, or

ANACS, if the purchaser is a dealer or has presented

DLRCA with a valid resale certificate, or if the purchaser

viewed the item prior to the purchase. In all other cases,

returns are accepted provided each of the following condi-

tions is met: (1) the purchaser proves that the item is coun-

terfeit, contains an altered date or mintmark, or contains

undisclosed repairs; (2) the purchaser notifies DLRCA in

writing of his or her contention within five (5) days of

receiving the item (if purchaser did not timely pay for the

item, his or her return privilege is waived); and (3) the item

is returned in its original, sealed and unopened container.

Notwithstanding the above, returns are not accepted in

cases involving cleaning, artificial toning, provenance or

pedigree, or strike, or whether a coin is a proof.

13. Bidding Errors. DLRCA is not responsible for errors in

bidding. Please double-check your bids carefully.

14. Shipping Charges. Buyer will be charged a fee for delivery

(equal to DLRCA’s actual cost plus a portion of the third-

party insurance fee to cover the value) of any and all lots

that are delivered after the lot-pickup as noted in the cata-

log. Shipping charges must be paid in full for title of pur-

chased lots to transfer. A schedule of shipping fees is post-

ed on our web site at

www.davidlawrence.com/auctions/shipterms.cfm.

15. No Rights for Subsequent Purchasers or Assignees. Only

the actual purchaser of an item at a DLRCA auction may
claim any rights under these Terms and Conditions, and

such rights may not be transferred or assigned to anyone

else.

16. Disclaimer of Compensatory, Incidental or Consequential

Damages. DLRCA’s liability to purchasers for returned

items, items to which title issues are raised, or in connec-

tion with any claim arising from the purchase of an item at

a DLRCA auction is limited to reimbursing the purchaser

for the sums actually paid to DLRCA for the item(s)

(including buyer’s commission and taxes), and DLRCA
DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATORY,
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARIS-

ING FROM PURCHASE OF ANY ITEM AT A DLRCA
AUCTION.

17. Prices Realized. Will be posted on our web site:

www.davidlawrence.com; a printed copy may be requested

my mail or phone.

18. Virginia Law/Arbitration of All Disputes. These Terms and

Conditions shall be construed and enforced in accordance

with Virginia law (excluding choice of law rules). Any
claim or controversy arising out of or involving a DLRCA
auction or any provision of Terms and Conditions shall be

resolved by arbitration by the Professional Numismatists

Guild (PNG) or, if the PNG cannot or will not hear the

matter, by the American Arbitration Association. Judgment

upon an arbitration award may be entered in any court of

competent jurisdiction.

19. Acceptance. Bidding in this auction constitutes full accept-

ance by the bidder of all the above terms and conditions.

The David Lawrence
COLOR/STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:
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Upcoming Sales

We are accepting consignments for these and other future auctions.

Contact us today.

Richmond
COLLECTION

Part III

The

NtwTirk

Invitalitnol
"*•

Coil Show

Seated 8c Barber Coinage New York Invitational

March 7, 2005

Baltimore, Maryland
June 29-30, 2005

New York, NY

The third installment of the Richmond
Collection contains the impossibly complete

sets of Seated and Barber coinage. From
half dimes through Half Dollars, nearly

every date and mintmark is represented in

both business strike and proof.

We invite you to join us for the second

annual New York Invitational coin show in

midtown Manhattan. During the week of

the convention, four auction companies will

come together for one of the busiest auction

events of the year. DLRC Auctions

will host the marquis event asso-

ciated with the show and we’d

like to feature your collection.

We sold over $11 million in

the 2004 New York sale.

Contact John Feigenbaum

or Win Callender to discuss

what we can do for you!

Highlights include: the finest of 11 known
examples of the 1894-S Barber dime; 1876-

CC Twenty Cent piece; 1842 Small Date

Quarter in Proof; unique branch-mint

proof strikes of the 1855-S Seated

Quarter and Dollars.

The Finest Known 1894-S dime

NGC Proof-66

ex: James Stack / Richmond

To be sold with the Richmond

Collection, Part II



Richmond
COLLECTION

Pan II

&
The Coronado Collection

. of Bust Half Dollars

r
\

DLRCADLRC Auctions

Visit www.davidlawrence.com/richmond

for on-line bidding and large images

of every coin in the Richmond Collection.
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Half Cent

1001 1794NGCVF30 [5****J

Dark olive surfaces with fine porosity in the fields, while the devices are smoother and lighter brown in color. Well struck from light-

ly clashed dies, with full definition on the wreath and Liberty. No other surface problems from circulation worthy of note. (1003)

Flying Eagle Cents

Superb 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

1002 1 856 PCGS MS64 [3****J

Snow-9. While there is some controversy as to whether any of the 1856 Flying Eagle cents are truly business strikes, this coin has

been designated as such by PCGS. Whatever side of the argument one takes on that debate, the Richmond example offered here is a

beauty. Examined years ago by PCGS the current grade seems conservative by today’s standards. The coin is superb for the grade

with pristine surfaces and a glossy skin of luster overall that enriches the eye appeal. The surfaces exhibit light mirrors and a sharp

strike which, frankly, lead this cataloger to believe the proof/mint state designation could go either way.

One of the most coveted dates of all small cents, the 1856 Flying Eagle cent is the product of years of experiments and pattern issues.

The obverse design employs the popular eagle in flight by Christian Gobrecht while the reverse displays James B. Longacre’s wreath

as seen on the large sized gold dollars of 1854 and Three dollar gold coins. The obverse also displays the date below the eagle, and

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA above the eagle in an arc. The denomination ONF1 CENT is noted in bold letters at the center of

the reverse.

the winds of change were focused on the current Large Cents in the early 1850s. Philadelphia Mint studies showed that with the

current high price of copper the Mint was losing money on every cent it coined by 1853 (Breen). Mint Director James Ross Snowden
proposed a bold solution; reduce the size of the pure copper cents, add nickel as an alloy to copper and redesign the cent entirely.

Behind the scenes the politically well connected Joseph Wharton (the owner of the monopoly on nickel mines in the Western

Hemisphere) had found the most efficient way to sell his vast nickel holdings, by forcing the United States Mint to use his nickel as

an alloy for coinage.

Nickel is a very hard metal as compared to copper, silver or gold. When used as an alloy nickel tends to require greater force from
the coinage press to bring up the designs in the dies, and greatly shortens die life by causing cracks and breaks as the dies struggle to

pound the nickel alloy into coins. This was demonstrated by the various patterns and experimental coinage of the 1850s.

Nevertheless, friends in high places passed the necessary legislation and soon nickel baron Wharton had a steady source for selling

his vast nickel hoard. I he Flying Faglc cent had a required composition of 88 percent copper and 12 percent nickel.

After eight years of using nickel as an alloy in cents (1856 to 1864), the legislation was finally passed changing the composition of

the cent to 95 percent copper, 5 percent tin and zinc (known as French bronze). This same legislation required the same composition
for the new Iwo Gent piece of 1864 as well. Not to be left out, Wharton quickly rallied his legislative friends and allies, and by 1865
a new I hree Cent piece was authorized using 75 percent copper, and 25 percent nickel, and again in I 866 when a new five cent piece

was authorized (to circulate along with the current half dime in silver) using the same composition as the new Three cent piece. Thus
Wharton secured a steady place to sell his boundless nickel too, the United States Mint at Philadelphia. (2013)
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1003 1 857 NGC MS64 [3*****] 1005 1 858 Small Letters NGC MS64 [3****]

A lustrous example that retains most of the original

mint bloom. We note a blush of light toning right of the

date. Sharply impressed on the eagle’s feathers and

wings. (2016)

A bright, sharp coin that boasts pleasing color and sur-

faces. Even the cotton leaves show their fine veins.

Minor fading in color from a fingerprint on the reverse.

(2019)

Proof Flying Eagle Cents

The Only 1857 Proof Cameo
Flying Eagle Cent Graded By NGC

1004 1 857 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [3*****]

These early proofs are very rare with the cameo con-

trast. In fact, there is but a single cent of this date so

graded by NGC, this particular coin. Furthermore, it is

of gem quality, which greatly adds to the appeal.

Excellent surfaces and appeal throughout, with boldly

struck feathers on the eagle. The reverse similar,

although we note slight weakness on the cotton leaves.

In the upper left obverse field there is a touch of magen-

ta toning mostly through the lettering. Reflective mirror

fields and enough frost on the devices to earn the

Cameo designation, and certainly one of the first struck

about May of 1857. Based on the reported Populations

and Census information, it appears that fewer than 100

are known in Proof grades. PCGS has graded a few

other Cameo proofs, but none are finer than the coin

offered here. Diagnostic die file marks above NI of

UNITED, with one up from the right upright of N to the

rim above and with a small defect connecting the mid-

dle serif of E to the serif above of the same word.

Identifiable by a very short lintmark at the junction of

the eagle’s wings in the field below ST of STATES. There

is a trace of a carbon speck below the E of CENT. No
center dot on the reverse. AM touch on reverse.

NGC Census: 1, none finer. (2040)

1006 1 858 Large Letters NGC MS64 [2*****]

A flashy coin that shows strong luster and attractive

color. No distracting carbon spots are seen, and the

strike is more than adequate for this elusive issue.

(2020)

View the Richmond Collection On-Line

Easy, Secure Bidding

*:• Full color (large) images of all lots

Automatic notification by email
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Impressive 1858/7 In Very Choice Mint State Attractive 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

In Choice Proof

1008 1 856 NGC Proof 63 [3****]

Choice and sharply struck, this coin is free of any

defects visible to the naked eye. In terms of eye appeal,

this example is superior to most higher graded speci-

mens of this issue we have seen.

Always in strong demand, these 1856 Flying Eagle cents

were produced in very limited quantities in both Proof

and Mint State condition. The exact number coined is

not known, as many were apparently restruck within a

year or two of the initial coining. Today we have a bet-

ter idea how many are around, as the combined Census

and Population reports for NGC and PCGS show fewer

than 900 specimens in all grades for collectors to choose

from. (2037)

1007 1 858/7 NGC MS64 [2*****]

A very impressive example of this key overdate Flying

Eagle cent. Generally, the overdate feature of this vari-

ety requires a glass to see. Most examples are deter-

mined not by the date at all, rather by diagnostic die

chip located above the first 8 in the field below the

eagle’s breast. In addition, the eagle’s wingtip is broken

as seen on all specimens of this variety. On a precious

few, one actually sees traces of the original numeral 7 at

the upper-right loop of the second 8 in the date. Those
with real evidence of this 7 are considered the ‘early die

state’ variety and command a premium. This specimen

is clearly one of the earliest struck of this variety as

traces of the 7 are evident with the naked eye. Not only

that, the coin is sharply struck with gem luster and eye

appeal. We would stack this coin against any of the four

examples graded MS65.

NGC Census: 38, 4 finer (finest MS-65). (2022)
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Very Rare Proof 1858 Large Letters

Flying Eagle Cent

5

Splendid Proof 1858 Small Letters

Flytng Eagle Cent

1009 1 858 Large Letters NGC Proof 63 [3*****] 1010 1 858 Small Letters NGC Proof 64 [2*****]

A lovely specimen of this rare proof issue in a seldom-

offered affordable grade. According to the Guide Book,

only 80 Large Letters were struck in proof format in

1858, making it by far the scarcest of all proof Flying

Eagle cents. Mint Director Snowden directed James B.

Longacre to prepare new designs for the cent, as the

Philadelphia Mint was having difficulty in striking up

details on the eagle and wreath of the Flying Eagle

design. This was most likely caused by the use of nickel

as an alloy, but Snowden wouldn’t hear of such talk as

his friend Joseph Wharton supplied the Mint with all

the nickel it needed to coin the cents. Thus, 1858 repre-

sents the final year of the Flying Eagle cent design, and

despite the initial popularity the design was changed in

1859 to the Indian cent.

NGC has graded as total of 31 examples of this variety

in Proof in all grades. (2043)

Highly reflective golden surfaces with a hint of aquama-

rine tones in the devices, this piece is fully struck and

razor sharp. Fresh is a word that readily comes to mind

when examining this piece.

Although the Guide Book states a mintage of 200 coins,

Breen estimated the proof mintage to be 80+ pieces for

this variety, which seems about right as a total of 59

have been certified by both NGC and PCGS. Needless

to say, this is a very rare coin in Proof, and perhaps a

few appearing on the market in any given year.

NGC Census: 9, 11 finer (finest PR-66 Cameo). (2043)
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Indian Head Cents

1011 1859 NGC MS64 [3*****]

Here is a very nice coin for the grade, the strike is full

and complete, and the mint luster unbroken. The

obverse is particularly attractive, and the only distur-

bance seen is faint hairlines on the reverse. Trivial

planchet crack is located below the ribbon knot. A very

nice coin for the grade. (2052)

1014 1866 NGC MS65 RB [3*****]

Faded mint red on the obverse, the reverse brighter but

with a touch of haze. Clean surfaces and attractive.

Later obverse die state with encircling die cracks and

clashing in the fields. Well struck and problem free.

(2086)

1012 1860 Pointed Bust NGC MS63 [2****]

A few ticks from a higher grade but sharply impressed

and generally attractive. One speck in the lower curls of

Liberty, and a few darker carbon specks are found hid-

den in the wreath. (2058)

1015 1867 NGC MS64 RB [3****]

Lustrous and sharp, with no spots or similar problems.

Toned with a wood grain texture as frequently seen on

the obverse and reverse, with flecks of darker blue and

brown over mint color. (2089)

1013 1864-L Bronze NGC MS64 BN [3****]

This is a very scarce coin in this condition. Traces of
mint red remain in the fields, and the coin is very pleas-

ing to study. Late ohvcrse die state with a strong bisect-

ing crack through the 6 of the date up to the rim
through the second feather in the headdress. Boldly
clashed on the obverse die. Always in demand in upper
grades, and this one is well worth pursuing. (2079)

1016 1867/67 NGC MS63 RB [3****]

Mostly red in color but with a touch of fading and haze

on the obverse and reverse. Scarce as a date in choice

uncirculated. Very strong overdate, easily seen with the

naked eye. (2090)
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1017 1868 PCGS MS64 RD [3****]

Slightly faded red in color and attractive. We note a thin

line on Liberty through her ear into her headband. A
good strike on the obverse, but the reverse shows some

weakness on the right side of the shield. (2093)

1020 1 870 NGC MS64 RB [3****]

Sharply impressed throughout, particularly so on

Liberty. The color is coppery-gold with a touch of blue

on the upper devices. Attractive overall, and difficult to

find this well preserved. (2098)

1018 1869/69 NGC MS63 RB [3****]

Lovely color and surfaces save for an old carbon spot

over NI of UNITED. The recutting on the date can be

seen with a glass. A scarce date with or without the

recut date. (2095)

1019 1869 PCGS MS65 RB [4****]

Reflective and very attractive with a blush of reddish

gold toning on either side over luster. Sharply struck by

the dies and scarce so well preserved. (2095)

1021 1871 NGC MS64 RB [3*****]

A couple of minor carbon flecks and ticks from a gem
grade, but decent color and surfaces. Clashed on both

the obverse and reverse. (2101)

1022 1872 NGC MS64 RB [4****]

Faded mint red remains in the protected areas of the

fields. Well struck by the dies and still attractive, and

without the spots that often are found. The obverse has

a thin die line through Liberty’s eye and ear. (2104)
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Memorable 1873 Double Liberty Indian Cent

1024 1 873 Open 3 NGC MS64 RB [3****|

Delicate mint red in the fields which is starting to tone

to a light tan color. No spots or similar detriments,

although there appears to be some acetate in the upper

left obverse field. (2107)

1025 1 873 Closed 3 NGC MS64 RD [3*****]

Bright and lustrous, with ample mint color to please the

eye. There are minor specks visible with a glass. Fully

struck by the dies and scarce. (2111 )

1023 1873 Double Die Obverse, Closed 3

NGC MS64 BN (FS-009) [4****]

Rich rose highlights with red accents in the devices. The
reverse has mellowed to an even brown color with red

highlights peeking through near the periphery. Choice
for the grade in every manner with no signs of spotting.

Of the handful graded at this level we believe this coin

may be the finest.

One of the highly collectible varieties from the Indian

cent series, and a very scarce coin in all higher grades.

LIBERTY is sharply doubled and this clearly shows
with a glass. Discovered by Walter Breen about 1957,
this popular variety is very rare and desirable in its ‘type

T state of full doubling of the word LIBERTY. In fact,

this particular coin is one of the finest seen, and one of
the very few mint state coins to be confirmed. An excel-

lent coin for the collector or specialist to long enjoy.

NGC Census 7, none finer. (2106)

1026 1875 NGC MS65 RB [3****]

Faded mint red and an average strike with weakness on

the peripheral lettering. Typical wood grain toning but

no distracting spots are noted. (2122)
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1027 1876 NGC MS64 RB p*****]

Lustrous and sharp, although there are minor carbon specks on both the obverse and reverse. (2125)

Pleasing 1877 Indian Cent In Full Red Mint State

1028 1877 PCGS MS64 RD [2****]

An attractive full red specimen of this famous key date Indian cent. Pale yellow centers mellow to rich red near the rims with ample

luster. A few light flecks are evident near the T in STATES, M and second A in AMERICA which may account for this coin not achiev-

ing the MS65 RD grade.

For decades the 1877 Indian cent has been known as the key date to the series, with the lowest mintage (aside from the 1909-S Indian

cent), and a date which is particularly hard to find in Red Mint State condition. This has been confirmed by the grading services,

which have seen a tiny handful that qualify to earn the coveted “Red” designation on their holders. In fact, NGC has graded a total

16 examples of this date in Red, and considering the tremendous number of date and registry sets in process by collectors today,

obtaining an example such as this becomes all the more important. A foremost opportunity for the specialist to obtain one of the

classic rarities in the series.

NGC Census: 6, 10 finer (finest MS-65 Red). (2129)

1029 1886 Type 2 NGC MS64 RD £*]
Here is a scarce date to find with full Red color. The surfaces are satiny and bright, with a touch of fading on the devices. An aver-

age strike for the date with the dies showing moderate wear.

NGC Census: 5, 8 finer (MS-66 Red finest). (2156)
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Gem Red 1894 Double Date Indian Cent

1 031 1 894/1 894 NGC MS65 RD (FS-01 1

)

A blazing red gem with stunning eye appeal, this coin is

a monster gem in every regard.

Of all the countless examples of recut and double date

coins from the Nineteenth century, this 1894 Indian cent

is one of the most dramatic. Not only is the recutting

obvious even to the unaided eye, but the digits are wide-

ly recut. A coin for the specialist who demands one of

the very finest in existence, as a total of 5 qualify in this

grade or higher by NGC. Certainly a premier opportu-

nity that should not be missed.

NGC Census: 4, I finer (finest MS-66 Red) (2189)

Extremely Rare 1888/887 Indian Cent

1030 1 887/1887 NGC AU58 (FS-01 0.7) [4****]

Choice is the most obvious word to describe this beau-

tiful coin. An even coating of tan-chocolate surfaces on

both sides with a natural lustrous gloss of a coin that

saw minimal, if any, circulation. Only the slightest wear
is evident under magnification on the feather tips of the

Indian’s headdress and highest point of the cheekbone.

This is probably more a result of cabinet storage than

actual circulation.

This 1 888/7 (Snow-2) variety is truly rare and desirable

in the Indian cent series, and may well represent the

most desirable of all variety issues within the series.

High grade examples seldom come up for auction and
most collectors never have the opportunity to possess

this coin.

This variety has stood the test of time and remains a

true rarity in all grades. Discovered by James F. Ruddy
about 1970, countless thousands of 1888 cents have
been examined to search for the telltale 7 beneath the

final 8 in the date, or to find the diagnostic die break in

the dentils above TE of UNITED. To date, only a few
examples have been confirmed. This particular coin is

one of the finest seen, and nudges close to a mint state

grade. A meager 4 coins have been graded in Mint State
by NGC of this variety, which gives the collector some
idea of just how rare this variety is today.

NGC Census: 3, 4 higher (finest MS-64 RB). (2!S7)

Richmond Coi.i.h non, Part II I November 29, 2004 Baltimore, MD



1037 1862 NGC Proof 63 [2****]

Reflective mirror fields show a single speck on the lower

reverse above the ribbon, and a couple of minor toned

areas are seen on Liberty’s cheek. We also note a tiny

nick on the rim below the left ribbon end. (2259)

1034 1 859 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Attractive surfaces and color with no signs of nicks or

handling marks. The obverse and reverse show several

tiny carbon specks, visible with a glass. Scarce first year

of issue and a single year type coin which is always in

demand. (2247)

Richmond Collection, Part II I November 29, 2004 I Baltimore, MD

DLRC Auctions

1032 1896 NGC MS66 RD£]
A very attractive frosty gem that shows blazing luster

and a decent strike. The surfaces are clean and reveal a

couple of very small ticks. No spots or similar problems,

and this coin is head and shoulders above most seen of

this date.

NGC Census: 7, 2 finer (MS-68 Red finest). (2195)

1035 1860 NGC Proof 63 [3****]

Bright and reflective with good color throughout. There

are a couple of faded spots on the obverse, one on

Liberty’s cheek, another on her neck and nearby field,

which likely limited the grade. (2253)

1033 1909-S NGC MS64 RB [3****]

Mostly red in color with minor toning starting on the

devices. Sharply impressed and typical for the date and

mint. A touch of haze is found on the devices. (2239)

1036 1861 NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

Coppery gold at the centers with a hint of green near the

periphery of this pleasing coin. The surfaces are pristine

and show very few signs of handling, although we note

a very trivial speck on Liberty’s cheek. (2256)

Proof Indian Head Cents
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1038 1863 NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

Frosty and well struck for this mid Civil War issue. The

fields are attractive and the color ranges through a mix

of gold and reddish tan. A blush of haze is seen. Scarce.

(2262)

1039 1 864 CN NGC Proof 63 Cameo [3****]

Well frosted on the devices which stand out from the

reflective fields surrounding. A couple of trivial carbon

specks can be found with a glass. Elusive so well pre-

served. (2265)

1040 1864 Bronze NGC Proof 64 RB [3****J

Gold and red in color and attractive for the grade. Close
examination notes some specks which have been par-

tially removed. (2277)

An old-fashioned

approach to 21st

Century numismatics.

As the Internet continues to influence our classic

hobby, David Lawrence Rare Coins remains

committed to both the “old fashioned” art and

love of numismatics and the modern era of coin

collecting on the Internet.

A Rare Business

Model
A family business,

founded in

1979, we

can offer

you

all

the >7

benefits

of personal

service that is

becoming

increasingly

rare. Call one

of our numis-

matists today to

discuss the best

way to sell your

collection.

We offer the entire range of services to maxi-

mize the value of your collection:

Outright Purchase with Immediate

Payment

Consignment

Internet Auction Sales

Live Auction Sales
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Exceptional Proof 1 864-L Indian Cent

1041 1 864-L NGC Proof 64 RB [3*•]
The combined Population Census and Reports of NGC and PCGS reflect a total of 17 specimens

graded in Proof of this important issue. All show a diagnostic die line below the ear of Liberty

on her neck. The strike is full and complete as expected for a proof, and the mirror fields remain

much the same as the day they were coined. With all the changes taking place on the Indian cents

during 1864, it is a wonder that any were coined in Proof as these were apparently some of the

last pieces struck that year.

During the first months of 1864, the old style copper-nickel composition was used for cent

coinage, then on April 22, 1864 the new French Bronze alloy was authorized which eliminated

nickel as part of the alloy. These new French Bronze cents were struck using the old dies and

hubs as seen on coinage from 1860 to 1864. James B. Longacre, Mint Engraver, created a new

master hub in late 1864 with a pointed tip on the bust and signed it with his bold “L” near the

ribbon on Liberty’s headdress, and this master hub was little changed until the design was

changed to the Lincoln cent in late 1909.

The Richmond example of this rare proof cent is clearly a proof strike — visible as such from

arm’s length. Boldly struck in every detail with highly lustrous surfaces over deeply mirrored

fields, this piece is destined to become the highlight of an important collection of Indian cents,

or 19th century proof issues. According to Snow, fewer than 10 coins remain from the scant

mintage of 20 pieces.

Formerly housed in a PCGS Proof 64 RB holder, this coin was procured for the Richmond

Collection in the May 1999 Superior Auction of the Fludson River Valley Collection (lot #1648).

NGC Census: 3, 1 finer (finest PR-65 Red). (2280)
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1042 1 865 NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

Hazy mint color with tan intermixed. A good strike for

this date in proof. (2283)

1045 1868 NGC Proof 63 RB [3****]

The reverse die is rotated 180 degrees as often seen on

this date in Proof. Wood grain toning with a couple of

carbon flecks mixed in. (2292)

1043 1 866 NGC Proof 63 RB [3*****]

Faded mint red with some of the usual wood grain ton-

ing. A couple of small carbon flecks which are not too

distracting. (2286)

1044 1 867 NGC Proof 65 RB [3*****]

Scattered light specks on the obverse and reverse from a

higher grade, but still an attractive coin for the grade.

(2289)

1046 1869 NGC Proof 65 RB [3*****]

Glossy red with deep tan over the obverse and reverse,

with a small speck located on Liberty’s neck, and anoth-

er below her ear. Clean surfaces as expected for the

grade, and scarce this well preserved. (2295)

1047 1 871 NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

A few minor specks and a nick or two from a gem
grade. Faded mint color with hints of blue and rose

gold. (2301)

Ric hmond Cou rt tion, Part II I November 29, 2004 I Baltimore, Ml)
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1048 1 872 NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

Gold luster with flashes of magenta near the centers,

and boldly executed by the dies. The surfaces are pleas-

ing, as they lack the carbon specks which often mar

coins from this period. Scarce and always in demand.

(2304)

1049 1 873 PCGS Proof 65 RD [3*****]

Fiery red, gold and magenta in color, with reflective

fields throughout. The surfaces are attractive and free of

specks. Excellent quality for this date. (2308)

1051 1875 NGC Proof 63 RB [2*****]

Light gold with a touch of wood grain toning starting to

form. We note a scuff in the left obverse field and a car-

bon speck on the right reverse wreath. (2313)

1052 1876 NGC Proof 64 RB [3*****]

The obverse is bright with a few faint hairlines while the

reverse is toned with medium tan. Average for the grade.

(2316)

1050 1874 NGC Proof 64 RB [4*****]

Hazy red and gold throughout with a few light specks

seen with a glass. The surfaces are reflective and we note

some colorful highlights. (2310)

The David Lawrence
COLOR /STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:
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Key Date 1977 In Choice Proof

1053 1877 NGC Proof 63 RB [3****]

Reddish gold in color with a patch of darker colors on

the reverse. The surfaces are decent for the grade, with

well preserved mirror fields and sharp devices. The

obverse has a scattering of very minute specks, the

reverse similar with one speck near the C of CENT.

Mintage plunged in 1877 as the American economy

stumbled; few proofs were ordered or saved, and pre-

cious few are as nice as the coin offered here. Always in

strong demand as date collectors seek attractive exam-

ples for their collections. (2319)

1054 1884 NGC Proof 65 RD Cameo [3*****]

Delightfully bright and reflective, with just a couple of

minor specks to note the passage of time. The surfaces

are very clean and pleasing, and this coin should suit

most specialists. Well contrasted and preserved. (2341)

Challenging 1886 Type I Indian Proof

In Full Red

1055 1886 Type 1 NGC Proof 64 RD [2****]

One of the most difficult dates to locate with the full

coveted full Red surfaces, this one is certain to attract

attention. The surfaces are bright, save for a trivial scat-

tering of carbon flecks commonly found on cents of this

period. Identifiable by a thin line on Liberty’s neck and

a minor low area below the EN of CENT. Don’t let this

one slip by without careful consideration if you need a

Red example for your date set.

NGC Census: 1, 1 finer (PR-66 Red finest). (2347)

1056 1892 NGC Proof 66 RB ex: Starr **Color**

[5]
This is one that will go to the collector who appreciates

colorful toning. The obverse shows an attractive magen-

ta with hints of blue while the reverse is more intense

with electric aqua blue on the devices and deep brown
and red in the fields. The surfaces are pristine, and the

color is stunning. An impressive example with a pedi-

gree to match. From Stack’s Floyd Starr sale, and so

noted on the NGC insert.

NGC Census: 1 1, none finer. (2364)

Visit Us on the Internet!

It's all online & more....
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1057 1 896 NGC Proof 65 RD [2*****]

Flashy and red with great color and clean surfaces.

Close examination will note a couple of trivial carbon

flecks. (2377)

1058 1906 NGC Proof 66 RB [3****]

This coin has a dizzying array of colors which range

from fiery red, intense yellow and gold, with a blush of

green over both the obverse and reverse. Boldly struck

and very well preserved, colorful coins like this one

delight the specialists and find many willing hands to

pay premiums for their particular hues. (2406)

1059 1 907 NGC Proof 66 RB [5***]

Pristine surfaces and mostly red in color with a blush of

green and gold woven through the fabric of this coin.

Deeper magenta within the lettering, and highly attrac-

tive. (2409)

Lincoln Cents

1060 1 909-S VDB NGC MS64 RD [2*****]

An attractive coin with excellent mint red color overall.

This strike is average for the issue, with some peripher-

al weakness noted on the tops of the motto and even on

the V.D.B. Identifiable by a minor speck above the L and

another on the T of LIBERTY. Sharp on the wheat ears,

this is a very nice coin for the grade. Always in strong

demand as one of the classic key dates of this popular

series. (2428)

1061 1909-S/Horizontal S NGC MS65 RB [2****]

Bright red and lustrous with very attractive surfaces. We
note one trivial speck above the A in STATES. Boldly

executed by the dies. (2433)

1062 1 909-S NGC MS64 RD [2****]

Slightly faded mint red in color and well struck. There

are some small carbon flecks on the obverse. Scarce as a

date with this much red color. (2434)
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Key Date 1914-D Lincoln In MS-64 Red

1063 1 911-D NGC MS64 RD [2****]

Bright red in color and lustrous. The strike is average

for the date and mint, and we note some scattered small

carbon flecks which likely kept this from a higher grade.

(2446)

1066 1914-D NGC MS64 RD [3*****]

One of the most difficult dates to find in full red condi-

tion. The color is an even reddish gold with only a hint

of haze. Excellent surfaces and strike for this date, with

no signs of weakness on the lettering, wheat ears or on

Lincoln. Faint specks from a higher grade, and a coin

that few could best in appeal or quality.

NGC Census 34, 24 finer (MS-66 Red finest). (2473)

1064 1 91 2-D PCGS MS65 RD [3*****]

A lovely gem example of this early mintmarked date.

The color is even and there are no spots noted. Fully

struck, even on the motto and lettering on the reverse,

areas which are often weak. (2455)

1065 191 3-D NGC MS64 RD [2****]

A very scarce coin so well preserved, this one boasts a

sharp strike and even color. The surfaces are clean and
attractive, and the only complaint arc trivial specks on
the reverse. (2464)

1067 1 91 4-S NGC MS64 RD [1**]
Blazing mint red throughout with a strong strike as well,

save for the top of the O in ONE, which is characteris-

tically weak. The surfaces are pleasing with few signs of

handling. A couple of tiny streaks and specks from a

gem grade. (2476)

K it 1

1

m < )

n

i » ( ;< ti l i ( :i ion. Part II

1068 1915-S NGC MS65 RB [3****]

This coin is very sharply struck, even on the peripheral

lettering. Toned with a blush of blue over red, and very

attractive. (24H4)
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1069 1 916-D NGC MS64 RD [2****]

Flashy red luster throughout with a bold strike on the devices. Close examination will note some faded specks in the upper right

obverse field, and a nick below. (2491)

Gem Red 1917 Double Die Lincoln Cent

1070 1917 Double Die Obverse NGC MS65 RD (FS-013) [2*****]

An outstanding coin for the advanced numismatist, this rarity was discovered in 1977 by Andrew Frandsen, and of those found, most

are in lower circulated grades. Locating a mint state example requires patience and a healthy pot of cash. To find a Red Mint State

gem is certainly an undertaking. Originally purchased in a PCGS MS65 RD holder, this gem is a consensus coin, and may well be the

finest of the few known Red gems. In fact, this is the only coin so graded by NGC, with none seen higher by that service. PCGS has

graded a few others in Red gem grades.

NGC Census: 1, none finer. (2497)

1071 1917-D NGC MS64 RD [2****]

Delicate reddish luster throughout and attractive overall. Struck from worn dies as often seen on coins of this date. One of the many
scarcer mintmarked Lincolns to locate in near gem condition. (2500)
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1072 1918-D NGC MS63 RD [2*****]

A well struck, well preserved coin that shows excellent

color and surfaces. We do note a nick between the NT
of CENT. (2509)

1075 1920-D PCGS MS64 RD [3****]

Attractive color and surfaces for this date, although we
note a tiny white speck on the lower portion of Lincoln’s

coat. The strike is a touch weak on the upper reverse,

but the wheat ears are sharp. (2527)

1073 1918-S NGC MS64 RD [2*****]

Bright and lustrous, with a blush of rose and yellow

gold over the surfaces. A decent strike for this date, and
very difficult to find better. (2512)

1076 1 921-S NGC MS63 RD [2*****]

A lustrous, bright coin that shows few signs of handling.

Close examination will note a faint spot below the B of

LIBERTY and a couple more on the inside of the right

wheat ear. Particularly difficult to find as a date in the

coveted red category, many collectors should be eager to

purchase this classic key date Lincoln. (2536)

1074 1 919-S NGC MS63 RD [2****]

Abundant mint luster and red in color, with a few faint

specks visible with a glass. A slightly above-average
strike for the date which is seldom, if ever, found sharp.

(2521)
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Choice Mint State 1922 No D Lincoln Cent

1077 1 922 No D Weak Reverse 1c PCGS MS63 RB [2-* ]

A beautiful choice uncirculated example of this rare variety. The 1922 “plain” cent is scarce in any grade, however, mint state exam-

ples are exceedingly difficult. Beyond that, we have never handled another uncirculated specimen with anything other than fully

brown surfaces. By contrast, the obverse of the Richmond coin is nearly full red with just a hint of maroon tones in the fields. The

reverse show a little more mellowing likely due to cabinet storage many years ago. Housed in an early PCGS (green label) holder, this

coin appears to be conservatively graded.

Despite being widely publicized, this variety remains rather scarce and downright rare in any mint state grade. A single obverse die

was used to coin these, and was paired with two different reverse dies, one with strong wheat ears, the second with very weak wheat

ears.

Breen believed these 1922 Plain cents were coined late in the production of cents for the year. Apparently, the Philadelphia Mint

ordered the Denver Mint to coin millions of cents for the current year despite the fact that no more cent dies would be shipped to

complete the order (the Philadelphia Mint supplied the dies to the Denver and San Francisco Mint). Hence, a worn and clashed 1922

Denver die was reground and dragged back into service. The mints had been ordered to churn out millions of the new Peace silver

dollars, and could scarcely keep up with the quotas required. Note that no 1922 coinage was produced for nickels, dimes, quarters

or half dollars. While Denver was struggling to coin millions of cents with the old die, no one noticed that the mintmark was fading

away, and eventually was entirely effaced from the obverse die. This fact would have gone unnoticed were it not for the fact that the

Philadelphia Mint didn’t coin any 1922 cents, and thus a new rarity was born.

PCGS Population: 2, 6 finer (finest MS-65 RB). (2541)

1078 1924-S NGC MS64 RB [3***-*-]

Slightly faded mint red and very well struck for this date, with no signs of weakness on the motto or Lincoln. A few specks which

are scarcely visible, and about as nice as this date is ever found. One for the collector who appreciates a condition rarity. (2556)
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1079 1 925-D NGC MS64 RD [2*****]

Slightly faded mint red with a touch of carbon on the

reverse. An average strike with some weakness seen in

the motto and on Lincoln’s head. Another scarce date so

close to gem. (2563)

1082 1927-S NGC MS64 RB [3****]

Lovely color and free of the usual specks. Minor ticks

from handling and the strike is a little weak on the

reverse, typical of the issue. (2583)

1080 1925-S NGC MS64 RD [2****]

Bright and lustrous with pleasing color and surfaces

throughout. One minor speck resides at the top left

wheat ear on the reverse. As usual, the strike is soft on

the devices. About as nice as this date is ever found, and

worthy of a decent bid as such.

NGC Census 25, 3 finer (MS-65 Red finest). (2566)

1081 1926-S NGC MS64 RB [3****|

Frosty and bright, with clean surfaces throughout,
there is a minor nick in the field near Lincoln’s nose.
This one has a very sharp strike, with no signs of weak-
ness found. (2574)

1083 1928-D NGC MS64 RD [3****|

Sharply struck and very well preserved with none of the

usual problems which plague so many of these early

mintmarked Lincoln cents. One tiny speck in the upper

left wheat ear from a higher grade. (2590)

1084 1 928-S NGC MS64 RD [2*****]

Blazing red in color with a couple of trivial specks on

either side. Better than average strike. (2593)
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Exceptional 1936 Double Die Obverse

Lincoln Cent

1085 1936 Double Die Obverse

NGC MS66 RD (FS-014) [1*]
One of the very finest graded of this elusive and rare

double die obverse. The date clearly shows the doubling

with a glass, with traces of doubling also noted on the

motto. Fully brilliant and attractive, with splendid lus-

ter throughout, and problem free surfaces. No signs of

spots or similar detriments. One for the collector who
demands stunning quality and outstanding color.

NGC Census: 2, 1 finer (MS-67 Red finest). (2650)

1 087 1 955/1 955 Double Die NGC MS64 BN
[3 ]
Faded mint red is found in the fields but the coin is pri-

marily hazy tan in color. Boldly struck throughout, the

characteristic doubling is clear on the obverse. One
faded spot in the field near Lincoln’s nose, and a small

nick resides before his chin in the field. Always in great

demand as one of the most dramatic mint errors ever

produced in quantity. (2825)

It's all online & more.

1086 1 944-D/S NGC MS63 RB [3****]

The color is slightly faded and very close to full red with

a blush of tan starting to form. Fully struck and the

overmintmark is clear with a glass. (2725)
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Proof Lincoln Cents

1088 1 909 VDB NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

Faded mint color towards tan with hints of sunset gold

and magenta blended in streaks, particularly so on the

reverse. Boldly executed by the dies. An important one
year type coin that is hard to find in proof format. One
of very few that we’ve ever handled, and particularly

desirable in this affordable grade. (3302)

1090 1910 NGC Proof 64 RD [3*****]

Bright with a blush of purplish red on both sides and

very well preserved. One tiny spot is noted on the right

side of the right wheat ear, and a couple of smaller ones

are found nesting above the left wheat ear. Excellent sur-

faces which display the complex texturing imparted by

the carefully prepared proof dies of 1910. (3308)

1091 1911 NGC Proof 63 RB [3*****]

Scattered small specks are found with a glass and the

color is an even faded red with a touch of haze. Scarce

and hard to find much better. (3310)

1089 1 909 NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

This coin is very similar to the 1 909 VDB just offered in

color and quality. The surfaces show a hlush of sunset
gold and magenta, with the usual streaking quality seen
on these early Proof Lincolns. Needle sharp devices and
lettering. One speck resides on Lincoln’s heard, which
will serve to hallmark this particular example. (3304)

1092 1912 NGC Proof 63 RB [4***]

Toned with mottled peripheral blue and tan with the

centers lighter. Clean surfaces and appealing quality for

the grade. (3313)
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1093 1913 NGC Proof 64 RD [2****]

Abundant mint color subdued by a couple of small car-

bon specks and a minor fingerprint on the lower reverse.

Needle sharp strike as expected for a proof and the sur-

faces are pleasing. (3317)

1094 1 914 NGC Proof 65 RD [2****]

Bright and attractive for this scarce issue, with lovely

red color throughout. The surfaces show a few carbon

flecks, the worst of which is located below the R in

AMERICA. A very difficult proof issue to locate in full

red condition. (3320)

1095 1915 NGC Proof 64 RB [3****]

A highly attractive coin that boasts light brown toning

with the familiar wood grain appearance and mint color

beneath. The strike is full and complete, and there are

virtually no signs of carbon spots. (3322)

1096 1916 NGC Proof 64 RB [3**-**]

Flashy and attractive with ample red color and a bold

strike. There are a couple of small toned areas which

blend into the surfaces, and the peripheral color ranges

towards magenta. Another very scarce Lincoln proof in

high grade. (3325)

1097 1 936 Brilliant NGC Proof 64 RD [1 ***]

Deep red in color and highly reflective. Examination

will note scattered carbon specks and a few faint hair-

lines. (3335)

1098 1937 NGC Proof 67 RD [1**]
A sparkling red gem that is free of spotting or similar

detriments. The surfaces are outstanding and this is like-

ly one of the finest to survive of this issue.

NGC Census: 9, none finer. (3338)
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1099 1 938 NGC Proof 66 RD [1]
Bright and flashy for this date in proof. The surfaces show a couple of minor spots, but they are not too distracting. (3341)

Two Cent Pieces

1100 1864 2c Small Motto NGC MS66 RB (FS-000.5) [3****]

This one is very bright and shows minimal fading in the color, most of which is an attractive deep blue color atop the devices. No
specks or carbon flecks are noted. The strike is sharp and the coin very attractive for this elusive issue.

As the first year of issue, the Motto design for the new two cent pieces proved to be inadequate as the motto (“In God We Trust”)

wore too quickly on coins even with minimal circulation. The design was quickly fixed with a larger motto and small motto speci-

mens are much scarcer than their replacements of the same year.

NGC Census: 12, none finer. (3580)
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1101 1867 Double Die Obverse NGC MS64 RB

(FS-003) [4****]

The color is fairly even with traces of light red inter-

mixed with wood grain textured brown. Sharply

impressed on the obverse with clear doubling on the

motto and arrows. A problem free coin that should suit

most advanced collectors. Very sharply struck with bold

obverse doubling. The 1867 doubled die is many times

scarcer than the properly struck obverse and considered

highly desirable by aficionados of the series. Examples

of this variety are seldom offered for sale.

NGC Census 2, 3 finer (MS-65 RB finest). (3592)

1102 1868 NGC MS66 RB [3****]

Mostly red in color and slightly faded, the upper

obverse has a brush of blue toning at the top, similar on

the bottom of the reverse. A couple of very small specks

can be found with a strong glass. (3598)

1103 1869 NGC MS63 RD [3*****]

The color is an even golden tan on the obverse and

reverse, and the strike is sharp. No spots or similar

detriments are noted. (3605)

1104 1870 NGC MS66 RB [3***-*]

A very attractive coin that boasts lovely color of faded

red with hints of blue, and a bold strike. The surfaces

are free of problems and is one of the finest seen by

NGC.

NGC Census: 4, none finer and none this high in the

Red category. (3607)

1105 1872 NGC MS66 RB [4****]

Deep brick red with ample blue and tan intermixed.

Clean and attractive and very difficult to find in such a

lofty grade. The 1872 is the scarcest date in the business

strike set in any mint state grade.

NGC Census: 3, none finer and none this high in the

Red category. (3613)

Proof Two Cent Pieces

1106 1864 Large Motto NGC Proof 65 RB [3*****]

Faded mint red in color and very sharply struck by the

dies. The surfaces show a couple of tiny specks. Very

scarce in any proof grade. (3622)
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Elusive Red Proof 1864 Small Motto Two Cent Piece

1107 1 864 Small Motto NGC Proof 64 RD [2*****]

An extremely rare issue that is seldom seen in the numismatic marketplace. To date just 17

pieces have been certified by NGC and PCGS, with only 4 that have qualified for the coveted

“Red” designation. This is one of those few, and a splendid coin it is. The small motto style had

been the prototype for pattern coins issued in 1863, and once the new denomination was

approved, a new hub with the large motto was used for most of the 1864 coinage onward.

However, a handful of these initial small motto coins were struck in proof, and this is one of

the finest to survive.

The Proof “Small Motto” 2-cent piece is indeed one of the most important of the 19th centu-

ry proof type coins and is highly desired by many collectors — few of whom have ever had the

opportunity to own. This specimen was on display at the “Treasures of Mandalay Bay” coin

museum in 1999-2000.

NGC Census: 1, none finer. (3626)
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Stunning Gem Proof 1865 Two Cent Piece

1108 1865 NGC Proof 66 RD Cameo [3*****]

An outstanding coin for the numismatist who appreci-

ates quality. The surfaces are blazing red in color and

the contrast between the mirror fields and frosted

devices give this coin bold visual appeal. The color

ranges from brick red to the familiar magenta blush

when examined under a light. No specks are noted and

this coin would be a welcome addition to even the most

advanced collection.

NGC Census: 2, none finer. (3628)

1109 1866 NGC Proof 64 RB Cameo [3****]

Well preserved and attractive with rich red and tan color

throughout. One speck resides in the dentils on the

upper obverse. Well contrasted and pleasing for the

grade. Very unusual to be seen in cameo. (3631)

1110 1867 NGC Proof 66 RB [3*****]

Faded mint red with an attractive wood grain texture on

the obverse and reverse. The surfaces are clean and

show no problem specks or similar detriments. Scarce in

this grade. (3634)

1111 1873 Closed 3 NGC Proof 64 RD [2**it**]

Desirable key proof-only issue. One of the few proofs

that earned the red color designation for the year, as

most toned down long ago. This one is very attractive

and shows one small speck left of the date and a couple

of minute ones scattered about. (3653)

1112 1873 Open 3 NGC Proof 65 RB [3****]

Faded mint red and well balanced in color. Problem free

surfaces and nice quality for the grade. Fully struck.

Proof-only issue. (3655)

Three Cent Silver

1113 1851 NGC MS65 [3*****]

A well struck example of this date that shows full luster

and totally white surfaces. Examination will note roller

marks through the centers, as often seen on these coins.

Clashed dies as usual. (3664)
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1114 1851-0 NGCMS65 [3*****]

Frosty and bright save for a touch of lilac and gold ton-

ing starting to form. Sharply struck from clean dies,

with none of the usual clash marks which are often pres-

ent. Scarce this nice and a good collector coin. The only

trime issued with a mint mark. (3665)

1115 1854 NGC MS64 [3*****]

Lustrous and bright save for a faint fingerprint at the

top of the reverse. Minor die cracks on the obverse.

Scarce type 2 design. (3670)

1117 1856 NGCMS64 [3****]

The reverse sports some streaky gold toning while the

obverse is more lustrous and bright. A good strike with

most of the stars bold to the centers. (3 6 72)

1118 1857 NGC MS64 [2*****]

This coin is bright and lustrous, but has a blunt strike

with the definition uneven on the devices and periphery.

(3 6 73)

1116 1855 NGCMS64 [3* + **|

Frosty and white with a touch of gold in the fields. The
reverse shows portions of the shield clashed near the

center. Clean surfaces and attractive. (3671)

1119 1858 NGC MS64

Sharply struck by the dies and lustrous in the fields.

Light die clashing can be seen with a glass. (3674)
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1120 1859 NGC MS65 [I*****]

Blazing white in color with slightly reflective fields and

well frosted devices. A beautiful coin for the date collec-

tor who demands a lot of appeal. (3677)

1121 1862/1 NGC MS66 (FS-007) [3****]

Flashy and well struck by the dies with just a blush of

gold toning over white surfaces. The obverse shows a

hint of a clashmark, and the overdate feature is weak

but can be seen with a glass as expected on a business

strike example. (368 1)

1122 1863 NGCMS63 [4****]

Toned with deep blue and gold around the periphery

with the centers light silver gray. Reflective fields which

show some minor disturbances accounting for the

grade, but strong overall eye appeal will carry this one

along. (3682)

1123 1864 NGC MS64 [3****]

A satiny coin that is sharply struck and appealing. The

color ranges from medium to light silver, and the fields

are reflective. (3684)

1124 1865 NGC MS64 [4*****]

This one is very sharply struck and boasts colorful

peripheral toning. We do note a small disturbance

between the TE of UNITED. This one has a lot of

appeal for the grade. (3685)

1125 1866 NGC MS65 [2*****]

Blazing white in color with deep frost on the devices and

attractive surfaces. The dies both show clashing in the

fields with some bulges and cracks as well. The well

deserved for eye appeal from NGC is worth a premi-

um on this coin. (3686)
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1126 1867 NGC MS65 [6****]

Dusky gold and blue toning on both sides and very

sharply struck. An attractive gem example for the date

or type collector. (3687)

1129 1870 NGCMS64 [6****]

Deep gray toning on both sides with hints of sunset lus-

ter glowing up from the fields. An impressive toned

example that has excellent surfaces and appeal. (3691)

1127 1868 NGC MS64 [6*****]

Splendid and colorful bulls eye toning on this specimen

with deep gold, blue, rose and green seen on each side.

Trivial handling marks are toned over, but apparently

kept this from a higher grade. (3688)

1128 1869 NGCMS64 [2*****]

A sparkling white coin that shows good luster, a strong

strike and ample appeal. There are no spots or clash

marks noted. (3689)

1130 1871 NGC MS63 [5*****]

Toned with deep blue and gray throughout, with areas

slightly mottled. Fully struck and with clean surfaces,

although with the toning it is hard to know. (3692)

1131 1872 NGC MS64 [5****]

Attractive tawny gold and blue toning on both sides.

Sharply struck by the dies and well preserved. There is a

small nick on the D of UNITED and the nearby star

point. (3693)
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Proof Three Cent Silver

Extremely Rare Proof 1 85 1 Three Cent Silver

1132 1851 SEGS Proof 63 [3*****]

Breen estimates that 4 were struck in Proof, one of which he notes “the Smithsonian’s coin is so heavily lacquered after

cleaning long ago that it is impossible to tell if it was originally a proof.” These few were struck to commemorate the

new Three Cent silver denomination.

A single example has been certified by PCGS, that coin is the Eliasberg example as Proof 66. None have been certified

by NGC to date. Unfortunately, Breen made no notations as to the die diagnostics on these coins that were reported

in his Proof Encyclopedia or his Complete Encyclopedia. There a no known or reported proof struck in 1852 or 1853,

making this date the only possible Type 1 Proof Three Cent Silver.

Toned with blue and gold peripheral toning, this is likely the Gilhousen coin (Superior 10/73: 108) or the Garrett coin

(Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, 10/80:1549). There are some similarities to the toning on the Garrett coin, but confir-

mation can’t be certain without further research. Experts disagree as to whether this coin is truly a Proof strike, or an

exceptional deeply-mirrored example of this date (Presentation Piece ???). Certainly Larry Briggs believes the coin to

be of Proof dies and strike as he personally signed the label of slab. We leave the ultimate determination to the buyer

of this coin.

This coin was last sold in Ira and Larry Goldberg’s California Sale (10/2000: lot 1431), where it brought for $6,842.

James Ross Snowden, director of the Mint, decided that this new denomination should be known as “Trimes,” noting

their fractional status of the current dime denomination. The name didn’t stick, and the public soon called them “fish

scales” because of their small size and reflective silver color.

Without question, this issue is one of the great rarities in all of American numismatics for first year of issue proof

coinage, and a classic which will be the highlight of an advanced collection. It is very possible this is one of just two

possible proof Type I Trimes. Known specimens:

1) Smithsonian Institution: proof status not certain as noted.

2) Eliasberg: Bowers and Merena 5/96:839 “Proof-65.” Most likely PCGS PR66 today. Realized $61,600 at the auc-

tion. Later sold private treaty for over $100,000.

3) Gilhousen: Superior 10/73:108 “Brilliant choice, partly stained, Proof” from an old Philadelphia estate.

4) Garrett: Bowers and Ruddy 10/80:1549 “Choice Proof.”

5) California Sale: Ira and Larry Goldberg 10/2000:1431 SEGS Pr-63-the present specimen and likely 3 or 4 above.

(3696)
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Important 1 854 Proof Three Cent Silver

1133 1854 NGC Proof 64 [2*****]

A beautiful brilliant proof with strong reflective mirrors, leaving no doubt as to its proof status. The coin is essentially white with

very subtle gold toning in the devices. The eye appeal is unusually nice for this issue as most examples of this rarity are seen very

deeply toned.

From 1851 to 1854 the Three Cent silver coin had the distinction of being the only silver coin produced for general circulation with

the silver content other than 90 percent silver and 10 percent copper, with the composition of 75 percent silver and 25 percent cop-

per. This was remedied in 1854, and the design slightly modified to note the important composition change in 1854. Thus 1854 rep-

resents the beginning of the Type II coins, and a number of Proofs were struck. The same obverse die was used to coin proofs as busi-

ness strikes, and most show a trace of the base of the 5 in the date between the 85 from repunching of the date. Later die states in

proof show die file marks above TED of UNITED.

NGC Census: 7, 3 finer (finest PR-65). (3701 )

Elusive 1855 Gem Proof Three Cent Silver

1134 1855 NGC Proof 65 [6****]

A magnificent gem proof of this rare type II trime. Evenly coated on both sides with medium violet toning with teal rims. Close exam-
ination of the surfaces reveal nearly-perfect surfaces and a crisp, bold strike indicative of its proof manufacture.

Another very rare early proof with a tiny mintage of perhaps 40 pieces. To date NGC and PCGS have graded a combined 30 exam-
ples in proof, and this is one of the finest seen by either service. The obverse die shows repunching on the date, and this same die was
used to coin virtually all of the business strikes for that year. On the rare proofs, the 855 shows recutting low, on later business strikes
the recutting on the 8 is gone and just a trace of doubling is seen above the knobs of the 5s.

NGC Census: 5, 5 finer (finest PR-66).
(3702)
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Important 1856 Three Cent Silver In Proof

1135 1856 PCGS Proof 63 [4****]

Deeply toned with gunmetal gray and gold on the

obverse and reverse. The surfaces are very clean and

attractive. The toning is somewhat mottled in areas. A
rare coin in proof, few were produced and very few

were saved by collectors. An important piece for the

specialist. (3703)

Elusive 1857 Three Cent Silver In Proof

1136 1857 PCGS Proof 64 [4***+]

An attractive coin that displays lilac gray toning on the

obverse and reverse which is very even. There is a small

area of lighter toning on the date. The official mintage

remains a mystery, but examples are few and far

between, especially when approaching the gem grade as

seen here. Fully and completely struck, and with no

spotting or handling problems that so often mar these

tiny coins. (3704)

Frosty White Choice Proof 1858
Three Cent Silver

1137 1858 NGC Proof 64 [2*****]

Here is a coin that is white in color with well frosted

devices. The mirror fields are a bit hazy so the contrast

is diminished. Boldly executed by the dies, this one is

free of most detractions. One tiny scrape is noted near

the top of the reverse just below a star, which will serve

to identify this rarity. (3705)

1138 1859 NGC Proof 64 [6****]

Toned with a deep gray on the obverse and more gold-

en gray on the reverse over the mirror fields and frosted

devices. The surfaces are attractive and well preserved.

We do note clashing at the center of the reverse, with

most of the shield lines present in the fields around the

111 denomination. Curiously, even the proof dies show
clashing on these Three Cent Pieces. (3708)

The David Lawrence
COLOR /STAR-RATING SYSTEM:
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1139 1860 NGC Proof 64 [2*****]

This early proof is frosty and silver in color with a touch

of haze. The surfaces show a couple of trivial contact

marks, which apparently kept this one from a higher

grade. Scarce and in demand by date collectors. (3709)

1142 1863 NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

Flashy with gold and gray toning on both sides with a

few flecks of blue added in for interest. Abundant eye

appeal as the fields are watery and pristine with very

sharp devices. (3712)

Toned Gem Proof 1861 Three Cent Silver

1140 1 861 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

This lovely gem is toned with deep gunmetal gray on the

obverse while the reverse sports an arc of rainbow hues

along the left. Fully struck and very clean with problem

free surfaces. Identifiable by a minor lintmark right of

the denomination which nearly forms a circle with a tail

at the top.

(3710)

1141 1862 NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

Blazing white in color with just a hint of haze. Excellent
surfaces and appeal for the collector who demands
untoned pieces. (3711 )

1143 1863/2 NGC Proof 65 [5*****]

Deep blue in the fields with the devices lighter russet to

gold in color. Attractive surfaces and a very beautiful

coin for the specialist to pursue.

NGC Census: 9, 3 finer (Proof 66 finest). (3713)

1144 1864 NGC Proof 66 [6****]

A stunning coin that boasts deep blue, rose and gold

toning on both the obverse and reverse. The mirror

fields are deep blue on the obverse with the centers a

rich gold over the star, similar on the reverse with russet

around the periphery, and deep blue at the center.

Highly impressive quality and gorgeous toning combine

to make this coin highly desirable. (3714)
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1145 1865 NGC Proof 64 [5****] 1148 1868 NGC Proof 65 [4*****]

Gunmetal gray and blue on the obverse, the reverse

more colorful with more intense blue through the

devices, and the centers bright red and gold. Fully struck

and carefully preserved. (3715)

Tawny gold with a hint of blue in the fields when exam-

ined under a light, and pleasing for the grade. Fully and

completely struck, with no signs of die clashing or spot-

ting. (3718)

1146 1 866 NGC Proof 64 [5****]

Attractive deep blue, gold and gray toning on both

sides, perfectly organized and preserved. It would be dif-

ficult to imagine a nicer coin for the grade. (3716)

1149 1 869 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Steel gray in color with bold devices throughout. We
note a long lintmark from just above the end middle leaf

point to the rim as made. (3719)

1147 1 867 NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

Mostly bright in color and reflective on the obverse,

similar on the reverse but there are some gold toning

streaks and a few flecks of dark blue near the rims.

Boldly struck, the surfaces show just a few scuffs which

are visible with a strong glass. (3717)

1150 1 870 NGC Proof 62 [3*****]

Frosty devices and well mirrored fields are enhanced by

delicate gold toning. A few hairlines must account for

the grade, as this coin has clean surfaces and good eye

appeal otherwise. (3721)
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1151 1871 NGC Proof 63 [2*****]

Bright and reflective with just a blush of haze. Minor

hairlines atop the delicate fields. (3722)

1152 1872 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Hazy gold and lilac toning on the surfaces of this pretty

coin. Well mirrored fields reflect problem free surfaces,

and the strike is very sharp. Scarce this nice. (3723)

1153 1873 Closed 3 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Rich coppery gold on the obverse, the reverse similar

but with some peripheral blue and magenta added into

the mix. Well preserved since the time of issue and a

scarce coin to locate in gem grades. (3724)

Visit Us on the Internet!

Three Cent Nickels

1154 1875 NGC MS65 [2****]

Nicely lustrous gray surfaces with apricot and rose iri-

descence. Some minor as struck planchet roughness on

Liberty’s chin and neck, as well as three tiny planchet

depressions in the obverse field are noted. Ample die

polishing striations are evident in the reverse field, but

little can be said about the presence of post-production

blemishes. (3743)

Rare High-Grade Circulation Strike

1155 1876 NGC MS66 [1]
Frosty white surfaces with dazzling luster that are spot

free and otherwise largely undisturbed make this a par-

ticularly attractive example. Razor-sharp strike with the

exception of the first I of the Roman numeral denomi-

nation. Struck from very lightly clashed dies as can be

determined from careful study of the left obverse field.

Just 4 have been graded at this level by NCiC with none

higher! Outstanding quality. (3744)
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1156 1880 NGCMS66 [2***-*]

Nickel-gray surfaces with a hint of icy-blue iridescence.

Strongly impressed overall, the reverse is particularly

well defined, and the luster on both sides imparts a

gleaming cartwheel. There is a tiny spot between the

second 8 and 0 of the date, and a pinpoint spot of verdi-

gris at 4 o’clock near the reverse rim, but otherwise the

surfaces are smooth and undisturbed.

NGC has certified 30 at this level, with only 4 finer.

(3748)

1157 1883 NGC MS62 [4****]

Only 4,000 business strikes were produced of this year,

and not surprisingly, uncirculated examples are very

scarce. The present example is of a nearly uniform

brownish-tan coloration, and possesses nice luster for

the grade.

NGC reports to have graded 3 in 62 with 17 finer.

(3751)

Attractive & Rare 1884 Three Cent Nickel

In Mint State

1158 1884 NGC MS64 [3****]

Very fresh surfaces with a light skin of original toning,

this coin has never been cleaned, dipped or impaired in

any way. The most important consideration on this

piece is that it truly is a business strike.

With a meager mintage of 1,700 pieces, this issue has

the unusual situation that proofs are much more com-

mon (proof mintage 3,790) than business strikes. NGC
has graded very few of this date, and most apparently

disappeared long ago. In fact, this is the rarest date

struck for circulation according to the NGC Census,

with just 15 coins graded in various grades. Do not be

deceived by the reported population of certified business

strikes of this date. Like it’s cousin, the 1880 Shield

nickel, this issue is quite common in Proof format and

over the years, the grading services have made ‘mechan-

ical errors’ in attributing these proofs as business

strikes. For this reason, we may never actually realize

just how truly rare a business strike 1884 three cent

nickel is, however this coin is as underrated as any 19th

century issue.

NGC Census: 3, 6 finer (finest MS-66). (3752)
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1159 1885 NGC MS62 [4****]

The low point of 3CN business strike production

occurred in 1885, when a paltry 1000 were minted.

Among the finest survivors, this example possesses an

average strike and deep-tan surfaces. A number of small

contact marks are located on and around the denomina-

tion, but no impairments are to be found that are inap-

propriate for the grade, his is the only example in 62,

with 18 graded higher by NGC. (3753)

1160 1888 NGCMS65 [3****]

A gem 3CN that has acquired a champagne patina over

smooth, lustrous surfaces. A tiny mark on Liberty’s

cheek, and one on the lower first 1 of the denomination,

are the only disturbances of note. A well impressed busi-

ness strike. (3757)

1162 1866 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

Deep, glassy mirrors complement the frosty devices of

pinpoint detail to form an appealing specimen. Each

side offers delicate golden toning, and a razor sharp

strike. The surfaces are remarkably smooth. An out-

standing example at the near gem level. (3762)

1163 1867 NGC Proof 64 [2***]

A strongly mirrored proof 3CN with light gold toning.

Striking weakness is seen on the first I of the Roman
numeral, otherwise boldly impressed. A couple of tiny

marks on Liberty’s cheek, and a rust colored spot at 4

o’clock on the obverse rim are noted. Flashy and attrac-

tive. (3763)

Proof Three Cent Nickels

1161 1865 NGC Proof 62 [3****]

1 865 marked the first year of production of the 3CN, a
year in which the most business strikes and fewest
proofs were struck. Only 500 proofs are reported to
have been struck. 1 he present example exhibits expec-
tantly sharp detail of devices, and spotless surfaces of
tan-apricot coloration. I he smooth surfaces reveal a
quantity of hairlines and a moderate reflectivity that is

consistent with the grade. (3761)

1164 1 868 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [2 ]

Untoned nickel-gray in coloration with contrasting deep

watery fields and frosted devices that merit the cameo

designation. There is a single small spot in Liberty’s hair

just beneath the horizontal portion of the ribbon, the

surfaces otherwise devoid of any post-striking distract-

ing blemishes. A shallow planchet depression located

above the last I of the denomination is noted. NGC has

graded 8 as 66 cameo, with 6 higher. (3764)
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1165 1869 NGC Proof 64 [3****] 1168 1872 NGC Proof 65 [2*****]

A uniform golden-tan near gem with corresponding

reflectivity. Very well struck and smooth with an

absence of any notable impairments. (3765)

Tan surfaces with a hint of apricot. A 3CN possessing

strongly reflective mirrors and crisply defined devices.

Only the most trivial impairments may be found upon

close examination. An appealing gem. (3768)

1166 1870 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

A three-cent nickel of satisfying definition and reflectiv-

ity, with a silvery-tan overlay on either side. The only

detraction worthy of reporting is a small planchet flaw

immediately below Liberty’s nose. (3766)

1167 1871 NGC Proof 65 [2*****]

Vibrant and clean surfaces covered in light gold toning

with a suggestion of sunset color visible on the reverse.

The devices are nearly completely detailed, although

there is a bit of flatness on the first I of the denomina-

tion as is commonly seen. A few tiny lint marks on the

reverse field are visible with magnification. (3767)

1169 1 873 Closed 3 NGC Proof 65 [2*****]

A totally untoned three-cent nickel with both cartwheel

and proof luster. A few scattered microscopic flyspecks

are visible under magnification, and a spot of verdigris

is noted on the reverse rim between 2 and 3 o’clock. No
other surface detractions merit mention. Powerfully

struck. (3769)

1170 1874 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

Abundant die polishing lines, and a few microscopic fly-

specks may be found on both sides of this suitably

reflective gem. Untoned save for a blush of tan col-

oration on the obverse. An ever so shallow planchet

depression is noted at the tip of Liberty’s nose. Very

clean surfaces overall. (3770)
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1171 1875 NGC Proof 65 [2*****]

Untoned and bright with pronounced reflectivity and

razor-sharp definition. Fine die polishing striae blanket

the reverse field. Just a few hairlines are the only post-

striking impairments warranting mention. (3771)

1173 1877 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

A proof only issue of which a mere 510 are reported to

have been struck. Untoned surfaces with nicely mirrored

fields, and solidly impressed devices. The only distrac-

tion is the darkly colored short strip of rim and denticles

on the reverse from about 10 to 11 o’clock. (3773)

1172 1876 NGC Proof 66 Ultra Cameo [2*****]

A beautiful black-and-white ultra cameo! A layer of
light gold blankets the blazing fields, and frosted devices

and lettering, which contrast each other so markedly on
this example. There isn’t a spot or nick to he found, only
a few trivial hairlines. Highly attractive and desirable.

NGC has graded only 5 ultra cameos at this grade, with
zero higher. (3 772)

1174 1878 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

This example offers golden-tan toning, interrupted by a

few broad lines of russet about each side. Well struck

and satisfyingly reflective. A proof only issue with 2,350

pieces struck. (3774)

1175 1879 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

Untoned with agreeable reflectivity and nearly distrac-

tion free surfaces. (3775)

Visit Us on the Internet!
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The Finest Proof 1880 3cN Certified At NGC

1176 1880 NGC Proof 68 Cameo [1*)
Very attractive with deep, watery fields offset by the frosty devices that warrant the cameo designation. The untoned surfaces reveal

razor sharp devices and nary a spot of other distraction to spoil the viewer’s enjoyment. In all likelihood, this example is destined to

join one of the finest collections of 3CN’s. A stellar representative from an underappreciated and undervalued series. As the headline

conveys, this 3CN is atop and peerless with the cameo designation at NGC. (3776)

1177 1881 NGC Proof 66 [3****]

A delightfully toned proof 3CN. The obverse is especial-

ly attractive, layered in an olive and rose, the reverse

displaying these same hues, but to a less colorful extent.

Endearing color, sharp devices, strong mirrors, and

almost blemish-free surfaces make for a near faultless

3CN that would not be out of place in a superb gem

holder. (3777)

1178 1882 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

A proof 3CN displaying satisfying cartwheel and reflec-

tive luster. Both obverse and reverse are veiled in light

silvery-gray toning. Under close scrutiny, a few isolated

flyspecks are noted on the obverse, but little in the way
of hairlines or handling marks exist to be recorded.

(3778)

1179 1883 NGC Proof 67 [3*****]

A spectacular 3CN with incredibly vibrant and original-

ly-toned icy-blue surfaces with a suggestion of violet. In

addition, the surfaces are remarkably clean, the only

reportable flaw whatsoever is what appears to be a tiny

crescent-shaped lint mark on Liberty’s neck just beneath

her jaw line. Superb in all regards, and a pleasure to

behold. Great value for the dollar here. (3779)

1180 1 884 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Lovely amber and rose toning adorns either side of this

attractive 3CN. At the risk of being too critical, 1 will

mention a tiny grouping of marks located in the field

below Liberty’s hair ribbon, but there are no other

detractions to be found of any consequence. Nicely

reflective and quite appealing. (3780)
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1181 1885 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [2*****]

Pronounced contrast between strong mirrors and the

frosty Liberty, wreath and Roman numeral as one

would expect. The surfaces are spotless and devoid of

any marks worthy of mention. A faint golden coloration

has taken to each side, more so on the obverse.

Only 9 3CN’s of this date designated as cameo have

been certified at this level at NGC, with 6 finer. (3781 )

1182 1886 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Obverse and reverse have each acquired an enhancing

and bright, moderate golden patina, the reverse display-

ing in addition some lilac coloration in the center. The
fields show pleasing reflectivity, and the surfaces as a

whole lack any post-striking blemish of which to inform

the reader. An undeniably handsome representative of

this proof-only issue. (3782)

1183 1887 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

A proof 3CN with pleasing reflectivity and smooth sur-
faces with no singularly mentionable post-striking
impairments. The toning on both sides is of tan-gold,
the reverse in addition being finely streaked over its

entirety. An inconspicuous lint mark is visible on
Liberty s chin, and an area of softness in the dentils is

noted on either side, but otherwise the coin is well
impressed. ( 1783 )

Sparkling Gem 1887/6

Three Cent Nickel Proof

1184 1887/6 NGC Proof 67 Cameo [1]
A gorgeous gem coin that will always find buyers, for so

few are this well preserved and show such strong eye

appeal. The surfaces are bright white in color and the

devices show the desirable frost imparted by the dies.

No spots or problems, this coin is about as nice as one

could hope to find.

NGC Census: 4, none finer. (3784)

1185 1888 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2****]

Flashy and bright with well contrasted devices and

fields. The surfaces show a blush of toning just starting

to form. (3785)

1186 1 889 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [3*****]

Untoned and sharp with pleasing contrast. There is a

minor disturbance below Liberty’s hair bun, otherwise

this one would have been a gem. (378

6

)
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Shield Nickels

1187 1866 with Rays NGC MS64 [3****]

Bright and lustrous with clean surfaces and strong eye

appeal. Minor die cracks as usual for this short lived

two year type coin. (3790)

1190 1 870 NGC MS65 [3****]

A satiny white coin that shows good luster and very

clean surfaces. The strike is sharp throughout and this

one should please most collectors. (3797)

1188 1867 with Rays NGC MS64 [3****]

Frosty and white save for a blush of gold near the

obverse center. Fairly sharp, although the peripheral let-

tering shows some weakness at the top. A scarce type

coin. (3791)

1191 1871 NGCMS63 [3****]

Nearly a grade higher, but a few scuffs on the vertical

shield lines are noted. Lustrous and untoned with no fly

specks or similar problems seen. (3798)

1189 1867 No Rays NGC MS65 [3****]

Lustrous and fairly sharp for this issue. One tiny fly

speck is seen on a vertical shield line, another resides

atop the 5 on the reverse. Usual minor die cracks as the

coiners struggled with this very hard nickel alloy. These

planchets caused the dies to crack rapidly and the

Philadelphia Mint tinkered with the design to try to

extend die life by eliminating the rays around the 5.

(3794)

1192 1872 NGC MS64 [3it***]

A frosty white coin with strong luster, but the obverse

strike is slightly weak near the periphery and some die

cracks are noted in that area. The hardness of the nick-

el planchets really diminished die life, and most nickel

dies of this period show interesting cracks and progres-

sive failure. (3799)
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1193 1873 Open 3 NGC MS63 [3****|

Attractive light gold in color and well struck at the cen-

ters and most of the periphery, but a couple of letters are

weak. No spots or problem handling ticks are seen,

despite the moderate grade. (3800)

Rare & Desirable 1873 Closed 3

Shield Nickel

1195 1874 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Slightly reflective and bright white in color. A sharply

impressed coin that should easily fit into an advanced

date collection. (3803)

Attractive 1879 Gem Shield Nickel

1196 1875 NGC MS64 [4****]

Sharply struck and starting to tone with gold highlights

intermixed with a blush of colors. Lustrous and attrac-

tive. (3804)

1194 1873 Closed 3 NGC MS63 [3****]

A very underrated and difficult coin to locate in choice
mint state, and this one is very attractive. Toned with
nickel blue on the obverse and more golden on the

reverse, hxcellent surfaces with clean fields and devices,
and no handling problems found. A few tiny specks can
be seen on the lower reverse. The strike is sharp on the
devices, both obverse and reverse. (3801)

1197 1 879 NGC MS66 [3****]

This coin is stark white in color and very lustrous. The

strike is very sharp and there are no distracting specks

or spots.

NGC Census: 11, 2 finer (MS-67 finest). (3808)

Baltimore, MO
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Vastly Underrated Gem Mint State 1 880 Shield Nickel

1198 1880 NGCMS65 [3****]

By far the most difficult date in the entire Shield nickel series to locate as a business strike,

particularly so in gent condition. It is our belief that the 1880 Shield nickel — in business

strike format — may be the single most underrated 1 9th century issue. That is indeed a

bold statement, however, any specialist of the series will tell you that the majority of coins

on the population/census reports are proofs that have been entered on error. We have seen

countless examples of these mistakes, always frustrated by the reality. This coin is the real

deal. A genuine business strike, the 1880 Shield nickel which will be a prized asset to the

finest collection. Lustrous and evenly coated with gold toning, this specimen has extreme-

ly fresh surfaces which have never been impaired.

As further testament to this coin’s rarity, a genuine PCGS MS66 example of this date trad-

ed hands privately in 2004 for over $100,000. (3810)
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1199 1 881 PCGSMS63 [3****]

A very pleasing coin for the grade with luster in the

fields and a touch of toning. No specks or spots are

noted. (3811)

1200 1882 NGC MS65 [2****]

A sparkling white coin with only a trace of haze.

Excellent quality for the grade, and well struck through-

out. (3812)

1201 1883 NGC MS65 [2*****]

Lustrous and well preserved, hut the strike is a bit weak
on the upper right obverse. Gem quality surfaces are

noted and this one was well cared for since the day it

was coined. (3813)

1202 1883/2 NGC MS62 (FS-013.1) [4****]

The entire date is recut, but a glass is needed to see the

evidence. Lustrous and sharp, with the usual die cracks

on the obverse. Rather scarce as a variety and a good

collector coin. (3814)

Proof Shield Nickels

1203 1 866 with Rays NGC Proof 64 [3*a*a]

Attractive light nickel gray in color with reflective fields.

The strike is bold and complete. There is a touch of ton-

ing starting to form but the coin is mostly bright. We do

note a minor planchet lamination through OF and

below AME on the reverse. Scarce as a proof and the

first year of issue. (3817)
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Splendid Gem Proof 1867 Shield Nickel With Rays

1204 1867 with Rays NGC Proof 66 Cameo [2*****]

As coinage of these new copper and nickel five cent coins continued into the second year,

Philadelphia Mint employees noticed that the dies used for making these coins were crack-

ing very quickly. Perhaps Chief Coiner Archibald Loudon Snowden complained loudly

enough that even Treasury Secretary Hugh McCulloch heard the demands for change.

McCulloch ordered the omission of the rays on the reverse on January 21, 1867, and new

dies were made without the rays in an effort to extend die life. Nevertheless, a handful of

proofs were struck using the old with rays reverse, with estimates of approximately 25

pieces struck commonly quoted.

This issue is generally considered among elite proof rarities of the 19th Century in good

company with the likes of the 1864-L Indian cent and 1864 Small Motto. A simply splen-

did example of this important and very rare issue in proof, this coin will certainly become

the highlight of an advanced collection. If past history is any guide, a single example of

this issue comes up for auction about every year, and gem specimens are virtually impos-

sible to locate.

The present coin is an amazing white gem with splashes of light gold highlights over high-

ly contrasted proof surfaces. The obverse could actually be considered an ultra cameo,

truly making this an elite specimen. Almost certainly one of the very top survivors and the

cameo contrast adds to the beauty and desirability of this rare and coveted issue.

NGC Census: 2, none finer. (3818)
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1205 1867 No Rays NGC Proof 64 [2****]

A very attractive coin for the grade, the surfaces are a

light gray color with minimal hairlines or signs of con-

tact. Boldly struck throughout and free of spots. (3821 )

1208 1870 NGC Proof 65 [1*]
Frosty and bright, with no signs of toning to be found.

One tiny depression is noted near WE on rim, and a

couple of minor hairlines limited the grade. (3824)

1206 1868 NGC Proof 65 [3****]

Watery mirror fields with a blush of toning on the

reverse. There are some minor specks on the obverse

mostly around the dentils. (3822)

1209 1871 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Reflective fields and pleasing for the grade. There is

some minor haze on the left reverse. (3825)

1207 1 869 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Gold and gray in color with a whisper of nickel blue on
the upper obverse. Outstanding surfaces and quality,

enough so to warrant a gem grade, and no spots arc

found. (3823 )

1210 1872 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Toned with a faint blush of blue and gold as often seen.

Boldly impressed and well preserved. (382

6

)
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1211 1873 Closed 3 NGC Proof 66 [3****]

A sparkling gem that retains all the appeal imparted by

the Mint from the time of issue. No spots or handling

ticks detract measurably, this coin should suit most col-

lectors. (3827)

1212 1874 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Impressive quality for the grade, with a hint of toning

on both sides of gold and gray, and very well struck. No
surface problems are noted. (3828)

1213 1875 NGC Proof 64 [2*****]

Bright and attractive with just a hint of gold toning and

no spotting. A couple of tiny planchet flakes can be

found with a glass. (3829)

1214 1876 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [3*****j

A cut above for the eye appeal earns this coin the covet-

ed NGC . The mirror fields show light gold toning and

the devices are well frosted. We note a trivial scratch on

the reverse between NT of CENT. (3830)

Key Proof-Only Gem 1877

Shield Nickel In Cameo

1215 1877 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [2*****]

A gorgeous example for the date collector who demands

gem quality surfaces and strong eye appeal. Note the

contrast between the mirror fields and well frosted

devices, and the surfaces are pristine throughout. Faint

gold toning is starting to form on both sides. (3831)

1216 1878 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

The obverse is very nice and pristine and the reverse

similar but there are some faint reeding marks in the

fields. Good color and attractive. Proof-only issue.

(3832)
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1217 1879 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Hazy nickel gray in color with the mirror fields showing

minimal signs of contact. No spots or similar problems.

(3833)

1220 1881 NGC Proof 67 [1*]
Snowy white in color and without a hint a toning or

haze. The surfaces are a delight to study, and precious

few Shield nickels of this date remain as nice as this coin

today. A coin that won’t have to be upgraded. (3836)

1218 1879/8 NGC Proof 65 £]
A lovely example of this overdate that boasts light gold

and blue toning throughout, and a very sharp strike.

Proof overdates are quite unusual and they are always

popular with collectors. This coin should suit even the

most demanding collector as the surfaces, color and
strike are each appealing. (3834)

1219 1880 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [2*****]

A well contrasted gem that remains totally white in

color and very appealing. The strike is full and com-
plete, and there are no specks or handling ticks. (3835)

1221 1882 NGC Proof 65 [3****]

Satiny gray in color and attractive. A couple of very

minor specks are seen on the reverse. (3837)

1222 1883 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [2 ]

A sparkling white coin that comes alive when examined

under a light. The surfaces are very clean and show vir-

tually no problems. One tiny speck is noted between

two of the upper reverse stars. Outstanding quality for

this date. (3838)
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Liberty (‘V’) Nickels

1223 1883 With CENTS NGC MS65 [3****] 1224 1884 NGCMS65 [4****]

Bright and lustrous on the obverse, the reverse with

some light hazy toning. Fairly well struck and free of

spots. (3S44)

Attractive light gold toning on both sides over luster and

fairly well struck, with slight weakness seen on the

lower wreath, but the obverse stars are sharp save one.

(3845)

Key Date Gem Mint State 1885 Liberty Nickel

1225 1885 NGC MS66 [2****]

A delightful example for the date collector who needs gem quality for their date collection in mint state. The 1885 is the undisputed

key date in the V-Nicke! series and seldom found in any mint state grade above MS63. This coin has full cartwheel luster over bril-

liant surfaces. A hint of gold overall attests to its originality. Of note is an interesting die crack that extends from the tip of Liberty’s

bust around the rim, bisecting the L in LIBERTY.

Few 1885’s are found so well preserved as this ultra-gem, and it may be years before another example of equal quality crosses the

auction block. As with so many of the coins from this period, this date is readily obtainable in proof, but rare in mint state. Minor
coinage was interrupted at the Mint from February 16, 1885 through the end of 1886, which accounts for the low mintage of both

dates for business strikes.

NGC Census: 14, 1 finer (finest MS-67). (3846)

1226 1886 NGCMS64 [2*****]

Bright and untoned, with a couple of tiny nicks on the lower neck of Liberty which apparently kept this one from a gem grade. The

strike is average, with some stars slightly weak as well as the lower wreath on the reverse. Key date and always in demand in upper

grades. (3847)
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1227 1887 NGC MS64 [3****]

A sharply struck, well preserved coin. Minor encircling

die cracks are seen on the obverse and reverse, and the

surfaces are pleasing. One tiny speck tucked into the last

star is noted. (3848)

1228 1888 NGC MS64 [3****]

A well struck, lustrous coin. Excellent quality for the

grade. (3849)

1229 1889 NGCMS65 [3****]

Bright and lustrous with just a blush of haze in the

fields. Sharply impressed. (3830)

1230 1890 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright white and lustrous in the fields, with no spotting

or handling marks worth noting. (3851)

1231 1891 NGC MS65 [2****]

Flashy and bright with a single spot on the right obverse

rim. Fully struck and attractive. (3852)

1232 1893 NGC MS64 [4****]

Toned with attractive nickel blue and gold on both sides

over luster, and fairly well struck. A couple of ticks

reside on Liberty’s neck. (3854)
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1233 1896 NGC MS65 [3*****]

Bright and lustrous, with light gold over the surfaces

and a touch of blue in Liberty’s hair. Fairly well struck.

(38S7)

1236 1901 NGCMS65 [3****]

A sharply struck gem that retains strong luster and good

eye appeal. (3862)

1234 1898 NGC MS65 [3*****]

Excellent surfaces and bright white in color. The strike

is bold and the only complaint are trivial hairlines on

Liberty. (3859)

1235 1899 NGC MS65 [3*****]

Satiny and bright, with a hint of gold starting to form.

Sharply impressed and well preserved. (3860)

1237 1903 NGCMS65 [2****]

Frosty and white in color, with a single spot on the E of

UNITED, and clean surfaces elsewhere. (3864)

1238 1904 NGC MS65 [3*****]

Attractive light gold toning on both sides but there are

traces of fingerprints too. Well struck and popular with

date collectors (3865)
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1239 1905 NGCMS65 [3***]

Attractive dark gold toning on both sides and one single

spot is seen near the top of Liberty’s head. Boldly struck.

(3866)

1242 1912 NGCMS65 [4****]

Hazy gold toning on both the obverse and reverse and

we note one minor speck on Liberty’s chin. (3873)

1240 1910 NGC MS65 [3****]

Pleasing gold and blue tones on both the obverse and

reverse, and sharp. The surfaces show just a couple of

trivial ticks. (3871 )

1241 1911 NGCMS65 [3****]

Light golden toning on both sides over luster and an
average strike. (3872)

1243 1912-S NGC MS64 [3*****]

A lustrous white coin on the obverse, the reverse with a

touch of gold starting to form. Fairly well struck for this

elusive date, with strong stars and details on the wreath.

A very choice coin for the date collector. (3875)
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Proof Liberty (‘V’) Nickels

1244 1 883 No CENTS NGC Proof 66 [2*****]

A one year type coin and a true gem it is. The surfaces

are outstanding with no spots or ticks worthy of note.

Fully and completely struck and about as nice as a col-

lector could hope to find to represent this issue. (3878)

1245 1 883 With CENTS NGC Proof 65 Cameo
[
2****]

An impressive coin that is well contrasted and totally

white in color. The surfaces are clean and show just a

hint of a speck or two. Excellent quality throughout.

(3881 )

Key Date 1885 Liberty Nickel Gem Proof

1247 1885 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Bright white on the obverse, the reverse with a hint of

gold starting to form in the fields. Pristine surfaces that

are problem free from handling, and we note some

minor planchet flaking which is common on these early

proofs, mostly near the reverse rim. One of the key

dates to the series and always in strong demand by date

collectors. (3883)

1246 1 884 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Bright with a touch of pinkish gold on the reverse and

bold. Clean surfaces and attractive with two microscop-

ic specks the only detriment. (3882)

The David Lawrence
COLOR/STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:
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1248 1886 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

Bright and reflective, with no signs of toning on the

obverse, and just a hint of color on the reverse. One tiny

speck on Liberty’s cheek, and a couple of other smaller

ones scattered about. One of the more difficult dates to

locate in any grade, this lovely gem proof should find

suitors who would like to add it to their collections.

(3884)

1251 1891 NGC Proof 65 Ultra Cameo [1]
A very bright white coin that shows no signs of toning

whatsoever or spotting. The surfaces are very clean and

the only disturbances are mint caused flakes in the mir-

ror fields and a lint mark or two. Obviously this was a

very early strike when the proofs were made, as the dies

imparted thick frost on all the devices. An exciting coin

to view. (3889)

1249 1887 NGC Proof 66 [2*****]

Blazing white in color with a hint of gold. The surfaces

are pristine and show virtually no disturbances. An
impressive example of this date. (3885)

1252 1893 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [1*]
Blazing white in color and attractive. The surfaces are

very clean and the mirror fields undisturbed. One tiny

planchet flake before Liberty’s mouth will serve to hall-

mark this coin. Boldly struck and highly appealing, as

noted by the NGC star for eye appeal. (3891)

1250 1888 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Splashed with peripheral gold on the obverse, more at

the center of the reverse. One tick near the third star.

Great eye appeal and scarce this nice. (3886)
1253 1894 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [2*****]

Watery mirror fields and toned with some hazy hints

around the devices and lettering. Boldly struck and

appealing. One tiny lint mark resides on Liberty’s cheek,

as struck at the Mint. One speck on the rim above OF.

(3892)
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1254 1895 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [2**-***]

Bright and reflective with just a hint of haze near the

center of the reverse, the obverse remains pristine.

Exceptional quality and eye appeal even for this lofty

grade. (3893)

1257 1904 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

Sharply struck on the stars and devices and reflective.

There are some small specks on Liberty and in the fields.

(3902)

1255 1896 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Light gold toning on both sides but still reflective.

Boldly struck and appealing. One small flake in the field

midway up Liberty’s neck. (3894)

1256 1903 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [3***^*]

Struck in the all mirror finish on the devices, this one

sports hazy gold toning on both sides. A couple of tiny

specks can be found with a glass. (3901)

1258 1905 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Attractive for the grade with a blush of gold toning

intermixed with blue, and highly reflective fields. No
problem spots are seen. (3903)

Gorgeous Gem Proof 1 906 Liberty Nickel

1259 1906 NGC Proof 67 [2*****]

Here is a condition rarity that should attract many bid-

ders. The surfaces are pristine and show a slight blush

of gold and blue haze, mostly in the fields. Free of all

but the most minute signs of handling or specks, and

exceptional as such. About as nice as this date is ever

found, and worthy of the top date collection. (3904)
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1260 1 907 NGC Proof 65 [2****]

Attractive with hazy gold and blue on both sides,

although we note remnants of a fingerprint on the

reverse. (3905)

1262 1 909 NGC Proof 65 [3*****]

Light peripheral gold on the obverse, bright white at the

center, the reverse similar but with more gold toning.

Excellent gem quality for the collector. (3907)

Impressive 1908 Gem Cameo Proof

1263 1910 NGC Proof 66 [1]
Snowy white in color and highly reflective. The surfaces

are outstanding in quality and the strike needle sharp.

Faint specks are found on Liberty’s neck near her ear.

(3908)

1261 1908 NGC Proof 67 Cameo [2*****]

A stunning coin that blazes with reflectivity and shows
a whisper of colorful toning starting to form. The sur-

faces are outstanding and pristine, and this coin would
suit even the fussiest collector.

NGC Census: 2, none finer. (3906)
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Buffalo Nickels

1264 1 91 3-S Type 1 NGC MS65 [3*****]

Lustrous and bright white in color, with a better than

average strike for this first year of issue. There is a faint

fingerprint near the bison’s head. (3917)

1265 1913-S Type 2 NGC MS64 [2*****]

A problem free coin that shows good luster and a hint

of blue and gold toning. The strike is average for the

date, with localized weakness near the periphery on the

lettering and devices. (3923)

Mint State 1914/3 Buffalo Nickel

1266 1 914/3 FS-01 4.87 NGC MS61 [3****]

A lustrous example that shows attractive coppery gold

toning on both sides. The strike is soft on the centers as

normally seen. Minor surface spotting primarily near

the bison’s head. The overdate can be seen with a glass

as the top of the 3 extends to either side of the pointed

top on the 4. (3924)

1267 1914-S NGC MS64 [3****]

Attractive sunset gold and rose toning on both sides and

fairly sharp for this date and mint. The surfaces are very

pleasing for the grade. (3926)

1268 1915-D NGC MS64 [3****]

A boldly struck coin that is very close to a gem grade.

The surfaces are excellent and show virtually no distur-

bances or spotting. (3928)

1269 1915-S NGCMS64 [2-****]

Boldly struck throughout and highly attractive surfaces.

Light gold toning on the obverse and reverse, and lus-

trous. A problem free example that is difficult to find

this nice, and very expensive any finer. (3929)
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Choice Original 1916 Double Die Nickel

1271 1917-D NGC MS64 [3****]

An attractive coin that shows good luster and a decent

strike on the bison and peripheral lettering. The surfaces

are clean and free of distracting specks or spots. Faint

gold toning on the reverse, and a couple of trivial hair-

lines on the devices account for the grade. (393S)

1270 1916/1916 Doubled Die Obverse NGC XF45
(FS-016) [3****]

Choice original steel-gray surfaces with an excellent

strike. Every detail from the date to the bison’s horn are

sharp and only exhibit minimal, honest wear. The pati-

na exudes a light skin of luster underneath which gives

this coin the appearance of an AU-quality specimen.

One of the most dramatic double dies of the Twentieth
Century, and a very rare coin indeed. Most known
examples are found in much lower grades, and this

important issue was not discovered until decades after

they were struck. Locating a high grade example such as

the current specimen is always quite a challenge.

Missing from most Buffalo nickel collections in all

grades, and especially desirable in this high-end circulat-

ed condition. An important coin for the specialist or col-

lector of 20th Century rarities. (3931)

1272 1917-S NGC MS64 [3****]

An exceptional coin for the grade, the strike is very

sharp for this date with bold details on the bison’s head

and tail, areas which are often poorly struck. Lustrous

surfaces are graced by delicate gold peripheral toning.

This coin would make a welcome addition to any collec-

tion. (3936)

1273 1918-D NGC MS64 [3 ]

One of the key dates that is quite a challenge to find so

close to gem condition, this coin is lustrous with even

gold toning on both sides. Strike is even with a bold

date, mintmark and a complete rounded horn. Most

examples of this date are poorly struck and finding an

attractive specimen is difficult.
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Outstanding 1918/7-D Buffalo In Near Gem Condition

1274 1 91 8/7-D NGC MS64 (FS-01 6.5) [3****]

This is one of the key dates of the Twentieth century coinage, and a very high grade for

this important overdate. The strike is sharp on the obverse and reverse, with a well split

tail on the bison and his large horn complete to the point. A few very minor areas of soft-

ness are found on the head of the bison, but this one shows more complete detail than most

of the survivors of this issue. Lustrous and appealing with problem free surfaces save for

a few faint hairlines. The color is nickel gray with a blush of gold starting to form.

Diagnostic die crack from just above the hair knot on the chief towards his mouth, and the

overdate feature is clear with a glass. Identifiable by a minute planchet rough area near the

rim below the inside feather tip on the obverse, and a tiny nick about midway on the

bison’s stomach between his legs at the height of his shoulder. A strong glass will note a

couple of trivial specks on the bison’s legs, one nestled in the fur his left foreleg, the other

just above the ankle on his left rear leg.

Despite decades of publication and extensive searching, this remains one of the most elu-

sive of all Twentieth century issues. Fewer than 600 have been graded by both NGC and

PCGS in all grades, the vast majority of which show substantial circulation. Hence, this

rarity is not only a key date for the Buffalo nickel series, but one of the key dates in all of

American numismatics. In any mint state grade this issue is a great rarity, and with this par-

ticular coin just a breath from a gem grade, makes it one of the most desirable coins in this

entire sale. An exciting opportunity for an advanced numismatist to put away a regal

example of this classic rarity.

Formerly housed in a PCGS MS64 holder, this coin was procured for the Richmond

Collection in the May 1999 Sale of the Chesapeake Collection by Bowers &amp; Merena

Auctions (lot #1301).

NGC Census: 11, 2 finer (MS-65 finest). PCGS Population: 19, 2 finer (MS-65 finest).

(3939)
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1275 1918-S NGCMS64 [3****]

As with the 1918-D Buffalo nickel coinage, Breen notes

these are also “often weak” particularly on the bison.

The coin is the exception to that rule with a sharp strike

and cartwheel luster over gold surfaces. Scarce in this

grade and a nice collector coin. (3940)

Scarce 1919-D Buffalo In Very Choice

Mint State

1276 1919-D NGCMS64 [3*****]

A pleasing coin for the grade with full luster and a

decent, although not full, strike. The horn is well

defined on the bison, but the head and tail lack some of
the most minute details. The mintmarked Buffalo nick-
els of this period are notorious for their weak strikes,

and finding a bold example can be virtually impossible
on certain dates, and a challenge for virtually the entire
series, (his coin provides a good mix of quality, strike
and value, as another grade point higher would make
this piece much more expensive. (3942)

High End 1919-S Buffalo In Mint State 64

1277 1919-S NGC MS64 [3****]

An excellent match for the 1919-D in this collection,

with a similar strong, but not quite full, strike on the

bison. The coin is toned with light yellow gold around

the periphery, and ample luster resides in the fields. The
surfaces show tiny flecks of carbon and one single light

spot, which is located just below the belly of the beast.

NGC Census: 75, 12 finer (MS-65 finest). (3943)

1278 1920-D NGC MS64 [3****]

A fairly well struck example of this date for the collec-

tor. The surfaces are lustrous but do show some minor

spots, a couple in the Chief’s hair near his temple and on

the reverse others are found with a glass. Scarce this nice

and very rare any finer. (3945)

Elusive 1920-S Buffalo Nickel

1279 1920-S NGC MS64 [3*****]

Glossy with light streaky gold toning on both sides. The
strike is better than average for this date with the horn

and tail complete on the bison, but surrounding areas

are not fully struck. Traces of carbon can be located

with a glass. A scarce date to find this nice, and nearly

impossible to locate in higher grades. (3946)
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1280 1921-S NGCMS64 [4***]

Lustrous and well struck with medium rose toning. The

obverse surfaces are a bit streaky in appearance, howev-

er, the collector who appreciates original surfaces will

appreciate the freshness of this coin. There are no signs

of any carbon spots.

The 1921-S boasts the fourth lowest mintage of the

Buffalo nickel series. Just over 1.5 million coins were

struck, few of which remain in this state of preservation.

(3948)

1281 1923-S NGC MS64 [4****]

Here is a very attractive coin that shows lovely red and

gold iridescent toning on both sides. The toning resides

on the periphery of the obverse, and covers most of the

reverse. Lustrous and fairly well struck for this date,

with no significant weakness seen on the bison. Well

worth a premium for the toning, as few early Buffalos

are found with such pleasing colors. (3950)

1282 1924-D NGCMS64 [4*****]

Bright red and gold throughout with ample luster to

please the eye. The golden toning is more intense than

usually seen, and this makes up for the typically weak
strike on the bison’s head and tail. One of the key dates

to the series, and always in strong demand. (3952)

Choice Mint State 1924-S Buffalo Nickel

1283 1924-S NGCMS64 [3****]

A rare date so choice and one which is difficult to find

in any mint state grade. The strike is very sharp for the

period, with bold details on the head of the bison and a

split tail. Ample luster and generally untoned. The only

detriment are several small specks, some of which are

green, and these are scattered over the surfaces. (3953)

1284 1925-D NGC MS64 [3*****]

This one is totally white and lustrous, with no signs of

toning to be found, and no disturbing specks or spots.

The strike is decent, with a full horn and tail on the

bison, but there is localized weakness on his head.

Excellent quality for the grade. (3955)
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Elusive 1925-S In Very Choice Mint State

1285 1925-S NGC MS64 [3 ]
This is one of the more difficult dates to secure in choice

mint state. Few were saved and most entered circulation

soon after issue. Note the better than average strike with

a split tail on the bison and most of the details clear on

his head, but minor weakness in the strike can be seen.

The obverse also shows a decent strike. Hazy gray in

color, with luster in the fields. About as nice as this date

is ever found, and most collectors will be satisfied with

this specimen.

NGC Census: 144, 15 finer (MS-65 finest). (3956)

1286 1926-D NGC MS64 [3****]

A bright and lustrous example of this date that boasts a

strong strike on the bison’s head although the split on

the tail is weak. Good eye appeal for the date. (3958)

Near Gem Key Mint State 1926-S Buffalo

1287 1926-S NGCMS64 [2****]

One of the key dates to a mint state collection of Buffalo nickels, and a very choice coin for the collector. As a date, most of these

were weakly struck, as the San Francisco Mint decided to extend die life by reducing the striking pressure on the coining press.

Mintage plunged to 970,000 as demand for nickels apparently slowed out west that year, making this date one of the most difficult

to find for collectors of this series.

The Richmond example offered here is a splendid coin with the eye appeal of a gem. In fact, this coin far exceeds our expectations
ol an MS64 of this difficult date. Typically seen with a soft strike and mellowed surfaces, this piece is sharply struck with smooth
brilliant luster and a fully rounded horn. Even the split of the bison’s tail is visible to the naked eye. A lovely coin which will make
a prized addition to the most distinguished Buffalo nickel collections.

NGC Census: 67, 6 finer (finest MS-66). (3959)
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1288 1927-D NGC MS64 [3****]

A well struck lustrous coin that shows rich gold toning

on the reverse, brighter on the obverse. One tiny nick on

the motto, but no distracting spots are present. (3961)

Scarce Date 1927-S Buffalo Nickel

1289 1927-S NGCMS64 [3*****]

Lustrous in the fields and toned with streaky gold and

yellow colors on the obverse and reverse. A problem

free example for the date collector. A good strike on the

bison’s head, and most of the tail split shows with a

glass. As a date, 1927-S is very difficult to locate so

choice, and this piece would be a welcome addition to

an advanced date collection.

NGC Census: 105, 7 finer (MS-66 finest). (3962)

1290 1928-S NGC MS64 [3*****]

Slightly reflective luster on both sides and an average

strike for this date. The surfaces are clean and well pre-

served, with no distracting spots or handling marks,

plus the welcome addition of sunset gold toning starting

to form along the reverse rim. (3965)

Rare, High Grade 1935

Double Die Reverse Nickel

1 291 1 935 Double Die Reverse NGC MS64 (FS-01 8)

A magnificent high-end example of this desirable vari-

ety. The doubling is clearly visible on all the reverse let-

tering. This rare variety was discovered in the early

1970s and few have turned up since. If you arc working

on the specialized die variety collection, then this lovely

near gem should be purchased as they are very seldom

offered for sale. This coin has light pastel toning on

both sides over golden surfaces.

The only auction record we could readily find was an

AU-58 example which sold in February of 1999, that

covering a period of five years. In fact, this coin is far

and away the finest seen by NGC, with the only com-
petitors a pair of MS-62 coins below. One coin has

achieved gem (MS-65) status at PCGS, but we doubt it

could technically be much nicer than the Richmond
coin.

NGC Census: 1, none finer. (3974)
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1295 1914 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Light gold toning is found on the obverse and reverse,

with slight streaking. Boldly executed by the dies and

attractive in every way. One long lint mark is seen on

the reverse, located from the E of STATES down into the

back of the bison. Lint marks are often found on proof

coinage, as and they are caused by dust or lint threads

adhering to the die, and show up as fine irregular lines

on the struck coins. (3991)

Frosty MS64 1937-D Three Legged Buffalo

1 292 1 937-D 3-Legs NGC MS64 (FS-020.2) [3****J

Here is an American numismatic classic, the three

legged buffalo. Breen researched this issue and believed

it was the result of a clashed die which was judiciously

lapped to remove the clash marks. In the process, the

foreleg of the buffalo was effaced off the die. These

curiosities were discovered soon after they were coined

and the hunt was on for specimens. This particular

example is a lovely specimen for the grade with a rich

coating of rose-gold toning and subtle hints of pastel

blue. (3982)

Proof Buffalo Nickels

1293 1 91 3 Type 1 NGC Proof 64 [3 * * * *]
A very attractive coin for the grade which shows the
complex texturing in the fields and devices. Bright and
reflective, with no spots or handling marks worthy of
note. Important as the first year of issue for the Buffalo
nickel series and single year type coin, as the design was
modified late in 1911. (1988)

Attractive 1913 Type 2 Buffalo In Gem Proof

1294 1 913 Type 2 NGC Proof 65 [4*****]

Lovely orange gold and rose colored toning on both the

obverse and reverse of this gem proof. The surfaces are

excellent, and show no distracting disturbances. These

early proofs were issued in small numbers, and finding

a gem specimen can be a challenge for the collector.

(3990)

Gem Proof 1915 Buffalo Nickel

1296 1 915 NGC Proof 66 [3*•]

An outstanding example of this date in gem proof. The

surfaces are bright and flashy with a dab of sunset gold

toning starting near the periphery of the obverse and

reverse. Needle sharp details as imparted by the dies,

and a highly appealing example of this date. An excel-

lent coin to put away and long enjoy. (3992)
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Gem Proof 191 6 Buffalo Nickel

1297 1916 NGC Proof 66 [3*****]

A lovely gem proof coin that boasts yellow gold toning

on both sides. The strike is bold and complete, without

any signs of weakness. A meager 600 were coined in

proof, and this is one of the nicest to survive and is cer-

tainly in the top fifteen percent of those known. (3993)

1300 1937 NGC Proof 66 [1]
Sparkling and bright, with no signs of toning on either

side. The surfaces are clean although we note myriad

microscopic flecks of carbon, probably from handling

soon after issue. An appealing example that would be

hard to best. (3996)

Gem 1936 Satin Finish Proof Buffalo

1298 1936 Satin NGC Proof 66 [2**-***]

Frosty white in color and very boldly struck. The sur-

faces are free of toning or problems, and the only fault

noted are three minute specks on the obverse. A pristine

proof for the specialist who demands great eye appeal

and outstanding quality. (3994)

1299 1 936 Brilliant NGC Proof 64 [3*****]

An attractive coin that shows a blush of iridescent ton-

ing on both sides and tiny flecks of carbon which are

likely remnants of a fingerprint. The brilliant finish is

much more reflective than the satin finish, and curious-

ly the Philadelphia Mint issued both in 1936 as proof

coinage resumed after a long hiatus. (3995)

Mercury Dimes

1301 1916 NGC MS65 FB [3****]

First year of Mercury dime issue. A frosty gem that has

light gold toning. (4905)

View the Richmond Collection On-Line

•:* Easy, Secure Bidding

Full color (large) images of all lots

Automatic notification by email
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Key Date 1916-D In Very Choice Mint State

1302 1916-D NGC MS64 FB [2*****]

Brilliant white with full mint luster and the faintest hint of gold near the rims, this coin looks like a gem at first glance. Close exam-

ination with a magnifying glass reveals a few invisible hairlines on Liberty’s neck which apparently account for the attributed grade.

You will find this specimen difficult to improve upon.

One of the most desirable coins produced during the Twentieth Century, the 1916-D Mercury dime boasts a very low mintage of

264,000 pieces, which is about one half as many as the famous 1909-S VDB Lincoln cent. Aside from the lower mintage, these were

not hoarded in large quantities at the time of issue, and most were released into the channels of commerce in November of 1916.

The Denver Mint employees then focused on needed quarter production for the remainder of the year 1916.

Most collectors settle for a low grade specimen of this date in their collections, if they have one at all. To obtain a mint state coin

takes not only a lot of patience, but a fair amount of money as well. This boldly struck near gem example will find many collectors

who would love to put it away as a welcome addition to any date collection. (4907)

1303 1916-S NGC MS65 FB [3*****]

A boldly struck gem that is highly lustrous and attrac-

tive. White except for a faint golden hue starting to

form. (4909)

1305 1917-D NGC MS64 FB [3****]

Starting to tone with golden highlights over the obverse

and reverse. The strike is very sharp, and there are no

signs of weakness on the centers. A couple of tiny ticks

in the hair from a higher grade, and this coin will please

most date specialists. (4913)

1304 1917 NGC MS65 FB [3****] 1306 1 917-S PCGS MS65 FB [3****]

A well struck gem that remains bright and fresh, with
clean surfaces throughout. (4911)

A satiny gem that boasts flecks of blue and gold near the

rim, with strong luster in the fields. Starring to tone with

a blush of gold, and very pleasing for the grade. (4
l*IS)
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1307 1918 NGC MS65 FB [3****] 1310 1919 PCGS MS65 FB [3****]

A sparkling white gem that is sharply struck and appeal-

ing in every way. (4917)

Hazy light gold toning over luster and very sharp. One
thin line in the upper right reverse field from a higher

grade. Scarce so fine, and a nice selection for the date

collector. (4923)

1308 1918-D NGC MS64 FB [2****]

Hazy white luster throughout, with a touch of a finger-

print seen on the obverse and reverse. Trivial hairlines

from a higher grade, and we note a thin die crack from

the rim up into Liberty’s neck. (4919)

1309 1918-S PCGS MS64 FB£]
Bright and lustrous, with a hint of gold toning starting

to form on the reverse. Well struck for this date, and

very difficult to find this nice, and a lot more expensive

any finer. (4921)

1311 1919-D PCGS MS64 FB [3****]

Lustrous and attractive with a blush of gold toning on

the obverse and well matched on the reverse. Fully

struck and well preserved. Minor radial die cracks on

the obverse, common to this period on this series.

(4925)

Near Gem 1919-S Full Bands Mercury Dime

1312 1919-S PCGS MS64 FB [3****]

An elusive date so well preserved, this one shows hazy

gray hues over luster on the obverse, the reverse a bit

brighter. Well struck for this date, which normally is

found weak at the center of the reverse. Light hairlines

from a gem grade, primarily on the obverse. (4927)
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1313 1920 NGC MS65 FB [3*****]

A well struck, satiny white gem that retains bold luster

throughout. (4929)

1314 1920-D NGC MS64 FB [3****]

Hazy surfaces over luster and sharply struck. A scarce

date that is hard to find this nice, and very difficult any

finer. (4931)

1315 1920-S PCGS MS64 FB [4***]

Lustrous and bright save for a blush of hazy gold on the

obverse and reverse. A sharp strike for this date, and
this issue is scarce so well preserved. (4933)

Key Date 1921 Gem With Full Bands

1316 1921 NGC MS65 FB [4***]

Toned with irregular speckled gold on the obverse, with

ample luster in the fields. The surfaces are very clean

and show no significant handling ticks. Sharp at the cen-

ters, but the peripheral lettering is soft in a few of the

usual areas. (4935)

Gem 1921-D Mercury Dime With Full Bands

1317 1921-D NGC MS65 FB [2*****1

This coin is absolutely white in color with no signs of

toning or spotting found. The strike is bold with the

central devices fully present. As one of the key dates to

the series, demand has always been high for this date,

and even in circulated grades, locating an attractive

example is difficult. If you demand a coin that is closing

in on perfection, then here is a prime example to put

away and keep.

NGC Census: 34, I 1 finer (finest MS-67 FB). (4937)
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1318 1923-S NGC MS64 FB

Mostly bright white in color with a touch of haze on the

surfaces. Fully struck at the centers and scarce as such,

especially so in this lofty grade. (4941)

1321 1925-D NGC MS64 FB [3***]

Lustrous and attractive with a scattering of tiny gold

specks over the obverse and reverse. Fully struck by the

dies, and pleasing for the grade. (4951)

1319 1924-D NGC MS64 FB [3*****]

This one shows a trace of light gold starting to form

over luster. The obverse die shows wear or perhaps light

rust as the devices and fields show more extensive tex-

ture than usual for the period. Well struck save for the

W of WE and the second T of TRUST. A scarce date in

this grade. (4945)

1320 1 924-S NGC MS64 FB [2*****1

Satiny luster throughout and boldly struck. This coin is

highly appealing for the clean surfaces and reflective lus-

ter. An impressive coin for the grade. (4947)

1322 1925-S NGC MS64 FB [2****]

Mostly white in color and lustrous, but there are some

hazy gold areas intermixed over the devices and fields.

Sharp at the centers, with the usual minor peripheral

weakness on the tops of some letters. (4953)

1323 1926-D NGC MS65 FB [2****]

A key date in this gem grade with the full strike, this

coin should please most collectors. White in color with

a blush of haze and no distracting spots or problems. A
glass will note trivial handling marks mostly in the right

reverse field. (4957)
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1324 1926-S NGC MS64 FB [2-fr****]

Creamy white luster throughout and attractive. No sur-

face problems are seen, and the color and rarity of this

issue make it a great coin to put away for your date set.

(4959)

1327 1928-D PCGS MS65 FB [3****J

This coin is a stunning example of this date. The sur-

faces are splendid even for a gem grade, and the luster

full, complete and unbroken. Even the strike is sharper

than most, with only a couple of letters showing slight

weakness near their tops. A coin that would be very dif-

ficult to improve upon regardless of the grade awarded.

(4969)

1325 1927-D PCGS MS64 FB [2****]

Blazing white in color and very lustrous. The obverse

has two small specks on the lower portion, and the

reverse shows a scuff in the lower right field. A well

struck attractive example of this date. (4963)

1328 1928-S PCGS MS65 FB [2*****]

Vibrant white luster throughout and highly appealing.

The surfaces are pristine and this coin is a perfect match

to the 1928-D from this collection. Faintly clashed on

the obverse near the portrait. (4971)

1326 1927-S NGC MS64 FB [2****]

Stark white in color save for a streak or two of gold ton-
ing on the lower reverse. A boldly struck coin that
sparkles with luster. (4965)

1329 1929-S NGC MS66 FB [2*****]

Bright and lustrous, with a blush of gold toning starting

to form on the obverse. Boldly struck throughout.

(4977)
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1330 1930-S PCGS MS65 FB [2*****]

Frosty and bright white in color. The surfaces are clean

and attractive for the grade. (4981)

1333 1935-D NGC MS65 FB [2*****]

White in color and lustrous, with a hazy fingerprint on

the obverse and another on the reverse. (4995)

1331 1931-D NGC MS66 FB [3*****]

A boldly struck gem that is mostly white in color but

shows a blush of gold toning primarily in the fields.

(4985)

1334 1935-S NGC MS67 FB [2*****]

A boldly struck white gem that is virtually the same as

the day it was struck. Stunning quality for this or any

date, and scarce as such. (4997)

1332 1931-S PCGS MS65 FB [2****]

A well struck gem that has a touch of tawny gold ton-

ing near the periphery over luster. One of the scarcer

dates from this decade and about as nice as a collector

can hope for. (4987)

1335 1939-S NGC MS66 FB [2*****]

Snowy white luster throughout and attractive. One faint

line on Liberty’s face is noted for accuracy. (5021)
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Very Choice Mint State 1942/1 Mercury Dime

1336 1942/1 NGCMS64 [3****]

One of the classic key dates to this popular series, this one ranks as second behind the low mintage 1916-D and both remain on want

lists for years and years for most collectors. This lovely mint state coin shows a touch of light hazy gold over the obverse and reverse,

and the strike is better than most seen, but the central bands aren’t quite fully separated. Importantly the overdate feature is bold,

and no attempt was made by the Mint to cover over the second 1 in the date, and it stands just left of the 2 which merges into the

right side. One of the few near gems known, and a coin which is certain to please the discriminating numismatist.

NGC Census: 8, 7 finer (finest MS-68). (5036)

Key Choice Uncirculated 1 942/1 -D Mercury Dime With Full Bands

1337 1 942/1 -D NGC MS63 FB (FS-010.8) [3*****]

A very popular and highly sought Mercury dime variety, especially elusive in mint state. This choice uncirculated specimen is bril-

liant and lustrous with light gold toning overall. A real beauty that rivals MS64-graded specimens of this same date.

( uriously this overdate variety was discovered years after the 1942/1 Philadelphia dime (1954); the Denver version first being report-

ed by Delma K. Homines in 1962. Precious few are found in mint state, and this particular coin will suit many collectors. The over-
date feature is not as bold as seen on the Philadelphia coin, but traces of the I can be seen below the left foot of the 2, and faintly

connecting the top left corner to the beginning of the curl. (5041 )
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1338 1945-S Micro S NGC MS66 FB [2*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and well struck by the

dies. One of the scarcer sub varieties of this popular

series, and long included with the major date sets.

(5063)

1340 1937 NGC Proof 66 [2*****]

Well mirrored fields and devices and generally white in

color. There are some light gold streaks near the right

obverse rim, and we note a faint speck on the top of

Liberty’s neck. (5072)

Proof Mercury Dimes

1339 1936 NGC Proof 66 [3*****]

Mostly bright in color with a trace of the usual haze on

both the obverse and reverse. A nice coin for the grade.

(5071 )

1341 1938 NGC Proof 66 [2*****]

Well preserved and nearly white in color save for the

extreme rims which show microscopic flecks of gold

starting to form. (5073)

1342 1939 NGC Proof 67 [2****]

An attractive gem proof that is mostly bright except for

tiny flecks of gold scattered over the surfaces. (5074)
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1343 1 940 NGC Proof 67 [3***]

This proof shows the typical streaky gold and green ton-

ing imparted by long storage in the cellophane wrappers

used by the Mint to ship these proofs. On the obverse

we note a small circular mark in the field above the

motto. (5075)

1344 1 941 NGC Proof 67 [2*****]

A totally white and reflective coin that is impressive for

the grade. One old speck is noted between NI of UNIT-
ED on the reverse. (5076)

The David Lawrence
COLOR/STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:

1345 1942 NGC Proof 67 [2*****]

Blazing white in color and attractive. We note a faint

hairline down from Liberty’s nose towards the rim over
the motto. (5077)

View the Richmond Collection On-Line

Easy, Secure Bidding

Full color (large) images of all lots

Automatic notification by email
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Standing Liberty Quarters

Outstanding Gem 1916 Full Flead Standing Liberty Quarter

1346 1 916 NGC MS66 FH [1*]
A snow white ultra-gem of this 20th Century rarity. Brilliant and untoned with full mint luster

over this coin, it is exceptionally well struck for this first year issue. Ownership of a gem 1916

quarter is among most collector’s greatest dreams; to own the Richmond specimen of this great

coin would be a tremendous accomplishment and asset in the finest collection.

The then current coin designs were updated starting in 1909 with the Lincoln cent as the new

Twentieth Century unfolded. Next came the Buffalo nickel in 1913, and then in 1916 all the

silver denominations were then being issued were changed as well. The half dollar and dime

were coined in large numbers and the quarter was expected to begin coinage in 1917.

Nevertheless, George Morgan the Assistant Engraver at the Mint used Hermon A. MacNeil’s

galvano models for electrotyping and reducing to coin size. Dies were prepared and 52,000

were produced from December 16, 1916 to the end of that year. These were released along with

thousands of 1917 quarters in mid January, 1917. No official public announcement was made

of the release of the new quarters, and once the 1916 issue was discovered, they were instant-

ly popular with collectors.

On a comparative note, the 1916 quarter mintage of 52,000 pieces is close to one-tenth that of

the popular 1909-S VDB Lincoln cent at 484,000, and less than one-fifth the 264,000 pieces

coined of the 1916-D Mercury dime. This particular example is certainly one of the top known,

and this is borne out by the NGC Census. Locating a Full Head example is a priority for many

collectors, and most of the dates are very scarce with such a sharp strike. In some cases only a

small percentage of those known show the full head details, on other dates they represent near-

ly one-half of those coined.

NGC Census: 16, 2 finer (finest MS-67 FH). (5705)
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1347 1917 Type 1 NGC MS63 FH [2****]

Flashy luster in the fields and toned with irregular gold

flecks primarily near the rims. Sharp and always in

demand as a short lived type coin. (5707)

1350 1917 Type 2 NGC MS66 [2****]

A frosty white gem that is very attractive. The strike is

a bit weak, but most of the finer devices are clear.

(5714)

1 348 1 91 7-D Type 1 NGC MS64 FH [3****]

Satiny white with a touch of gold toning starting to

form near the rim and devices. One small nick on

Liberty’s jaw, and another near the right reverse rim

between a couple of stars. Attractive and always in

demand. We note a curious tiny circle right of the 7 in

the date which appears to be from the die. (5709)

1351 191 7-D Type 2 NGC MS64 FH [3*****]

Lustrous throughout and toned with light gold evenly

distributed over the obverse and reverse. The leaves

show on the head, but a couple of bosses are weak on

the shield, typical of this issue. (5717)

1349 1917-S Type 1 NGC MS64 [3****]

Lustrous with some streaky gold toning on both sides

and a splash of blue color near the olive branch. Well
struck, but not quite a full head. (5710)

1352 1917-S Type 2 NGC MS64 FH [3****)

A sharp coin including the shield and generally bright in

color save for flecks of peripheral gold toning. (571 9)

1353 1918 NGC MS64 [2***]

Bright and lustrous except for a small speck on the

obverse and a gold streak on the reverse. (5720)
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1354 1918-D NGC MS66 [3 ] 1355 1918-S NGC MS64 [3****]

A frosry gem that shows good luster and pristine sur-

faces. Close examination will note tiny dark specks on

the obverse, and the reverse shows streaky light toning

over luster. Scarce this nice, but not quite a full head on

Liberty. (5722)

Lustrous and toned with a blush of gold on the obverse

and reverse. Decent surfaces for the grade, and the strike

is about average for this date. (5724)

Important Choice Mint State 1918/7-S Quarter

1356 1918/7-S NGC MS63 (FS-008.5) [2*****]

Light golden surfaces with full mint luster and a clear, bold overdate mark this exceptional coin. The eye appeal of this coin is easi-

ly on par with that of examples graded MS64 and above. In fact, we are at a loss as to why NGC did not consider this coin more
highly. We anticipate bidders for this item will think even more highly of it.

This overdate variety is a major rarity and far and away the most elusive Standing Liberty quarter desired by most collectors. As

wartime coinage quotas were greatly increased over peace time issues, the mints struggled to keep up with demand. The Philadelphia

Mint prepared the dies for the branch mints, and naturally these had to be prepared in advance of January 1, 1918 in order to begin

coinage as soon as possible when the new year began. Apparently one of the new dies was initially prepared for use in 1917, sent to

the annealing furnace and then back to the hubbing room for additional blows and somehow was mixed in with a batch of 1918-S

dies. Another overdate was born.

The die diagnostics are as follows, the dies clashed early with the E from the reverse motto appearing just left of Liberty’s right knee

and a tiny die lump is located left of the lower right star on the obverse. Eventually a die crack appears down from the rim through

the left side of the T in LIBERTY which connects to the lower left serif of that letter. Perhaps 1000 exist in all grades today, with vir-

tually all showing extensive circulation. The choice mint state example is a pleasant exception, and only a handful are known in sim-

ilar or higher grades.

NGC Census: 10, 23 finer (finest MS-67). (5726)
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1357 1919-D NGCMS63 [3*****]

Starting to tone with reddish iridescence and gold over

the luster. Fairly well struck, but weak on Liberty’s head

as nearly always seen on this date and mint. One of the

more difficult dates to locate in choice grades. (5730)

Elusive 1919-S In Very Choice Mint State

1358 1919-S NGCMS64 [3****]

Fairly well struck for this date with portions of the top

leaves visible on Liberty’s head and all but two of the

shield bosses clear. Toned with pinkish gold and very

lustrous, with surfaces that show few signs of handling.

A key date so well preserved. (5732)

1359 1920-D NGCMS65 [3****]

Satiny white luster throughout and graced by a blush of
iridescent gold toning. Nearly a full head, with two
leaves clear, and the shield well struck too. Excellent
quality for the date and grade awarded. (5736)

1360 1 920-S NGC MS65 [3****]

Coppery gold toning on both sides and highly lustrous.

The strike is average for the date with weakness seen on

Liberty’s head and shield. Another scarce date that is

hard to find so well preserved. (5738)

1361 1921 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright white and attractive, with clean surfaces and

fields. We note a scuff on Liberty’s head, and the strike

appears to be fairly sharp for this date, but not full

enough for the Full Flead designation. (5740)

1362 1923 NGC MS66 [2*****]

Blazing white in color on both sides and very pleasing in

appearance. The strike shows minor weakness on

Liberty’s head but the shield is nearly full. This one

earned the designation from NGC for great eye

appeal. (5742)
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1363 1923-S NGC MS64 FH [1*]
Snowy white in color with abundant luster throughout.

The obverse is white while the reverse shows some triv-

ial streaks of gold toning. Fairly sharp on Liberty’s head,

and just two bosses are weak on the shield. An impres-

sive example of this key date. (5745)

1364 1 924-S NGC MS64 [3***-**]

Lightly toned with gold and light blue starting near the

rims, but ample luster remains to tease the eye. Clean

surfaces and appealing for this tough date. (5750)

1365 1926-S NGCMS64 [2*****]

Bright white on the obverse, the reverse similar but near

the center is a small area of gold starting to form. Fairly

well struck but not a full head. (5758)

1366 1927 NGCMS64 [2*****]

A frosty white coin that is very close to a gem grade.

Excellent surfaces and eye appeal, although not quite a

full head. (5760)

Majestic 1927-S Gem
Standing Liberty Quarter

1367 1 927-S NGCMS66 [3*****]

An attractive example of this scarce date. Mintage for

the year came in at a paltry 396,000 with very few saved

in mint state. This particular coin has incredible golden

frosted surfaces, which have clearly been handled with

extreme care since the moment of manufacture.

Unfortunately, the strike on Liberty’s head is typical for

this issue which means that hair and ear detail are

absent. Regardless, the quality of this specimen is about

as nice as a collector could hope to secure for an

advanced date collection. (5764)

Visit Us on the Internet!
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1368 1928-S NGC MS65 FH [1*]
A well struck frosty white gem that retains full mint

bloom. Scarce this nice. (5771 )

1369 1929-S NGC MS66 [2*****]

Lustrous and bright, with a blush of light gold toning

forming over the surfaces. Outstanding surfaces as

expected for the grade and nearly a full head with two

leaves clear on Liberty’s head, and one a bit fuzzy near

her ear. (5776)

Washington Quarters

Key Date 1932-D In Very Choice Mint State

1370 1 932-D PCGS MS64 [4****]

Deeply toned in gold this lovely, high end coin is extremely fresh.

A few rolls of these were hoarded at the time of issue, but they have long since been broken up and sold for date collections. A few

gems exist, but they are very rare and quite expensive. This coin is very nice for the grade, and would make a welcome addition to

any advanced collection. A great value as MS-65 examples of this date regularly trade for $25,000, or more. (5791 )

Gem Mint State 1932-S Washington Quarter

1371 1932-S NGCMS65 [2****]

A beautiful grainy-white gem with faint gold at the very rims. Here at David Lawrence we have handled scores of gem 1932-S quar-
ters, and the Richmond coin is easily among the top of those we’ve seen.

Similar to the I 9 12 I), mintages were quite low and very few gems exist today. Most ol the mint state examples can he traced to rolls

si! aside at the time of issue by A. (.. (lies, William I’ukall or Wayte Raymond, who distributed them later for date collections (Breen).

(5792)
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Exceptional Gem Mint State

1934 Doable Die Obverse

1372 1934 Double Die Obverse NGC MS65

Boldly doubled on the motto, “In God We Trust” the

1934 doubled die is one of the major roadblocks in

assembling a complete set of gem Washington quarters.

This coin is a superb gem with even gold toning overall

and faint hues of pastel evident on the recesses of the

reverse design.

As soon as the 1932 Washington quarters began to cir-

culate, problems were discovered that the motto was

often blurry or indistinct after even brief circulation. In

1934, the master hubs were altered to make the motto

bolder. Two new styles were incorporated, a medium

motto and then a heavy motto. This particular coin

shows the medium motto, but care was not taken dur-

ing the hubbing process and the obverse die slightly

rotated, creating the double motto seen here. One of the

more widely collected of the Washington quarter vari-

eties, this one is certainly one of the finest known, and

worthy of any great collection.

NGC Census: 6, 4 finer (finest MS-66). (5795)

Gem Mint State 1934-D Washington Quarter

1373 1934-D NGC MS66 [2*****]

A stunning coin that is very rare so well preserved, and

this one is very pleasing. Frosty white luster on both

sides with a touch of haze to mark the passage of 70

years since it was coined. Pristine surfaces and fields,

and a strong glass will locate little to warrant attention.

One of the finest to survive and a delightful example of

this scarce date.

NGC Census: 23, 2 finer (finest MS-67). (5796)

1374 1935-D PCGS MS65 [2****]

A lustrous untoned coin that shows the usual light haze

over the obverse, less so on the reverse. Excellent quali-

ty for this date, with clean surfaces and no distracting

handling marks to keep this one from the gem class.

(5798)

1375 1935-S NGC MS67 [3****]

Gorgeous iridescent green and gold on both sides over

luster. The surfaces are excellent and close examination

reveals minimal signs of contact. Perhaps as nice as this

date can be found, and a top contender with the lovely

toning. NGC Census: 22, none finer. (5799)
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1376 1 936-D PCGS MS65 [3****]

Satiny and lustrous, with a few minor specks of haze.

Fairly sharp and well preserved, with no distracting

ticks to knock this one from the gem class. (5801 )

1379 1950-S/D NGC MS66 [1**]
A sparkling white gem that retains all of the pizzazz

imparted by the dies. The overmintmark can be seen

with a glass. Excellent quality for this date and issue.

NGC Census: 15, 5 finer (finest MS-67). (5845)

Proof Washington Quarter

1377 1943-S Double Die NGC MS64 [2****]

This one is bright and lustrous, with a few flecks of ton-

ing on the reverse and a small speck on the left wing

near the chest of the eagle. The double die is clear with

a glass on the motto and peripheral numbers and letters.

(5823)

1378 1950-D/S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and well struck. The
overmintmark is about as clear as any seen, as only a

hint of the “S” is present at the top and right of the D.

(5843)

1380 1936 NGC Proof 64 [2****]

Mostly bright with patches of irregular haze on the

obverse. Well mirrored fields and devices, and nice qual-

ity for the grade. (5975)
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Bust Half Dollars From The Coronado Collection

Attractive 1806 O-120a NGC AU-58

1381 1806 NGC AU58 (0-1 20a) Broken patch on shield variety [3*****]

This coin retains much of the original luster in the fields and shows dramatic peripheral toning of rose gold and blue while the cen-

ters are white. Examination of the surfaces finds pleasing quality with no significant nicks or adjustment marks. Both dies show

advanced cracks, and this coin displays all the cracks noted in the Overton reference. In particular, note the die breaks at the top of

the vertical shield lines, these are well advanced for the variety. Certainly one of the finest in this later die state, and probably in the

condition census for this scarce variety as well. An important coin for the specialist. (6071 )

1382 1806 Pointed 6, No Stem PCGS MS63 (0-109) ** Color ** [6*****]

Toned with spectacular and deep aqua blue over most of the surfaces and framed with a ring of rich orange gold over luster. The
obverse and reverse are perfectly matched and attractive. The strike is average for the variety, with slight weakness on a few of

Liberty’s curls, but the stars over the eagle are all sharp. Certainly one of the prettiest mint state examples available, and greatly

enhanced by the delightful toning. PCGS Population: 3, 8 finer (finest MS-64). (6073 )

The Bareford 1806/5 Choice Mint State Half

1383 1806/5 PCGS MS63 (0-102) ex:Bareford [6****]

Toned with lovely deep blue and gold hues on both sides, with slightly lighter hues above the eagle on the reverse. The strike is sharp
on Liberty’s curls, but a touch weak on the central star points and the motto. Perhaps the only mint state survivor of this important
variety, which is always in strong demand for the overdate and hence needed by not only variety collectors but major date and type
collectors as well.

We note a light die crack through the tops of UNITED, with radial cracks extending towards the shield through the N and D as well.

Lightly chtshed reverse die with Liberty’s drapery outline visible on the upper right of the reverse, similar clashing on the obverse with
the stem and portions of the shield visible near Liberty’s face and above her head. Die rust can be seen through I IBERTY.

l x: Bowers and Mcrena’s ANA sale, 7/2003:1394; Alpine FPL 6/2000; Stack’s Dombrowski/Owen sale 10/99:346; Auction ‘83;

Stack s Bareford sale 10/81. PCGS Population: 2, none finer (there arc 4 different die varieties of the 1806/5). (6077)
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Superlative Gem Mint State 1812 Half Dollar

1384 1812 NGC MS66 (0-103) [5*****]

Here is a stunning coin that all collectors will love. The

surfaces are pristine, and show nary a tick or nick. The

luster is full and complete, which combines with the

gorgeous gold, rose and blue toning on both sides.

Obviously, this coin was set aside at the time of issue

and carefully preserved ever since. The only change to

reflect the passage of nearly 200 years is the breathtak-

ing toning. Tied with several others as the finest seen by

NGC, and a worthy coin to put away.

NGC Census: 25, none finer (for the date). (6100)

One Of The Finest Known 1812/1 Large 8

Half Dollars

1385 1812/1 Large 8 NGC AU53 [3****]

Here is an outstanding example of this elusive Rarity-5

variety. Most of those seen survive in much lower

grades, and none are reported in any grade of Mint

State. This coin shows light silvery gray surfaces with

traces of luster in the fields. The strike is very sharp on

Liberty and the stars, and on the reverse devices such as

the motto as well. Minor hairlines from circulation and

handling can be seen, but they are not too distracting. A
middle die state coin with die cracks present at left and

right through the date, and through the stars on the

obverse, but the vertical crack through the 1 to the bust

of Liberty’s bust is very weak. Listed in the Guide Book

as a major variety, and always in high demand by vari-

ety collectors too.

NGC Census: 1, 3 finer (finest AU-58). PCGS
Population: finest listed AU-50. (6102)

The Eliasberg Gem 1814 Half Dollar

1386 1814 PCGS MS65 (0-107) ex:Eliasberg

[2*****]

A delight to behold as the coin is so wonderfully frosty

and bright. Bathed in mint luster and carefully preserved

on both the obverse and reverse. No significant toning,

and this coin remains white. Although a common die

marriage, in such superlative condition it is quite rare. If

you love bright, untoned coins, then here is one to real-

ly pursue as very few are found with this much eye

appeal and gem quality surfaces.

Ex: Bowers and Merena’s Eliasberg sale, 4/97:1729.

PCGS Population: 6, 2 finer (finest MS-66). (6105)

Important 181 4/3 Mint State Half Dollar

1 387 1814/3 NGC MS64 (0-1 01 a) exrEliasberg

Here is an outstanding example of this overdate, and a

coin which is well up in the condition census for the

variety. The surfaces show deep, frosty luster, and a

blush of light champagne toning with a couple of dark

streaks seen in the obverse fields. These streaks were

likely caused by minor impurities in the planchet, which

darkened over time. We note that the Overton/Parsley

plate coin for this variety shows similar streaking, per-

haps this variety used a slightly impure lot of silver. The

reverse die is rotated about 45 degrees counterclock-

wise. An outstanding pedigree accompanies this one.

Ex: Richard B. Winsor collection, S. H. and H.

Chapman, 12/1895:598; J.M. Clapp, John H. Clapp;

Clapp estate 1942; Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., Bowers and

Merena 4/1997:1728; Bowers and Merena ANA sale

7/2003:1432. NGC Census: 1; 3 finer (finest MS-66).

(6106)
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I .andttiark & Vitwst Known IS 17/4 I Ini/ Dollar

1388 1817/4 PCGS AU50 (O 102A) ex:Eliasberg [4*****|

The I S 1 7/4 hull ilolhir is one ol the inosi hi mot is and sought -a I ter coins ol any series. I )espiie nearly 75 years of publicity, a total of

just 7 specimens are known. The present example is tar and away the finest seen by a margin of 20 or 25 grade points. Although a

major (mule book variety tins rarity has been missing from virtually every major collection formed. When Al Overton published lus

reference work on the die varieties of bust half dollars, be used this exact coin lor the cover of bis book.

The coin itsell is beautiful, with bright silver gray surfaces winch are accented by attractive iridescent gold, blue and russet around

the tints. As to the strike, it is generally sharp on the left side of the obverse, weaker on the right because of die failure. Note the die

crack winch extends from above I .iberty's cap through her ear, down to the rim near the 7, this is what caused the obverse die to fail,

and is the reason for the great rarity ol this variety. Perhaps this crack was caused when the obverse die was reheated and re engraved

willi the digit 7 over the 4. Under normal circumstances the dies are engraved, then annealed or hardened by heating them to a very

high temperature. Making changes to the die once (hey are annealed often causes the die to crack soon after coinage begins. The

engraver made the mistake of adding the 7 to the obverse die, which apparently weakened the die and caused it to crack as soon as

coins were struck (or perhaps the crack formed during the second annealing process).

Turning to the story of the coins discovery we note that I T. Wallis of Ins Angeles first reported the coin in 1930 in the editorial

comments published in The Numismatist, page 689. In that note Wallis described the I S 1 7/4 half dollar and stated it had been exam
ined by I Inward K. Newcomb of I os Angeles and M. I . beistle of Shippensburg, PA (both experts die varieties and beistle had recent

ly published a die variety book on the bust hall dollar series in 1929) and both bad declared it a hitherto unknown variety. Wallis

described the coin as "practically uncirculated" and that the overdate can be seen plainly. Next Wallis advertised the coin in The

National l aiming of II. S. ( loins, p. I 64. There he described the coin as "
I xtremely l ine" and offered it lor $2,500, then a stagger

mg sum Wallis also noted that it had been in the same family collection since 1846 prior to him purchasing the coin.

While we cannot state with certainly that this is the present specimen is the Wallis coin, it seems to be very likely. The present spec

linen turned up in the Pratt collection according to Al Overton, who purchased the coin in 19,51. Overton later sold this piece to

I ottis I liasberg in 195.1 for $1,500.

I lie ( ondilion t i'iisiis for this variety as published in the I liasberg catalogue by the extensive research of both the late Stewart

William and Sheridan Downey who have spent decades tracking these seven coins with further updates as noted in Stephen |.

I lei Tina it's Auction N Mail bid Prices Keali/.ed for Ihisi I fall Dollars I 794 IS 19.

1)

. I lie present specimen and I meet known, P( It «S AD 50. believed to be the discovery specimen reported in 19.10 by I T. Wallis,

prior to that tune in a family collection dating from IS4(> until Wallis purchased the coin. Purchased by Al Overton from the Pratt

i ol lei non m 1 9 5
1 ,

sold to I ouis h liasberg in 1 9 5 1. Hi iwers and Mcrcna's I liasberg sale 4/97: 1715; Superior's Sums sale 2/99; I SO;

llmvers and Merena's 200 1 ANA sale, 7/0 1: 144 1.

2)

. With. ini spec linen, h IS. I )isi overed by coin dcalei Id |olmson of Wooster, Ohio in the early I 940s; Stewart Witham 5/66; sold pri

vately about I9S 1 to a private collector.

1). Meyei specimen. VI '5. Ai i pined by Al Oven on in 1 9(i2, sold to ( >. David bowers and lames I buddy ol I inpire ( oin ( simp,my,

•old in I la /i n It I tinman. Next it appealed in Paramount's ( eiitury Sale, S/r> s i I I bowels and buddy's bare ( loin beviews II 1

8

22(19/1 75). Acquired in I
'* '5 by ( florin Meyer lor bet husband ( liar It on I . Meyer, |i and n still resides in Ins i ollei non.

I ). Overton spec mien. ( i 1 1 (repaired). Discovered by New York dealei Idwin Shapiro in I 96 1 64, sold to Dan Messer for $1,500 in

1964 6 5; si ild in |i ih 1

1

Cobb, offered at ( obb's ( ulilui mu Slate Numismatic Association Sale I 1/6.5 but not sold; sold with Cobh's

hoard ol bust half dollars in |9(,9 in Steve Markoff; Markolf sold this coin to Al Overton in 1 969. Overton had a snatch over the

eagle s left wing repaired by a Kentucky com repaii specialist ( )vei ton died in 1 9 and this coin passed to Ins daughter and son in

law who sold the coin in 1 90 t along with the balance ol Ins spei iali/ed die variety col lei lion to a private c< 4 lei lor, where n remains.

5)

, I alley spei linen. VP .’I) Discovcied by collecloi Thomas Pleffei m 1967 and sold by Donald Taxay to Stewart William in 1 968.

William sold this coin to P'loyd I alley where it was sold by Sheridan I >owney in July ol 2002.

6)

. bulk, specimen I I 5. Disioveied by Allied I burke m 1 97 1 m hit collection where is apparently remains today.

i I lorn a spei mien I 1/ Disioveied b\ Milton Silveim.m in I
9 '(i, sold to Sheridan Downey in 1988 who sold it to I eou.ud I

;

lton Doxiet

in
1

1

1

1 v I 9‘i.t. Do , u a sold the i oin in Sheridan Di iwi lev's M IIS ff 22 1 0/98:268; next in Sheridan I >t iwt ley's ( a owlet Sel burities 8/01:4.

H K I IM< >NI >(,!>! IT'( I ION, I'Abl II I Novt'llllu'l d
1
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1389 1818 NGCMS64 [4****]

Satiny medium gray with strong golden iridescence and

equally strong luster. Fresh and original and a very

pleasing example for the grade. Just a few tiny obverse

ticks from a much finer grade designation. (61 1.3)

Toned Near Gem 1818/7 Bust Half Dollar

1390 181 8/7 Large 8 NGC MS64 (0-1 01 A)

ex:Noblet [5****1

This very choice specimen boasts sharply struck devices

and gorgeous pastel toning on both the obverse and

reverse. Note the blues, golds and lilac tones which min-

gle together in an artistic fashion. The surfaces are very

clean, and show just a couple of trivial ricks which keep

this from a gem grade.

It is curious to note that the first 8 in the date is the large

8 as seen on Capped bust half dollars from 1815 and

prior, and this date punch was not used again on later

years aside from this die. The second 8 in the date is a

small 8, which made it all the more difficult to hide the

undertype 7 behind it. It is likely that the obverse die

was engraved as early as 1815 and not used, then dated

1817, not used, and overdated 1818/7. Probably in the

Condition Census for the variety and tied with a small

handful at this grade level. (61 14)

The Eliasberg 1 8 HI Gem Half Dollar

1391 1819 PCGS MS65 (0-112) ex:Eliasberg

(4* )

Toned with light champagne gold over satiny surfaces

with ample luster to please the eye. Sharply struck

everywhere except for the eighth and ninth stars, which

are a little weak at their centers. A simply delightful coin

and a worthy acquisition for any specialist who appre-

ciates the stunning quality offered here. One of the

finest known of the date, with the PCGS Population

report showing only 2 this high, and none finer.

Kx: Bowers and Merena’s Eliasberg sale, 4/97:176.5;

Bowers and Merena’s Rarities (Noblet) sale, 1/99:30;

Heritage’s Long Beach 10/01:6575; Bowers and

Merena’s ANA sale 7/2003:1454. PCGS Population: 2,

none finer. (6117)
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Tied For The Finest Known 1819/8 Bust Half Dollar

DLRC Auctions

1392 1819/8 NGC MS66 (0-102) [4*****]

A simply stunning example of this overdate, the fields are ablaze with mint luster, and the toning is a delightful mix of gold and blues

around the periphery. Of course, what sets this coin apart from countless others is the superb surfaces. Close examination will fail

to find more than the most minute signs of handling, and Liberty’s face is fresh and clean. Boldly struck by the dies, with each star

showing the central radial lines, and Liberty’s curls are equally sharp. Similar on the reverse, where the eagle’s craggy claws show fine

definition so often missing on more weakly struck coins. Not only is this a top quality gem, but the colorful toning adds tremendous-

ly to the visual appeal. This is apparently the finest known of the variety, and unsurpassed in quality by any other 1819/8 Bust half

dollar.

NGC Census: 5, none finer. (6118)

Resplendent 1822/1 Bust Half Dollar

1393 1822/1 PCGS MS64 (0-101) [3*****]

The centers are bright while the periphery is toned with rings of steel blue iridescence with rose gold highlights. The devices are

sharply impressed throughout. Deep frosty luster in the fields and a strong cartwheel effect on both sides. Always in demand by over-

date and variety collectors.

PCGS Population: 6, none finer. (6130)

The FJiasberg Gem 1823 Bust Half Dollar

1394 1823 NGC MS65 (0-105) exrEliasberg [3****]

Lxceptional brilliance and luster, with glossy, chrome-like surfaces on both sides. Toned with delicate champagne gold near the rims,

with a thin streak of color across I iberty’s neck and curls into the fields.

Lx: Bowers and Merena’s FJiasberg sale, 4/97:1793; Bowers and Mcrcna’s ANA sale, 7/2003:1471. (6131)
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Gem 1824/1 Bust Half Dollar

1395 1824/1 Overdate NGC MS65 (0-1 01 a) (4****J

Here is a knockout gem of this popular overdate variety that shows splashes of champagne toning on both the obverse and reverse.

Additional sea-green hues are found on the obverse around the periphery. Boldly struck by the dies, with sharp stars, curls and even

the feathers on the eagle. Certainly one of the finest known of the variety. (6138)

Superbly Toned Gem 1830 Bust Half Dollar

1396 1830 NGC MS66 (0-121) ** Color ** [5*****]

A stunning gem that features orange-gold centers surrounded by electric blue rims. The strike is typical for the date, with minor blunt-

ness on the stars on the left, but sharp elsewhere. Probably the finest known for the variety and one of the very finest of the date as

well.

Ex: Superior Galleries 5/99. (6156)

Shimmering 1831 Gem Half Dollar

1397 1831 PCGS MS66 (0-109) ex:Eliasberg [3*****]

This coin is bathed in shimmering luster and toned with attractive lilac and silver hues throughout. The devices show traces of olive-

green with golden iridescence which enhances the design elements. A typical strike for this date, with the stars and legend being drawn
towards the rim. Certainly one of the very finest of the variety and likely the date as well. A premier specimen for the specialist to

acquire.

NGC Census: 9, 2 finer (finest MS-67). (6159)
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1398 1835 NGC MS66 [5*****]

Overton-109. Lilac and gold toning throughout on this

stunning gem, with luster blazing forth from the fields.

A typical strike for this date with a few of the stars not

quite full at the centers, but Liberty’s curls and the

eagle’s feathers are sharp and clearly defined. The sur-

faces are far better than usually encountered, and this is

certainly one of the very finest examples of this date, or

any other date of Bust half dollar, to survive. An excit-

ing coin to view and own.

NGC Census: 4, 1 finer (MS-67 finest). (6168)

1400 1839 Capped NGC MS64 [4*****]

Attractive coppery gold toning in the fields of the

obverse and similar on the reverse with the addition of

light blue as well. Sharply impressed by the new steam

coining press that arrived at the Philadelphia Mint in

late 1836. One of the more difficult type coins to find

this nice, as so few survived in superlative condition.

About as nice as a collector can hope to obtain of this

issue.

NGC Census: 29, 3 finer (MS-66 finest). (6179)

Exceptional Gem 1836 0-119 Half Dollar

1 399 1 836 Lettered Edge PCGS MS65 (0-1 1 9)

[3 ]

Gorgeous Gem 1839-0 Reeded Edge

Half Dollar

1401 1839-0 NGC MS65 [4****]

This coin shows attractive golden toning over satiny

surfaces. The fields and devices show virtually no signs

of contact, keeping this coin solidly in the gem class.

Fairly well struck for the variety. A very pleasing coin

not only for the toning and luster, but for the gem qual-

ity surfaces. Certainly one of the very finest of the vari-

ety, and date as well.

PCCS Population: 7, 2 finer (finest MS-66). (6169)

This coin shows strong luster in the fields and delicate

gold toning over the surfaces. Fully and completely

struck by the dies, with strong stars and curls, and full

feathers on the eagle. A minor die crack encircles the

obverse through the stars on the right. Always in

demand for the bold obverse mintmark, and struck dur-

ing the second year of the New Orleans Mint opera-

tions. A simply phenomenal coin for the specialist col-

lector to obtain.

NGC Census: 6, 3 finer (finest MS-67). (6181 )

End of the Coronado Collection
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Walking Liberty Half Dollars

1402 1916 NGC MS63 [4****]

Attractive sunset gold toning on both sides over satiny

luster. The devices are well struck throughout. One triv-

ial pin scratch at the center of the reverse from a higher

grade. (6566)

1403 1 916-D NGC MS63 [4***]

Sharply impressed and pleasing for the grade, with

medium sunset gold toning over luster. Scarce in choice

grades. (6567)

1405 1917 NGC MS63 [2*****J

Bright and untoned. (6569)

1406 1 91 7-D Obverse PCGS MS63 [3****]

This one has flecks of gold toning mostly near the rim

and some hazy luster in the fields. An average strike for

the date with moderate weakness on Liberty’s hand,

head and skirt. (6570)

Impressive 1917-D Reverse

Walking Liberty Half

1407 1 91 7-D Reverse NGC MS64 [2*****]

A boldly struck coin that boasts ample luster and strong

eye appeal. Flecks of gray and gold toning reside along

the extreme edge and rim, otherwise this one is white in

color. Sharply struck on the devices, with minimal

weakness on the uppermost devices. One of the key

dates to the series in such choice condition, and this coin

should suit most collectors. (6571)

1404 1 916-S NGC MS64 [3****]

A decent strike for this issue, with minimal weakness on

Liberty’s skirt lines and head. The coin is white with a

hint of pinkish yellow luster. Clean surfaces and a scarce

date this close to gem. (6568)
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Key Choice Mint State

1917-S Obverse Half Dollar

1408 1 917-S Obverse NGC MS64 [3****]

During 1917 the Philadelphia Mint decided that the

branch mintmarks should be moved to the reverse to a

less prominent area. Only 952,000 were coined with the

obverse mintmark from San Francisco in 1917, and this

date has emerged as the scarcest of the various mint-

mark combinations from this year. Lustrous and golden

with a better strike than typically offered for this issue,

the split of Liberty’s hand between her forefinger and
thumb are clearly visible. (6572)

1409 1917-S Reverse NGC MS63 [4****]

An attractive coin that has delicate gold peripheral ton-

ing and a decent strike for this date and mint. The sur-

faces are clean although we note a couple of tiny reed-

ing marks in the right obverse field. Scarce as a date and

a worthy acquisition for the date collector. (6573)

fj'.iiw.si

1410 1918 NGC MS64 [2*****]

A sharply struck, well preserved specimen of this date.

The color is white and the luster complete. (6574)

1411 1918-D NGCMS63 [3****]

Lustrous and toned with light gold on the obverse with

an irregular area of darker gold near the top of the

obverse. Clean surfaces and an average strike for this

date. (6575)
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1412 1918-S PCGS MS63 [4***]

Golden toning throughout with flecks of blue inter-

mixed near the periphery. An average strike for the date,

but enough luster remains unhidden by the toning to

please the eye. (6576)

Choice Mint State 1919 Walking Liberty

1413 1919 NGC MS63 [4***]

A satiny coin that shows light gold toning with darker

gold flecks on the devices. Fairly well struck for the date

with good separation on Liberty’s thumb, but the finest

details are not present. (6577)

Choice Original Mint State

1919-D Walking Liberty Half

1414 1919-D NGCMS63 [4****]

Here is a delightful example of this low mintage date.

Few were saved in mint state, and precious few remain

in choice grades as seen here. The 1919-D Walker has

long been our favorite date in the Walker series here at

David Lawrence, mostly because it’s rarity has gone

unrecognized. Over the past several years, this has

changed and values have begun to catch up to the

scarcity of this issue. The biggest factor for the scarcity

of this date in mint state grades is it’s notoriously poor

strike. No other single Walking Liberty half dollar suf-

fered from poor manufacture as this date, and quite

often we see examples with uncirculated surfaces, with

the eye appeal of an XF coin! The Richmond coin is far

better than typically seen as Liberty’s hand is struck to

her wrist and 75% of her skirt lines are visible. This

coin is 100% original with medium rose-gold toning,

like from many years of storage in a manila envelope.

To call it fresh would be an understatement. (6578)
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Pleasing Mint State 1919-S Walker

1415 1919-S NGCMS64 [3****]

Similar to the 1919-D, the San Francisco issue is quite

scarce in mint state grades, particularly so when
approaching a gem grade as seen here. Few are offered

and demand remains particularly high for these as many
date collectors seek out high grade specimens. This coin

is brilliant and lustrous with splashes of coppery-gold in

the fields. (6579)

Satiny & Very Choice 1920-D

Walking Liberty Half

1417 1920-D NGCMS63 [4****]

An attractive coin that shows delicate gold toning over

luster. The strike is well defined on Liberty’s head and

her thumb is clearly outlined. Excellent surfaces

throughout, with no distracting bagmarks seen. (6581)

Splendid 1920-S Walking Liberty Half Dollar

1418 1920-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

One of the many scarce dates to find in upper mint state

grades, this example shows minor weakness at the cen-

ters in the strike, and glowing luster in the fields.

Starting to tone with a few tiny flecks of gold and minor

haze, but generally bright in appearance.

NGC Census: 55, 40 finer (finest MS-67). (6582)

1416 1920 NGC MS64 [3*****]

Bright and lustrous with a blush of gold near the periph-

ery on the obverse, more pinkish gold on the reverse

covering most of the surfaces. An average strike for the

date. (6580)

Visit Us on the Internet!

It's all online & more
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Choice Mint State 1921 & 1921 -D Walkers

1419 1921 NGCMS63 [3***-*]

One of the most coveted dates in the entire series, exam-

ples of these have been in strong demand virtually from

the time they were struck. In particular note the strong

luster in the fields and better than average strike, with

Liberty’s thumb outlined and most of her skirt lines

present. Starting to tone with hints of gold. Excellent

surfaces and quality for the date, and very scarce this

well preserved. (6583)

1420 1921-D NGC MS63 [4****]

Boldly struck for this date, with a well defined thumb
on Liberty, and her head and skirt details are sharper

than often encountered. Pink and gold on the obverse,

the reverse showing a little more color over luster. Close

examination will note very few signs of handling, and

this coin is much nicer than one would expect even for

a choice grade. If you demand quality in this classic rar-

ity, then here is a coin that should find a happy home in

your collection. (6584)

Key Date 1921 -S In Choice Mint State

1421 1921-S PCGS MS63 [3****]

Golden obverse with a brilliant golden-white reverse,

and well struck. Considered by most collectors as the

primary key date in the Walker series and a very rare

coin in any grade above XF. It is particularly desirable

in the choice mint state grade offered here. As more and

more date collections near completion, key dates such as

this 1921-S face increasing demand, even from collec-

tors outside the series. Housed in an early PCGS (green

label) holder, we anticipate vigorous bidding for this

coin. (6585)

1422 1923-S NGCMS64 [3****]

Frosty and lustrous, with attractive surfaces through-

out. The strike is typical for the date with softness seen

on Liberty’s thumb and skirt lines. No detracting marks

or nicks, and this one is close to a gem grade. Abundant

eye appeal and a worthy coin for the specialist to

acquire. (6586)
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1423 1927-S PCGS MS63 [2****]

Generally bright save for a touch of haze over the

obverse and reverse. The strike is sharp on Liberty’s

head, but her thumb is weak as usual for this date. An
attractive coin for the grade, with surfaces that show

few signs of handling. (6587)

Stunning Gem 1929-S

Walking Liberty Half Dollar

1424 1928-S NGCMS64 [3***]

This coin has a great appearance, with glowing luster in

the fields and splashes of blue and gold toning near the

rims. The strike is average with the usual weakness on

the high points of the design. One field tick resides

between the obverse sun rays. A scarce coin so well pre-

served. (6588)

1426 1 929-S NGC MS66 [3*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and very attractive for

this scarce date. The surfaces are outstanding, and few

examples are found that qualify for a gem grade, and

this one is head and shoulders better. Delicate gold ton-

ing is seen around the periphery, more so on the reverse

than the obverse. An average strike for the date, with

trivial weakness on Liberty’s thumb and head. A lovely

example of this coveted date.

NGC Census 28, 3 finer (finest MS-67). (6590)

1425 1929-D NGCMS64 [3****]

Excellent quality for this date with a bold strike on
Liberty which shows her thumb, skirt lines and head
details very well, and clean surfaces. Light golden ton-

ing over luster. A few ticks near the ends of the wing
feathers from a gem grade, and these arc well hidden by
the complexity of the design. (6589)
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1427 1933-S NGC MS65 [3****]

Here is a very nice coin for the grade, the strike is bold

throughout, with sharp details on Liberty’s dress and

hand, even the eagle shows bold feather detail in areas

that are often poorly struck. Coined during the depths

of the Depression, few could afford to save a coin with

a face value of half a dollar, which could purchase sev-

eral loaves of bread at the time. (6591)

1428 1 934-D NGC MS65 [2*****]

Bright and untoned, with strong luster throughout. The

surfaces are pleasing and show very few signs of han-

dling. The strike is sharp on Liberty’s skirt lines and

thumb, but her head lacks the finer details sometimes

seen. (6593)

Splendid Gem 1 934-S Walking Liberty

1429 1 934-S NGCMS66 [3*+**]

This coin is not only boldly struck on Liberty’s thumb
and head, but shows copious luster in the fields.

Majestic surfaces for the period, with nary a mark or

nick to be found. Rarely are examples of this date found

so pristine, and a collector who demands quality will

likely pursue this specimen.

NGC Census: 22, 6 finer (finest MS-67) (6594)

1430 1935-D NGC MS65 [3 ]

Blazing white in color and very lustrous. The strike is

better than average, and shows minimal weakness on

the high points. A few trivial areas of haze are noted

near the rims. (6596)

1431 1935-S NGCMS65 [3****]

A lovely gem coin for the date collector. The surfaces are

totally white in color and highly lustrous. Liberty’s hand

is a bit weak, as usual for the date and mint. (6597)

1432 1937-D NGC MS65 [2****]

A well struck blazing white gem that shows good luster

and a sharp strike. (6602)
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1433 1937-S NGC MS65 [3*****] 1436 1 941 -S NGC MS65 [2*****]

White with a blush of gold starting to form over the sur-

faces. A fairly sharp coin and one which has a couple of

reeding marks visible with a glass. (6603)

Hazy and a touch cloudy over the strong mint luster on

both sides. A scarce date for this period, and one which

should please most collectors. Fairly well struck, but

Liberty’s thumb remains elusive at the center. (6613)

1434 1938-D NGC MS65 [3****]

Pinkish gold toning starting to form over the obverse

and reverse. The surfaces are pristine and better than

one would expect for a gem. Minor weakness on

Liberty’s hand. (6605)

1437 1942-S NGCMS65 [2*****]

Flashy and bright, with no signs of toning. A couple of

light marks are seen in the right obverse field. (6617)

1435 1940-S NGCMS66 [2****]

Totally white in color and lustrous. The strike shows the

usual central weakness on Liberty, but is sharp else-

where. Attractive surfaces and pleasing in every way.

(6610)

1438 1 944-D NGC MS67 [2****]

Frosty and lustrous, with a blush of haze over the

devices. White in color and with a good strike on the

devices. Scarce so well preserved. (6622)
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1439 1 944-S NGC MS65 [3****]

A satiny gem that shows good luster and delicate gold

toning on both sides. Fairly well struck but Liberty’s

thumb is not sharp. (6623)

Proof Walking Liberty Halves

Scarce, First Year Gem Proof Walker

1440 1 936 PCGS Proof 65 [2*****]

Brilliant white gem proof of this low-mintage issue.

Only 3,901 proof were struck this year as the U.S. Mint

resumed these presentation coins for the first time in

earnest since 1916. Due to the hiatus, these first-year

proofs suffered manufacture and delivery problems that

typically resulted in mishandled coins. Those that

remained in the mint storage cellophane for many years

were damaged or discolored by chemicals in the plastic,

resulting in a foggy appearance. This coin is one of the

exceptions and exists today as a pure white gem with

just a hint of russet on the reverse rim. High end for the

grade. (6636)

Blazing Gem Proof 1937 Walking Liberty

1441 1937 NGC Proof 66 [1***]

White in color except for a couple of tiny cloudy areas.

Highly reflective mirror fields and devices, and very

attractive for this early proof issue. (6637)

1442 1938 NGC Proof 66 [2****]

A delightful example of this date in proof, with well

mirrored fields and devices, and pristine surfaces. The

color is generally bright, with a touch of haze as com-

monly seen on these early silver proofs. A few minor

dark flecks are noted on the reverse rim. (6638)

View the Richmond Collection On-Line
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Bust Dollars

Outstanding 1 794 Silver Dollar

1443 1 794 NGC XF45 (BB-1) [4*****]

A delight to behold, which is quite unusual for a 1794 silver dollar. The surfaces are excel-

lent for a large coin of this period, and show minimal circulation marks. As seen on virtu-

ally all examples, there are adjustment marks along the rims, primarily on the reverse, and

these will serve to identify this coin.

The strike is much better than average as all the obverse stars, date and even the reverse

legends are clear to the unaided eye. Toned a very pleasing medium silver gray, with traces

of luster in the protected areas. Identifiable by an adjustment mark between stars seven and

eight on the obverse, and on the reverse by an adjustment mark just missing the curve of

the D of UNITED, and a tiny nick just above the eagle’s beak in the field.

The rims are excellent too, and the only nick worth noting is a small one before the first

A in AMERICA. Having seen many of the surviving 1794 silver dollars, this is one of the

most pleasing for the grade, as so many of these have significant problems or have been

repaired to varying degrees. For the grade, it would be hard to imagine a more “perfect”

coin of this date and any collector who has searched high and low for a particularly clean

example of this date will find this piece to be as nice as any seen. One of the highlights of

the Richmond Collection and certain to attract considerable attention whenever it crosses

the auction block.

Mint records report that 1,758 were coined, of which approximately 130 survive in vari-

ous grades. Most are in much lower grades than offered here, and most have a variety of

problems or have been repaired. As the first year of issue, and the primary unit of coinage,

this is one of the most historic and important coins struck by the Philadelphia Mint.

Decades of popularity continue today, with specimens being eagerly sought by wealthy col-

lectors. This particular coin will undoubtedly go to a collector who demands top quality

and won’t be satisfied with an average example of this classic American coin. (6851)
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1446 1 795 Draped Bust NGC AU53 [2*****]

BB-52, B-15. Bright and lustrous with just a hint of ton-

ing on the surfaces. This coin is sharply struck and

pleasing to the eye. The surfaces show the usual scatter-

ing of tiny ticks from brief circulation, and the rims

have minor adjustment marks on the reverse. Note the

extensive feathers on the eagle’s breast and the quality

of the workmanship on both dies. In late 1795 the pub-

lic and officials called for a change in the designs used

on silver coinage from the flowing hair to something

more refined. The famous portrait painter Gilbert Stuart

was employed to render new designs. Stuart modeled

Liberty after Ann Willing, a famous Philadelphia

socialite and reputed to be the most beautiful women in

the city. Dies were engraved based on Stuart’s drawing,

and the reverse design was changed as well to a smaller

eagle perched on clouds and surrounded by an olive

branch and a palm frond.

Coins of this new design were struck in October of

1795. Beginning in 1796 other silver denominations

employed this new draped bust design and it continued

for the next several years. Later die state with multiple

die chips seen, the largest on the obverse tucked into

Liberty’s hair near the ribbon knot, and on the reverse

across the upper third. (6858)

1444 1 795 Flowing Hair NGC VF30 [4*****]

BB-14, B-4. Toned a light antique gray with darker hues

in the fields, and much lighter silver on the devices. The

strike is average for this variety, and Liberty sports def-

inition on her cascading curls. One of the more popular

varieties with collectors, it remains scarcer than some

and the dies are very well executed with stronger hair

details and more extensive definition on the eagle. No
adjustment marks or bumps worthy of note, and this

coin is very attractive for the grade. (6852)

Lustrous Flowing Hair Silver Dollar

1445 1 795 Flowing Hair NGC AU55 [4-*****]

BB-27, B-5. Although this is a very common die variety,

this particular coin is head and shoulders above most

seen. The strike is sharp throughout, with bold defini-

tion on Liberty’s curls, including the curls by her temple

and above her ear, areas which are notoriously weak on

this variety. The reverse is stunning, with strong feathers

on the eagle, including his neck and breast, areas which

are seldom found with any feather definition. Obviously

this coin only circulated for a very brief time. Ample lus-

ter in the fields to please the eye, and the coin is a very

light silvery gray color with just a blush of toning. On a

technical note, the surfaces show scattered faint han-

dling marks and a couple of ticks on Liberty’s neck.

Adjustment marks are shallow along the left side of the

obverse, and similarly on the reverse. Identifiable by a

shallow planchet flaw (with adjustment marks) located

past the D of UNITED near the wreath. One of the most

outstanding examples of this variety seen and a coin

which any collector would be proud to own. (6852)
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1447 1 796 NGC XF40 [4****]

BB-65, B-5. Toned an attractive dark gray with slightly

darker hues on Liberty. A well balanced coin that does-

n’t have adjustment marks or significant rim bumps.

The strike is sharp, with some of the breast feathers still

present on the eagle. Pleasing surfaces and color overall,

and a good coin for the collector to put away. (6859)

Lustrous 1797 Silver Dollar In Choice AU

1448 1 797 NGC AU53 [3*****]

BB-73, B-l. A bright and lustrous coin that is well bal-

anced for the grade. The surfaces have average ticks

from brief circulation and handling. Well struck by the

dies, with strong curls on Liberty and many of the

eagle’s breast feathers still present. No adjustment
marks and the coin is white save for a hint of gold start-

ing to form. (6865)

1449 1 798 Small Eagle NGC XF40 [4****]

BB-142, B-2. Fifteen Stars Obverse. Toned with attrac-

tive deep gray and blue around the periphery, lighter

rose gray at the centers. There is an old scratch in the

left obverse field up from the point of the second star,

and some faint lines in the right obverse field. The

reverse is very well matched and the toning greatly

enhances the shallow relief of the dies, making the

devices clear to the unaided eye. Rather sharp for this

die pairing, which is often found weakly impressed. An
important type coin as the only fifteen star obverse die

used in 1798, and paired with the small eagle reverse

has kept demand high for these. (6867)

1450 1798 Large Eagle NGC AU53 [4****]

BB-125, B-8. Antique gray with luster in the protected

areas make this coin very attractive. The surfaces are

satiny and show minimal signs of handling. No adjust-

ment marks are found. This is a middle to later die state

with several thin cracks meandering through the legends

and devices, and a couple of the obverse stars are weak-

ly struck as the dies began to buckle by the time this

coin was struck. A very pleasing coin for the grade and

one which a variety collector will long enjoy. (6873)
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1451 1799 NGCAU53 [5****]

BB-163, B-lOa. Dark gunmetal gray in color with some reflectivity in the fields. The surfaces are clean and don’t show significant

handling marks or nicks. Fully and completely struck by the dies. Minor die cracks through the reverse legend, as commonly seen on

this die pairing. A decent type coin for the collector. (6878)

1452 1799/8 NGCAU53 [2*****]

BB-141, B-3. Bright and lustrous on the obverse and reverse, with ample eye appeal for the collector. The surfaces are pleasing with

no significant handling marks or adjustment marks seen. This is the curious 15 star reverse, with two additional stars engraved in

the die over the eagle’s head, the error discovered and covered over by extending two of the clouds down over the stars. Tiny points

from the stars still remain and can be seen extending out from the enlarged clouds. Although a common variety, the overdate feature

and 15 star reverse combine to keep demand always high for this issue. An excellent collector coin as such quality is rarely found in

today’s numismatic market. (6883)

1453 1800 NGCAU55 [3****]

BB-194, B-14a. Light silvery gray in color and lustrous in the fields. This variety is very popular with collectors and is known as the

“dotted date” for the curious die lumps that are found on the first 0 of the date. A later die state with faint cracks extending across

both the obverse and reverse die, and the strike is slightly weak on the upper obverse. No disturbances are worth noting, and this

coin will please the most fastidious collector. (6887)
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1454 1801 NGCAU50 [5****]

BB-211, B-l. Attractive gunmetal gray in color with

splashes of blue intermixed in the stars and peripheral

devices. Fully struck on the stars and Liberty’s hair,

which is unusual for this date. The reverse too is well

struck, and minimal weakness is seen only on the feath-

er tips of the wings. Identifiable by a tiny planchet flaw

or nick (hard to tell in the holder) on the rim above the

eighth star on the obverse. One of the nicer 1801 dollars

to survive and a very scarce coin so fine. (6893 )

1455 1802 NGCAU50 [6****]

BB 24 I
, B-6. Copper gold toning on the obverse with

darker hues near the rims, with a few breaks on the

devices which are lighter silver gray. A sharply
impressed example of this date. Examination will note
some minor scratches above the Y and nearby star of
I I BI KT Y, and on the reverse near the eagle’s tail. The
reverse also has some peripheral adjustment marks.
Overall this coin is attractive for the toning and strong
hair detail. (6893)

1456 1802/1 NGCXF45 [4*****]

BB-233, B-2. A very scarce variety for the specialist and

difficult to find so well preserved. This particular piece

is very attractive with antique silver gray and gold ton-

ing on both sides, and a needle sharp strike on the stars.

Identifiable by a couple of minute ticks on the rim above

star ten. The surfaces are simply outstanding for the

grade and variety on this coin. One for the specialist to

nab as this die pairing is hard to locate. (6898)

1457 1803 NGCAU58 [4 ]
BB-255, B-6. Light silvery gray at the centers and sur-

rounded by darker gray near the rims. The color is a bit

mottled when viewed with a glass. Well struck for the

date, this coin shows just a bit of wear on the higher

curls of Liberty. As always seen, the reverse die is rotat-

ed about 20 degrees counter clockwise. 1803 is the final

year for the regular issue Bust dollars, and the denomi-

nation would slumber until 1836 when new pattern sil-

ver dollars were finally produced. (6900)
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Gobrecht Dollars

1458 1836 Gobrecht NGC Proof 63 (Judd-60 Original) [3*****]

An essentially white and reflective proof with a hint of gold patina. Great eye appeal with almost no marks on the surfaces.

This is the delightful design by Christian Gobrecht, with his name on base of the obverse. Note the regal depiction of Liberty, a full

figure seated upon a rock, holding a shield with a ribbon across it stating LIBERTY. Liberty holds a pole with her cap perched at the

top, a symbol believed to come from Roman days when slaves who had won their freedom removed their slave caps from their heads

and extended them up on poles. On the reverse the design shows an eagle in full flight through a starry field, surrounded by UNIT-
ED STATES OF AMERICA above and ONE DOLLAR below.

These were probably struck for circulation as many show evidence of wear from circulation. If these were strictly a pattern issue,

then coining over 1,000 pieces would seem extreme for the period. One of the more readily obtainable of the Gobrecht patterns and

long popular with collectors. The ‘Original’ strikes of this issue are generally considered more desirable than the ‘Restrikes’ of the

same year.

NGC Census: 14, 2 finer (finest PR-64). (6920)

Choice Proof 1838 Judd-84 Restrike Gobrecht Dollar

1459 1838 Gobrecht NGC Proof 63 (Judd-84 Restrike) [5*****]

A lovely and brilliant example of this scarce Gobrecht dollar issue. White in the centers, the toning becomes faintly golden with a

thin band of iridescent blue and rose at the rims. Obverse and reverse are perfectly matched. This coin is very high end for the grade

with only faint hairlines to detract from a higher grade. There is a light planchet flaw adjacent to star 6 which is noteworthy for pedi-

gree purposes.

The original issue of 1838 Gobrecht dollars is believed to have amounted to just 25 coins, and some years later (Breen believes in

1856-58) the Mint restruck these, but with the reverse alignment turned so the eagle is flying on a horizontal plain rather than the

“onward and upward” angle seen on the originals. The restrikes are about as rare as the originals, and this pattern issue is extreme-

ly difficult to find. Breen believed that 100 or so restrikes were made, but this has not been confirmed by the NGC Census, which

shows the originals and restrikes to be approximately equal in number (12 originals and 11 restrikes graded in all grades). The
obverse shows Liberty seated on her rock as before, but now with 13 stars surrounding her. On the reverse, the eagle is shown in full

flight, similar to the 1836 pattern issue.

NGC Census: 1, 9 finer (finest PR-65). (6920)
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Gorgeous 1839 Gobrecht Dollar In Choice Proof

1460 1 839 Gobrecht NGC Proof 63 (Judd-104 Restrike) **Color** [7*****]

Richly toned with shades of deep green and violet, this piece is extremely attractive and original. A real beauty

in both design and preservation.

This variety depicts Liberty seated on the obverse, surrounded by 13 small stars with the date below. The reverse

shows the flying eagle in a plain field (no stars), surrounded by UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and ONE
DOLLAR below. The Philadelphia Mint originally coined 300 of these, and remained very popular with collec-

tors, enough in later years, when additional specimens were coined, including the present example. Thankfully

for these restrikes, a significant number of collectors can own and appreciate these lovely early Gobrecht issues.

NGC Census: 10, 20 finer (finest PR-65). (6925)
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Seated Liberty Dollars

Attractive Mint State 1840 Seated Dollar

1461 1840 NGC MS62 ex: Norweb [5++**]

The toning of this coin is somewhat mottled with gray

and blue highlights, with areas that remain brilliant.

Minor hairlines can be seen in the fields, and these like-

ly account for the moderate grade. When catalogued in

the Norweb sale in 1988, Bowers and Merena consid-

ered this coin a possible proof. Note the mirror surfaces

within the shield stripes and the reflective prooflike

fields. However, a few of the stars on the right side are

not fully struck at their centers, which should not be the

case were this a proof coin. Furthermore, the die diag-

nostics don’t match the other known proof specimens.

Nevertheless, this coin is likely an early strike which was

coined soon after the dies were polished for regular pro-

duction.

Any mint state 1840 silver dollar is a rare item, and

despite this being the first year of the regular produc-

tion, few have survived in mint condition. This particu-

lar coin possesses not only great eye appeal and toning,

but is an appealing grade as well. One for the collector

who appreciates quality.

NGC Census: 11, 5 finer (finest MS-64).

Ex: Norweb Collection sale, Bowers and Merena
10/88:3778. (6926)

1462 1 841 NGC MS62 [4***r*]

Silvery gray toning throughout and appealing for the

grade. The surfaces show minimal handling marks, and

the toning and luster combine for good visual appeal.

Rather well struck, with slight weakness on a few stars

and the eagle, and much better than sometimes encoun-

tered. (6927)

Splendid 1 842 Mint State Seated Dollar

1463 1842 NGC MS64 [2*****]

A highly appealing coin for the grade that is mostly bril-

liant, with bright, reflective surfaces. Faint gold toning

can be seen, but this one remains mostly white in color.

The strike is very sharp, with strong stars on the obverse

and full feather details on the eagle on the reverse. An
outstanding coin for the grade, and as nice as this date

is ever found. In fact, this coin was awarded the covet-

ed by NGC for strong eye appeal.

NGC Census: 16, none finer. (6928)
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Scarce Mint State 1 845 Seated Dollar

1466 1845 NGC MS60 [3A***]

Here is a very nice coin for the moderate mint state

grade, the surfaces are bright silver and gray, with

reflective fields surrounding the devices. Close examina-

tion will note some tiny nicks and handling marks, but

they are to be expected on these large heavy coins, and

finding an uncirculated example presents enough diffi-

culty. The strike is particularly sharp on the stars and

eagle for this date.

NGC Census: 3, 10 finer (finest MS-64). (6931)

1464 1 843 NGC MS62 [3****]

Bright silver in color with an arc of gold around the

periphery of the obverse and reverse. Well struck for the

date, with all the stars showing their radial lines and the

eagle’s neck well defined too. An attractive mint state

example for the date or type collector. (6929)

Toned Mint State 1844 Seated Dollar

1465 1 844 NGC MS61 [4****]

The obverse is toned with greenish gold hues with

lighter gray along the lower left, the reverse is lighter in

color with cloudy gold over luster. Sharply struck on
Liberty and the eagle, right down to his claws.

Moderate surface ticks commensurate for the grade,

most of which are toned over in the fields. (6 930)
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Choice Mint State 1 846 Seated Dollar

1467 1 846 NGC MS63 [4****]

A lustrous coin that shows yellow gold toning especial-

ly on the lower reverse. Sharply struck on the obverse

while the reverse shows minor weakness on the feather

tips. The surfaces are very nice for the grade, and this is

a difficult date to find so well preserved.

NGC Census: 10, 6 finer (finest MS-65). (6932)

Rare Mint State 1846-0 Seated Dollar

1468 1846-0 NGC MS61 [2*****]

A bright, lustrous coin that shows nice silver color and

no significant toning. The strike is only slightly weak on

Liberty’s head and the stars as usual for this date. Trivial

handling marks expected for the grade, and a date

which is very rare in this state of preservation. Has the

eye appeal of a much finer coin.

NGC Census: 3, 8 finer (finest MS-65). (6933)

1469 1 847 NGC MS62 [2*****]

This one is satiny and bright, with only a hint of gold

starting to form. Sharply impressed by the dies, with full

stars and feathers on the eagle. Nearly choice, with very

few handling marks or surface problems for the grade.

Identifiable by a minor nick up from Liberty’s forehead.

(6934)

Choice Mint State 1848 Seated Dollar

1470 1848 PCGS MS63 [4***]

Fresh uncirculated specimen of this low mintage issue.

Only 15,000 coins struck and only one coin is known
finer than MS-63. The Richmond coin has a light-medi-

um patina of toning. Somewhat lighter on the reverse.

The only noteworthy mark on the obverse is a 2mm tick

across the middle of Liberty’s chest plate. The fields are

clean and unmarked. The reverse is flashy and lustrous

with the lighter toning in a shade of pink. Only a few

light bag marks are noticed in the open area over the

eagle’s head.

Overall this a delightful and original example of a con-

dition rarity. If you are a serious date collector, then this

is a coin that would be well worth securing for your col-

lection. PCGS Census: 5, 1 finer (MS-66). (6935)
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1471 1849 NGC MS62 [4****]

Toned with gunmetal gray and tawny gold over the sur-

faces, and sharply struck throughout. A scarce date in

any mint state grade, this coin is nice for the moderate

grade assigned. (6936)

1472 1 850 NGC MS63 [4****]

This coin is toned with medium to dark gray silver hues,

and shows a very sharp strike on the devices.

Identifiable by a small toning spot right of the 0 in the

date, and a couple of nicks on and above the eagle’s

head on the reverse.

Mintage plunged to a scant 7,500 for the entire year,

and this date is one of the most difficult of the regular

issue coins to find. Many were melted soon after they

were coined as the price of silver rose relative to gold

with the huge influx of gold from the California gold

mines starting in 1849. By 1850, the metallic value of

the silver in dollars approached the face value, and

demand was very low. This is a very choice specimen

that any date collector will long appreciate. Very few

exist in mint state.

NGC Census: 2, 3 finer (finest MS-64). (6937)

Monumental 1850-0 Seated Dollar

In Choice Mint State

1473 1 850-0 NGCMS64 [3*****]

Golden surfaces matched on both sides which blends to a shade of pale red at the rims. The obverse is framed at the rims with light

blue. The fields are reflective with strong luster and free of the distracting marks which generally plague mint state Seated dollars.

The coin is fully struck with bold stars surrounding Liberty and excellent details on the eagle’s feathers and claws. A touch of soft-

ness is seen on the eagle’s neck, but does not detract. We also note a minor die crack from the rim to the first star, rock and another

die crack from star seven to eight. Die rust is seen below OF, reflecting the hot, humid climate of New Orleans and not quite enough
grease being applied to the dies during storage or shipping. The rust shows up as tiny raised lumps on the coin, and as small pits in

the surface of the die. Overall, this coin has excellent eye appeal, which, married with is scarcity in high grade, makes it especially

desirable.

Despite a mintage of 40,000, this issue is decidedly rare. Apparently most were melted by bullion dealers who played the wild fluc-

tuations of the silver market during the Gold Rush in California during the early 1850s. The silver content of these dollar coins

exceeded the face value, and hence a great many were melted for a few cents profit per coin. Thankfully for collectors, a few sur-

vived, but this date remains underrated and downright hard to find in any grade, particularly so in mint state. This is one of the finest

seen by NGC, and a coin which any collector would be proud to own. It is interesting to note that NGC has graded 7 as MS-62, but

none as MS-63 of this date, and only 4 as high as the coin offered here.

NGC Census: 4, none finer. (6938)
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Rare Mint State 1851 Seated Dollar

1474 1851 NGC MS62 ex:Pittman [7****]

Dark gray and a bit on the dull side, there are hints of coppery-red toning throughout. Scattered handling marks expected for the

grade. A very rare coin in any grade, particularly so in mint state. This date is very difficult to locate as the mintage for the year was

a paltry 1,300 pieces. From the Pittman Collection.

NGC Census 4, 7 finer (finest MS-65). (6939)

Rare, Low Mintage 1852 Seated Dollar

1475 1852 NGCXF45 [2****]

This coin circulated for a brief time and shows moderate handling marks on both sides. The surfaces are silvery gray in color with

hairlines throughout. Fully and completely struck by the dies. Looks like it would be more appropriate in an AU holder.

One of key dates to this series that sports a tiny mintage of 1,100 pieces. Demand for silver dollars and other silver coinage was dis-

rupted by the California Gold Rush. This brought down the price of gold compared to silver, and the silver content currently author-

ized in coinage exceeded the face value. Congress acted in 1853 by reducing the silver content in the fractional coinage, but kept the

silver dollar at the same prior standard for traditions sake. During 1852, few people would be willing to turn their silver in silver

dollars at the Mint as they would be losing money. What few silver dollars could be found in circulation were melted down for the

silver profits. By 1853 the price of silver adjusted back down below the face value in silver dollars, and mintages returned to higher

levels.

NGC Census: 1, 9 finer (finest MS-63). (6940)
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Choice Mint State 1853 Seated Dollar

1476 1853 NGC MS63 [5****]

Deep blue toning over the obverse, more gold on the

reverse. Highly lustrous and fairly well struck for this

date. The surfaces are attractive and show minimal signs

of handling.

NGC Census: 9, 19 finer (finest MS-66). (6941)

Lovely High End 1854 Seated Dollar

1477 1854 NGCMS64 [4***]

Mottled, original surfaces conceal what is perhaps the

freshest of all the business strike Seated dollars in this

remarkable collection. We highly encourage close exam-
ination of this piece. It is sharply struck with razor-

sharp details on the stars and Liberty’s head. The reverse

is pristine with a golden glow that we grade MS66.

The base of the 4 is repunched as always seen. The
entire mintage of 33,140 were coined on June 29. Of
these, some 10,000 were shipped to California where
the Gold Rush area desperately needed coins for making
change for gold dust or gold coins.

NGC Census: 2, 6 finer (finest MS-65). (6942)

1478 1855 NGC MS61 [4****]

Choice original mint state example with light-medium

toning overall.

Similar to the 1854 issue, many of these were shipped to

California. A scant 26,000 were coined for the year, all

on June 29 according to Breen, the same date as the

1854 silver dollars the year before. A very difficult date

to find in any mint state grade, and this one should suit

most collectors.

NGC Census: 8, 9 finer (finest MS-63). (694.1)

1479 1856 NGC MS62 [3****]

Lustrous in the fields and a decent strike for the issue,

with only slight weakness on the eagle and stars. The

color is a hazy gold on the obverse while the reverse dis-

plays attractive blue peripheral tones with coppery gold

towards the center. Scattered handling marks in the

right obverse field and on the right wing of the eagle,

and hairlines are present on both sides. As a date, 1856

is scarce, and locating a mint state example can be quite

a challenge for the date collector. (6944)
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Choice Mint State 1857 Seated Dollar

1480 1857 NGC MS63 [2*****]

Here is an amazing brilliant white coin with full cart-

wheel luster. It looks as if it were minted yesterday. High

end for the grade and quite likely the finest you’ll ever

find in an MS63 holder. Most of the mintage of 94,490

were shipped to California. Apparently, demand for sil-

ver dollars was minimal on the East coast and they did

not generally circulate.

NGC Census: 9, 16 finer (finest MS-66). (694S)

1481 1859 NGC MS62 [6****]

Deep gray and blue toning on both the obverse and

reverse and generally well preserved. The strike is slight-

ly weak on the eagle’s neck, but the claws are sharply

defined. Scattered handling marks from a choice grade.

(6946)

1482 1 859-0 NGC MS61 [2*****]

Bright and lustrous with a light ring of gold along the

edge. The strike is generally sharp for this date, and the

surfaces show the usual tiny contact marks from long

handling in a bag. Most of the mint state survivors of

this date trace back to three bags which were found and

released about 40 years ago. (6947)

Rare Mint State 1859-S Seated Dollar

1483 1859-S NGC MS61 [3**-**]

Proof-like surfaces lightly bathed in golden toning and

very well struck.

As seen above, many of the silver dollars struck in the

1850’s were shipped to California to fill the growing

demands of a booming economy. The California Gold

Rush continued in earnest well into the 1860’s, so

demand remained high for silver coins. The San

Francisco Mint had been very busy churning out gold

coins from 1854 onward, and limited silver coins when
bullion was available. By 1859, dies for silver dollars

arrived and enough bullion was available to coin 20,000

silver dollars. Most immediately entered circulation

where they served their intended purpose; they were

spent over and over! Thus, few were saved and most

were later melted or survive in very low grades. Not so

here, this lovely mint state coin somehow survived.

NGC Census: 6, 10 finer (finest MS-65).

Ex: Bowers and Merena Galleries 9/94:1256 (6948)
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1484 1 860 NGC MS63 [5****]

A very attractive example for the collector that shows

lilac and gray toning over the entire surface and ample

luster beneath. The strike is particularly sharp on the

stars and eagle. Moderate nicks expected for the grade,

but still a coin which most collectors would be very

proud to own. (6949)

1485 1860-0 NGC MS63 [3****]

A stately example from the large treasury hoard that

was released about 40 years ago. Breen believed the

hoard contained 6,000 mint state pieces, most of which

were heavily bagmarked. This particular coin is very

nice, and not only does it show strong luster and a bold

strike, but the devices are enhanced by gold and blue

peripheral toning. On the reverse, we note a couple of

cloudy areas adhering near the lower left devices. (6950)

1486 1 861 NGCMS63 [6****)

A very attractive coin that is toned with lilac and gold
throughout with an arc of blue at the periphery. The
strike is needle sharp on Liberty's head and the stars.

Pleasing surfaces that show minimal hairlines or han-
dling marks, and a very choice coin for the grade.
Identifiable by a minor nick in the field right of the sec-

ond star. (695 1

)

Richmond Coi i i < lion. Part II I

Elusive Mint State 1862 Seated Dollar

1487 1862 NGC MS62 [2*****]

This one is bright white in color without any significant

toning. The surfaces show a minor disturbance in the

right obverse field, and a nick on Liberty’s left arm.

Fairly well struck and pleasing for the grade. A coin that

would be difficult to improve with a finer specimen.

(6952)

Scarce Mint State 1863 Seated Dollar

1488 1863 NGC MS63 [3****]

A lustrous coin that remains light silver in color with

traces of gold and milky haze in the fields. Fully struck

by the dies, the surfaces are very clean with few signs of

handling found. Minor hairlines are present. (6953)

Visit Us on the Internet!
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1489

Gem Mint State 1864 Seated Dollar

1864 NGCMS65 [2*****]

A magnificent highlight of this collection for its state of

preservation, this coin is one of the prettiest Seated dol-

lars we have ever had the good fortune to handle. Struck

from freshly polished dies, this piece is fully struck.

Surfaces are brilliant white with faint gold toning near

the rims. Die lines are evident in the lustrous fields as a

result of the polishing.

Mintages plunged at the Philadelphia Mint after the

outbreak of the Civil War in 1861. People hoard coins

during times of war, and what few coins could be found

in circulation were stashed away quickly until the out-

come was more certain. Merchants were forced to make
due with all sorts of makeshift coinage, just to conduct

business. In the case of this 1864 silver dollar,

Philadelphia coined 30,700 in all, as prospects bright-

ened that the conflict would end. This particular exam-

ple is one of the very finest to survive of the date.

NGC Census: 6, none finer. (6954)

1490 1865 NGC MS61 [4****]

Boldly struck by the dies with no signs of weakness

found. The color is a hazy gold hue over luster, with

steel gray in the fields. One reeding mark above the

shield on Liberty will identify this specimen. (6955)

1492 1 867 NGC MS62 [2*****]

This one is bright and untoned, with the surfaces slight-

ly dull. Moderate hairlines are found in the fields.

Boldly struck throughout, and a decent coin for the

grade. (6960)

1491

Slightly prooflike in the fields and just starting to tone

with gold around the periphery, white at the centers.

Boldly struck throughout, and no signs of weakness are

found. The devices are slightly frosted, giving this coin

a bit of cameo contrast. Moderate hairlines reside in the

reflective fields, and minor nicks are found with a glass.

(6959)

1866 NGCMS61 [2*****]
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1493 1868 NGCMS63 [6***]

Very original surfaces which are deeply toned in brown

with red highlights.

Mintages returned to higher levels as the nation began

to recover from the ravages of war. Businesses began to

operate in a normal way and long hoarded coins

returned to circulation.

NGC Census: 2, 7 finer (finest MS-66). (6961 )

1494 1869 NGCMS61 [1]
A bright white coin that shows strong luster and boldly

struck devices. Moderate handling marks expected for

the grade, but still pleasing in appearance for the grade.

(6962 )

1495 1870 NGCMS62 [2*****]

Blazing mint luster and the fields and sharp. This one
shows a touch of pinkish gold peripheral toning. A well

struck appealing coin for the collector who needs this

date. (6961 )

Splendid 1870-CC In Mint State

1496 1870-CC NGCMS61 [4****|

A delightful example of this elusive date, this coin shows

light gold toning over brilliant, slightly reflective sur-

faces. The strike is fairly sharp, although minor weak-

ness is seen on the centers of a few stars and on the

eagle’s thigh. Certainly more appealing than one would

expect for this moderate grade, with evenly blended ton-

ing and very attractive overall.

As 1870 unfolded, the new branch mint located in

Carson City began striking silver dollars. A total of

1 1,758 were struck, of which perhaps 200 to 300 exist

today. Of these survivors, very few even approach mint

state. Perhaps two to three dozen may be traced in var-

ious mint state grades. The NGC Census and PCGS
Population Reports provide an excellent starting ground

for the numbers graded, but with resubmissions, the

numbers reported can actually exceed the true number

of coins available. Careful pedigree tracing may some-

day provide a more accurate census of the known spec-

imens.

This is die combination 2-C from the Bowers Borckardt

Silver Dollar Encyclopedia.

Ex: Sonnheim Collection; Carl Feldman; Bowers and

Merena’s Torok Sale, 9/98: 1085. (6964)
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Exemplary 1870-S Seated Dollar:

The Rarest Regular Issue Silver Dollar

1497 1870-S NGCXF40 [2*****J

Far and away the rarest regular issue silver dollar ever coined with a known population of nine or ten specimens. This particular coin

is near the top of those that survive, only two or three of which have claims to uncirculated (two specimens at most have been grad-

ed as MS-62, one at PCGS and the other at NGC, but this may be the same coin). The exact circumstances of why these were struck

is not known, although more and more research is being conducted. Perhaps these were coined to commemorate the new larger San

Francisco Mint, with the cornerstone being placed in 1870. In a similar fashion, the 1870-S Three dollar gold piece was produced,

represented by a single known example and one more rumored to be in the cornerstone of the "Granite Lady" Mint located in San

Francisco. In yet another case, the unique 1870-S Half dime is known, again with a second possibly located in the same Mint cor-

nerstone. Clearly these coins were produced in extremely small numbers and are represented by a single example or a small handful

of survivors today.

As to the technical details, this coin is a light silvery gray in color and attractive overall. The surfaces show some faint pin scratches

and in past sales a tiny test cut has been noted over the seventh star on the obverse. The scratches are old and toned over nicely. Well

struck for this date, although characteristic weakness is found on Liberty's head and a few of the stars. The all important "S" mint-

mark is sharper than usually seen for this issue, but is weak when compared with other mintmarked coins of the period.

Rarer than the popular 1804 silver dollars, and one of the most famous and important of all United States coins ever produced. Years

may spin by before an example is offered for sale, and several of the known specimens are in lower grades than the coin offered here.

A census of those known follows with our thanks to Breen and the catalogers (Q. David Bowers, Mark Borckardt and others) of the

Eliasberg Sale and the Bowers Borckardt Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States).

1)

. Granberg Specimen. AU or finer. Henry O. Granberg and illustrated in the 1914 ANS exhibit on United States Coinage; Waldo

C. Newcomer who exhibited it at the 1916 ANS convention and one of two owned by Newcomer, see No. 7 below; William H.

Woodin; Col. Edward H. R. Green; Col. Green estate; Burdette C. Johnson and sold approximately 1944; Anderson DuPont

Collection, Stack's 1954; Arthur M. Kagin who purchased it on behalf of Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb; Norweb III

sale, Bowers and Merena Galleries, 1988, lot 3825; Jim Jessen collection.

2)

. James A. Stack Specimen. Mint State. Col. E. H. R. Green (probably); Morton and Joseph Stack (Stack's); James A. Stack (no

kin to the coin family dynasty) in 1944; James A. Stack estate (grades listed variously as VF or EF through this period, although

not examined by researchers); Stack Collection, Stack's 3/95:212.

3)

. Eliasberg Specimen. EF-45 to AU-50. George H. Hall Collection, Stack's 5/45:1576 (probably); Will W. Neil Collection, B. Max
Mehl sale 1947:202; Stack's; Louis E. Eliasberg in 1947; Bowers and Merena's Eliasberg sale 4/97:2243 at $264,000.

4)

. The Present Specimen: Ostheimer Specimen VF (test mark) now NGC EF-40. Compton collection, sold by M. H. Bolender, test

mark near 7th star; M. H. Bolender (purchased from his own sale); Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ). Ostheimer III; Lester Merkin sale of

the Ostheimer Collection, 9/98:372 apparently bought in; Superior's Gilhousen sale, 10/73:1339; Superior's 1975 ANA Sale,

8/75:1125; Julian M. Leidman; House of Stuart (Gary Strutridge, Tonganoxie, KS dealer); Bowers and Ruddy Galleries 1978

ANA sale 8/78:1160; James E. Pohrer; Kagin's 1983 ANA sale 8/83:2707; Leon Hendrickson and Sal Fusco; Private collection;

advertised for sale by Phoenix Rare Coin Galleries in July 1992 to the Richmond collection at about this time.

5)

. Eureka Specimen. F-VF scratched. Reportedly found by an 18 year old boy in Eureka, California before 1922 who kept it until

the 1970s. The coin has numerous scratches and marks. Donovan Sale II, Steve Ivy, 7/78:1128; Manfra, Tordella and Brookes,

NYC bankers and dealers; Auction '85, 7/85:1270.
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. Stickney Specimen, VF. Matthew Adam Stickney (per Walter H. Breen), sold privately before the Stickney sale; Rim spot below

7, below foot, and above STA, may have been cleaned to avoid identification (Breen); Col. E. H. R. Green (not certain); James

Kelly; Jack V. Roe and sold privately; James Kelly; Clint Hester or Charles M. Williams; Numismatic Gallery sale of the "Menjou

Collection" in 1950:2181 (it is uncertain if Clint Hester was the actual owner or whether it was even sold at all. Most of the

coins in the sale were owned by Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg who had recently purchased them from Charles M. Williams);

Abe Kosoff, inventory FPL 1955; Fairbanks collection (Ben Koenig), Stack's 1960:617; Samuel Wolfson collection, Stack's

1963:1431; R. L. Miles, Jr; R. L. Miles, Jr. sale Stack's 1969:1612; Stack's 1978 Autumn Sale, Lot 345; sold to David Queller

collection.

7)

. Carter Specimen, VF. Waldo C. Newcomer, (see also specimen 1 above); B. Max Mehl; Col. Edward H. R. Green; Burdette C.

Johnson; Jerome Kern Collection, B. Max Mehl sale 1950: 941; Amon G. Carter; Amon G. Carter, Jr., Stack's sale of the Carter

collection, 1/84:285; L. R. French, Jr., family collection, Stack's 1/89:56; Stack's 11/89:546.

8)

. Shultz Specimen. Fine. Norman Shultz sale of December 4, 1935, lot 1302; B. Max Mehl; unknown intermediaries; King Farouk

Collection, Palace Collection sale in Cairo, Egypt 1954:1676; 1960 ANA Convention sale by Arthur Conn and Harold

Whiteneck, Lot 1168; Kreisberg-Schulman sale, 4/67:1253; private collector sold by Stack's 3/87: 1203; private collection (mem-
ber of the Liberty Seated Collectors Club).

9)

. Boyd Specimen. VF (retooled). William Hesslein sale, 12/2/26:900 described as with the initials F.H.l. engraved before Liberty,

back of Liberty [sic] an attempt was made to take the initials off leaving a gouged appearance. Rev. Fine to V. Fine. Letter S very

clear"; Frederick C. C. Boyd (now without initials in the field); World's Greatest Collection (Boyd Collection), Numismatic
Gallery, 1945, Lot 271; Hollinbeck Coin Company Southern Sale, 2/51:1248; Earl M. Skinner, New Netherlands Coin Co.'s 39th

Sale, 11/52:162; Charles A. Cass Collection, offered as the Empire Sale, Stack's 1957:1759; Hollinbeck Coin Company's 274th

sale, 11/67:1162 and Stack's 6/96:1940.

10)

. San Francisco Specimen. Mint State (not verified). San Francisco Mint employee, 1870, to the family of preceding. Now owned
by a San Francisco area military officer. Said to be Mint State. The coin was seen in 1991 by San Francisco area dealer Sam E.

Frudakis, who was not able to retain the coin for verification and authentication, and who reported the coin to the cataloger for

Bowers and Merena prior to the Eliasberg sale.

11)

. A specimen rumored to be in the cornerstone of the San Francisco Mint, not verified.

NGC Census: 1 in EF-40 (the present specimen) and 1 each as follows: AU-50, AU-58 and MS-62. PCGS Population: 1 each as fol-

lows: AU-50, AU-58 and MS-62 (Duplication is possible as coins were sent to both services for grading.)

1498 1871 NGCMS61 [2****]

A lustrous coin that remains bright and untoned. The surfaces show scattered nicks and bumps from long handling in a bag. Fairly

well struck for the date, and decent for the grade. (6966)
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Believed To Be The Finest Known 1871-CC Seated Dollar

From The Norweb & Sonnheim Collections

1499 1871-CC NGC MS64 [2*****]

A superb specimen of this very rare date. The fields are prooflike and reflective, and the

strike is sharp throughout, including the stars surrounding Liberty, her head, and the

eagle’s claws and thighs. A simply stunning coin that will be a focal point of any advanced

collection.

The mintage for the entire year was 1,376 pieces, most of which were lost, exported to

China or melted down in later years. Obtaining a specimen in any grade can be a challenge

for the specialist. At most, only a few have been certified in lower mint state grades, and

this coin is likely the same specimen that is listed in the PCGS Population Report as MS-

64 as well (of this we are not absolutely certain, but it appears likely). Certainly one of the

highlights of this memorable collection, and a worthy coin for the Carson City specialist

or Seated Liberty specialist to acquire.

Of the Carson City Seated dollars, the 1871-CC boasts the lowest mintage at 1,376, but

the 1873-CC has proven to be more rare. Next comes the 1872-CC, followed by the 1870-

CC, which is found more often than the other three dates combined. Needless to say, any

of these dates can be considered scarce, and they have long been popular with collectors.

Ex: Bowers and Merena’s Torok sale 9/98:1090; Bowers and Merena’s Norweb III sale,

11/88:3823; Imperial Coin Company’s 7/54 sale and earlier offered by Numismatic

Gallery.

NGC Census, 1 none finer. PCGS Population: 1, none finer (as noted above, this might be

the same coin, but we can’t be certain). (6967)
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1500 1 872 NGCMS63 [1]
Bright white in color and lustrous throughout. The surfaces are much nicer than normally encountered and this coin has earned a

choice designation from NGC. Frosty and pleasing for the grade. (6968)

Prooflike Mint State 1872-CC Seated Dollar

From The Sonnheim Collection & Carnegie Museum

1501 1872-CC NGC MS63 [3*****]

Fully brilliant and prooflike in the fields on the obverse, satiny on the reverse. The strike is sharp on Liberty’s head,

the stars and the eagle’s feather tips right down to his claws. This coin is part of a very small set of 4 Carson City coins

(1870 to 1873) which were put together in the Sonnheim Collection, and are offered individually in the Richmond

Collection. While not at the top of those known, this specimen surely ranks well up in the census, and is tied with oth-

ers in the top 8 of those certified by PCGS and NGC.

Ex: Spink & Son sale of the Carnegie Museum Collection 9/82:359; Bowers and Merena’s Torok sale 9/98:1094.

NGC Census: I, 3 finer (finest MS-65); PCGS Population: 3, I finer (finest MS-65). (6969)

I
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Choice Mint State 1872-S Seated Dollar

1502 1872-S NGCMS63 [2****]

A frosty, original white coin — brilliant with great luster.

With a mintage of just 3,150 pieces (many melted in 1873), this is another very difficult coin to find in higher grades,

particularly so in mint state. The present specimen is likely high in the Condition Census for the date and is in the top

9 of those graded by NGC and PCGS.

NGC Census: 2, 2 finer (finest MS-64). PCGS Population: 1, 4 finer (finest MS-64). (6970)

1503 1873 NGCMS63 [2*]
Lustrous and white in color with a touch of haze over the surfaces. There are no problem marks or bumps found, and this one should

please the type or date collector who demands a choice specimen for their collection. (6971)

125
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Classic Mint State 1873-CC Seated Dollar. Ex: Sonnheim & Bareford

1504 1 873-CC NGC MS61 [4****]

The surfaces are a mixture of lightly mottled gold and magenta with splashes of electric blue around the rims. Note the prooflike

fields on both the obverse and reverse.

Numerous horizontal die striae (as made) are seen on the obverse, and these are part of the die preparation process and are not to

be confused with hairlines. Regardless of what grade is stated, this piece is a numismatic treasure which will delight the new owner.

The reported mintage is 2,300 pieces, however, it is apparent that many of these were melted. This is based on the comparative rar-

ities of the other CC seated dollars of the period. Of the 1870-CC to 1873-CC Seated dollar coinage, the 1873-CC appears the least

often. Of those certified by NGC and PCGS, this coin is in the top 7 specimens for the date, and tied with four of those.

Ex: Bowers and Merena’s Torok sale, 9/98:1097; Stack’s sale of 4/83:1226; Stack’s Bareford sale 10/81:431 and Numismatic Gallery’s

sale 2/50:164. NGC Census: 4, 2 finer (finest MS-65). PCGS Population: none, 1 finer (finest MS-65). (6972)

Proof Seated Liberty Dollars

The Pittman 1 840 Proof Seated Dollar: First Year Of Issue

1505 1 840 NGC Proof 64 ex: Pittman [3*****|

As described in the Pittman sale by David Akers, “Fully struck with a sharp square edge and deep mirror fields that have numerous,
hut light hairlines. The coin has a very light reddish-gold toning with some pale blue highlights around the right stars. The figure of

Liberty is very clean and the overall appearance of the coin is excellent.” An outstanding example of this rare issue, and one of a

small group which have earned the same grade from NGC, with some duplication possible in their Census. Unlike the majority of

proof Seated coinage which survives from this era (1839-1855), this has a light patina and highly reflective surfaces. Gorgeous and
desirable in every respect, we expect this piece to enjoy spirited competition.

All proof Seated dollars from 1840 to 1850 were struck with the same reverse die, which has defects on the outside of the right leg

ot the last A in AMLRICA, as well as on the inside crossbar, and the crossbar appears to be “broken.” T his die was never used to

coin business strikes. F.x: John [. Pittman collection, David Akers 5/98:1671; C. A. Allenburger collection, B. Max Melil 3/48:980.

NGC Census: 8, I finer (finest PR-65). (69SI)
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Extremely Rare Proof 1841 Seated Dollar

1506 1841 NGC Proof 64 ex:Pittman [6****]

This very rare proof issue is also from the Pittman collection sale. David Akers noted in

that sale that while similar in technical grade to the 1840, this coin exhibits much prettier

and extraordinary toning. The obverse exhibits deep gold in the central areas while the

periphery shows deep violet and blue. The reverse similar with a gorgeous mix of reddish-

gold, violet and blue. Of course, the strike is full and complete, and the fields show very

deep mirror reflectivity. Limited in grade by a small cluster of hairlines near the eagle’s

head, these are old and toned over quite nicely. This may be the rarest date to find in proof

condition for the entire 1840s series, and was considered so by David Akers.

A roster of those known as noted in the Pittman Sale:

1)

. Smithsonian Institution

2)

. John Jay Pittman, David Akers 5/98:1672; to the Richmond Collection, the specimen

offered here. Purchased from Hollinbeck Coin Co., MBS 2/10/53:29.

3)

. Louis Eliasberg, Bowers and Merena 4/97:2205 probably from John H. Clapp

4)

. Kenneth C. Long: 1211; Floyd T. Starr:581; George B. Hussey: 123

5)

. Amon G. Carter, Jr., Stack’s 1/84:247; Jerome Kern Sale:8 1 1

.

NGC Census: 3, 1 finer (finest PR-65). None graded by PCGS. (6982)
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Elusive Proof 1 842 Seated Dollar
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1507 1 842 NGC Proof 61 [4****]

Surfaces exhibit medium original toning with some mottling. It is difficult to imagine how the grade was assigned to this piece. Close

examination reveals a few light slide marks on the highest point of Liberty’s thigh — likely the result of cabinet friction or album

pages from many years ago. Despite these, however, we feel this coin has been very conservatively graded.

Another very rare coin in proof grades, with perhaps 7 to 12 known (Bowers Borckardt) in all grades. Struck with the same reverse

as that seen on all proof Seated dollars from 1840 to 1850, with the broken crossbar in the last A of AMERICA, and die dots near-

by the same letter. As many prooflike mint state specimens exist, these have often been confused over the years with proofs, and unless

the diagnostic reverse die marks are found on and near the final A of AMERICA, the coin should not be considered a proof.

Therefore, the actual number known remains subject to speculation, but it appears the at most a dozen are extant.

NGC Census: 1, 5 finer (finest PR-65). (6983)

The Carter Choice Proof 1843 Seated Dollar

1508 1843 NGC Proof 63 ** Color ** [3*****]

Frosty white centers with a rainbow halo of gold and deep blue at the rims. The strike is full and complete, with the reflective mir-

ror fields on both sides. As with many of the Carter coins, the toning suggests many years residing in the famous Wayte Raymond
holders which imparted delightful blues, golds and russet hues to the silver coins housed therein. Apparently the combination of a

bit of sulfur in these holders enticed these colorful results, which are highly coveted by collectors who appreciate the additional artis-

tic merit imparted to the already magnificent coins.

Q. David Bowers stated in his Rarities Sale (8/98:236 when this coin was last offered) that he believed “Probably fewer than 15 are

known totally”. A total of 10 have been graded in all proof grades by NGC and PCGS combined, with possible duplications in that

total as coins were resubmitted to different services or resubmitted.

Ex: Bowers and Mcrena’s Rarities Sale, 8/98:236 earlier Stack’s Amon G. Carter sale, 1/84:249.

NGC Census: I, 2 finer (finest PR-64). PCGS Population: 3, none finer. (6984)
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Attractive & Rare Proof 1844 Seated Dollar

1509 1 844 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

Here is another very rare early proof issue. The surfaces are deeply mirrored with light rose

toning overall. A great proof rarity, this coin will certainly attract many bidders.

The number struck was not recorded, but it would be reasonable to estimate that 10 to 20

survive in Proof condition. 1844 as a date has the added allure of being a very low mintage

issue, with 20,000 coined for circulation. The business strikes show slight doubling on the

obverse die, most prominent on Liberty’s shield, and thus each of the vertical stripes shows

4 delicate lines instead of the usual 3 lines. On the few proofs struck, a different obverse

die was used which displays the usual 3 lines in each vertical stripe on the shield. Again,

the same reverse die was used to coin this piece as all proof Seated dollars from 1840 to

1850 with the broken crossbar on the last A of AMERICA and die dots nearby.

NGC Census: 3, 2 finer (finest PR-66). (6985)
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Rare Proof 1845 Seated Dollar

1510 1845 NGC Proof 64 [4****]

Beautiful coppery-gold surfaces with strong mirrors and a complete proof strike. The obverse exhibits a light cameo frost.

Bowers estimated that fewer than 10 different specimens at most were known of the 1845 proof Seated dollar in the Eliasberg sale.

There may be a few more than that as NGC and PCGS have graded a combined total of 16 pieces, some of which are likely dupli-

cations, and we note that two are impaired as PR-55. Regardless of the exact number, we do know that 1845 is a very difficult date

to find in proof condition. Struck with the same reverse die as seen on all Seated dollar proofs from 1840 to 1850 with the broken

crossbar on the final A of AMERICA. With some patience, the pedigree of this specimen could likely be found by plate matching to

prior auctions.

NGC Census: 3, 6 finer (finest PR-67). (6986)

A Lovely Proof 1846 Seated Dollar From The Pittman & Menjou Collections

1511 1846 NGC Proof 64 ex:Pittman [6*****]

Toned with deep gold, russet, blue-green and violet toning on both sides and very attractive. The reverse is nearly of gem quality.

There are some light hairlines under the toning, but no contact marks are seen. Liberty’s figure is particularly pleasing.

The handful of proofs seen display a dramatically recut date, where the date was also punched much too low, partially effaced, then

placed just below Liberty. The lower halves of 846 show in the lower halves of the final position of the date. David Akers estimated

in the Pittman sale that perhaps 15 to 20 are known in proof of this repunched date variety with an additional 5-6 with the normal

date.

NGC Census: 11,1 finer (finest PR-65). (6987;

I
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Extremely Rare Proof 1 847 Seated Dollar From The Pittman & Geiss Sales

1512 1847 NGC Proof 64 ex:Pittman [5****]

The surfaces are beautifully toned with a deep blend of reddish-gold, blue, violet and greenish-gold hues give this coin a stunning

overall appearance. The strike is sharp on all but her foot, which is slightly weak. A high knife rim extends along the upper left of

the obverse. There are a couple of minor surface marks which will serve to identify this coin in the future, a small nick on Liberty’s

upraised arm and another in the field between the third star and her other arm. Trivial hairlines can be found with a strong glass.

Struck with the same reverse die as seen on all other proof Seated dollars from 1840 to 1850 with the broken crossbar on the final

A of AMERICA. Perhaps 20 are known in all grades of proof.

Ex: John J. Pittman collection, David Akers 5/98:1677; B. Max Mehl’s Frederic Geiss sale 2/47:342.

NGC Census: 12, 3 finer (finest PR-65). (6988)

Toned Very Choice Proof 1848 Seated Dollar From The Pittman & Geiss Collections

1513 1848 NGC Proof 64 ex:Pittman [6****J

This proof is very sharply struck and shows a high knife rim on the edge. Toned on the obverse with delightful deep reddish-gold and

with some violet highlights, the reverse similar and even more deeply toned with a combination of violet, blue and reddish-gold hues.

Trace hairlines are seen with a glass on both sides, mostly obscured by toning. Struck with the same reverse die as seen on all other

proofs of this series from 1840 to 1850 with the broken crossbar on the final A of AMERICA.

Thought to be one of 12 to 15 known, the present coin is one of the better ones to survive.

Ex: John J. Pittman collection, David Akers 5/98:1678; B. Max Mehl’s Frederic Geiss sale 2/47:343.

NGC Census 5, 2 finer (finest PR-67). (6989)
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Extremely Rare 1849 Gem Proof Seated Dollar

From The Pittman & Garrett Collections

DLRC Auctions

1514 1849 NGC Proof 65 ex:Pittman
[4****|

Here is a simply stunning gem coin that must be seen to be believed. It is the nicest in qual-

ity of this splendid run of Proofs from 1840 to 1850 offered in the Richmond Collection.

Sharply struck throughout, with a broad square rim and toned over the deep mirror fields

with alluring mottled toning of reddish-gold, violet and blue with much of the original sil-

ver brilliance intact. No signs of weakness are found in the strike, with each star and device

complete and bold. The eye appeal of this specimen is superb.

As a date, this 1849 in proof is perhaps as rare as any other date from the 1840s, with the

only possible exception being the 1841. David Akers in the Pittman sale agreed with the

assessment of Q. David Bowers that 8-12 were struck with 5-8 examples known today. The

die diagnostics for the obverse are a small unfinished area below Liberty’s chin in the die,

and some minor weakness on the upright of the 4 and crossbar in the date. Struck with the

same reverse die as seen on all proof Seated dollars from 1 840 to 1 850. Neither the obverse

nor the reverse die was used for business strikes.

David Akers provided the following list of known specimens in the Pittman sale:

1)

. The present specimen. John J. Pittman collection, David Akers 5/98:1679; John Work

Garrett collection. Stack’s 3/76:266; Woodward’s 78th sale (Randall Collection)

9/1 885:73

2)

. Floyd T. Starr, Stack’s: 592; B. Max Mehl’s Frederic Geiss sale 2/47:344

3)

. Bowers and Merena’s Louis Eliasberg sale 4/97:2216, presumably John H. Clapp,

weakly struck on the head and right hand stars.

4)

. California collector specializing in Proof liberty Seated coinage

5)

. Kenneth C. Long:1219

6)

. Amon G. Carter, Stack’s 1/84:257.

NGC Census: 5, I finer (finest PR-67). /6990)
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Impressive Cameo Proof 1850 Seated Dollar

1515 1850 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

An amazing white proof with frosted cameo fields, this coin bears more resemblance to the proofs struck in the 1870s than its con-

temporaries. One would be hard pressed to argue about this coin in a gem proof holder.

One of the few Cameo proofs graded and 1850 was the first year where the cameo contrast has been noted by NGC. Bowers and

Borckardt note in the Eliasberg sale (4/98:2217) that they believe 40-60 were struck in proof, a dramatic increase over the paltry

proofs struck in 1849. They discuss the possibility that perhaps the numismatically knowledgeable people at the Mint (Jacob Reese

Eckfeldt or perhaps William E. DuBois or others) may have realized that 1850 would be a low mintage date and having some spare

proofs around would certainly come in handy for future collectors. While such things may not be known with certainty, we do know
that there were many more proof Seated dollars struck in 1850 than in prior years, and this despite a downturn in the demand for

business strike coins.

NGC Census:ll, 3 finer, (finest PR-66). One of only 2 cameo coins seen by NGC. (6991)

Attractive Proof 1851 Restrike Seated Dollar

1516 1 851 Restrike NGC Proof 62 [2-*****]

Attractive, mostly white example of this rare issue. Nearly every 1851 Restrike we have ever seen is deeply toned with mottled sur-

faces. This coin is the exception to the rule with brilliant surfaces.

Restrike, with centered date (on the originals, the date is placed high and close to Liberty). The restrikes were made likely in the 1858-

59 period by the “Midnight Minters” who helped themselves to the die vault and created all sorts of delights for today’s collectors,

not to mention for the collectors of that early period. With the original mintage of 1,300 pieces for the 1851 Seated dollar, very few

were available. Today perhaps 25-50 are known of the originals, and a similar number of these Proof Restrikes.

NGC Census: 6, 10 finer (finest PR-65). (6993)
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Desirable Gem Proof 1852 Restrike Seated Dollar

1517 1852 Restrike NGC Proof 65 [6****]

Deeply toned with wonderfully original surfaces, the gem proof is an amazing condition

rarity. Close examination reveals near perfection on the surfaces.

Similar to the 1851 Seated dollar, the mintage for 1852 was dismal. A scant 1,100 were

coined in all for the year. By 1858-59, the “Midnight Minters” decided that a few more

were needed, and hence a handful were coined using different dies, all in proof condition.

David Akers when writing about the superb Pittman sale stated that he did not believe that

any original 1852 Seated dollars were struck in proof. NGC has graded a total of 3 spec-

imens they believe to be originals in proof, and PCGS has not graded any that they desig-

nate as originals. Clearly, more research needs to be done in this area. This particular

example is one of the very finest seen by either grading service, and is tied at the top with

a few others for the finest known honors.

NGC Census: 2, none finer. (6994)
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Extremely Rare Proof 1853 Seated Dollar

1518 1853 NGC Proof 62 [5-****]

Richly toned with even brown surfaces on both sides. The razor-sharp proof strike complete with squared-off rim and wire edge is

visible at arm’s length. Although the surfaces have been slightly dulled from mis-handling over the years, the toning adds an interest-

ing degree of contrast which highlights the coin’s details nicely.

All 1853 Proof Seated dollars are restrikes, being coined in the period of 1858-1863. Perhaps a dozen can be accounted for in all,

but this is certainly one of the rarest of all proof issues in the Seated dollar series, just behind the coveted 1841 and 1849 in the num-
ber to have survived. All 1853 proofs show die file marks above the 53 of the date and there are a few more die file marks in the

dentils below 53. The 1 in the date is repunched, but no other digits show repunching. One of the highlights of this extensive run of

Proof Seated dollars.

NGC Census: 1, 3 finer (finest PR-66 Cameo). (6996)

Impressive 1 854 In Very Choice Proof

1519 1854 NGC Proof 64 [4***]

Golden toned overall with deep, reflective mirrors. A few light toning spots visible on both sides attest to the originality and fresh-

ness of this rare proof issue.

All proofs of this year show a spur from the rocky base above the 5 in the date, and may be part of an extra 4 which was mispunched.

The Philadelphia Mint finally began to coin more proofs in 1854, and today perhaps 30-50 are known. While this fact makes this

date more available than any previous date in proof, they remain quite rare and infrequently offered for sale. This particular coin is

within the top third of those known, and tied with a group of 8 at that level.

NGC Census: 8, 2 finer (finest PR-66). (6997)
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The Pittman 1855 Proof Seated Dollar Scarce Proof 1856 Seated Dollar

1520 1855 NGC Proof 64 ex:Pittman [3*****]

This piece is generally sharply struck, but a few of the

obverse stars show minor weakness and Liberty’s san-

daled foot is not as completely defined as on other

proofs from this era. The fields are deeply reflective and

the coin is mostly brilliant save for some blotchy russet

toning with traces of violet and blue intermixed, mostly

around the periphery. Moderate hairlines account for

the grade. Identifiable by a small planchet flaw located

at the lower left of the O in OF on the reverse and a

small lint mark located near the dentils by the lowest

arrowhead. Similar in rarity to the 1852 proofs with

perhaps 30-40 known in all grades.

F,x: John J. Pittman collection, David Akers 5/98:1687;

New Netherlands Coin Co., privately 7/10/44 to

Pittman.

NGC Census: 7, 5 finer (finest PR-65). (6998)

1521 1856 NGC Proof 62 [3****]

Light gold toning with violet shades near the rim. A very

high end coin for the grade with excellent eye appeal.

Held from the higher grades by light hairlines in the

obverse fields which have since toned over nicely.

Proofs have die lines visible above ITE and between ES

on the reverse. Perhaps as many as 100 were coined in

proof, of which perhaps half that number exist today.

NGC Census: 3, 28 finer (finest PR-67 Cameo). (6999)

1522 1857 PCGS Proof 64 [3 ]

Lightly toned with an original skin of toning over light-

ly frosted devices. From an estimated mintage of 50

coins, this piece is among the finest that remain. This

coin is housed an older PCGS green-label holder. If cer-

tified today, it would likely receive the cameo designa-

tion (which would make it the finest cameo graded at

PCGS).

PCGS population: 7, none finer at PCGS. (7000)
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1523 1858 NGC Proof 63 [4****]

A very attractive choice proof example with violet ton-

ing around the outlines of all the devices of the design.

The high points are untoned setting off a wonderful

contrast of eye appeal. Desirable and in great demand as

a proof-only issue. (7001)

1524 1859 NGC Proof 60 [2****]

Dark steel gray fields provide excellent contrast with the

frosted devices. Moderate scuffs and nicks are found in

the fields and on the devices as expected for the grade.

While not the most perfectly preserved proof example,

it remains an acceptable and more affordable coin than

others in higher grade. (7002)

1525 1860 NGC Proof 64 [4*****]

Simply gorgeous surfaces of light violet toning dotted

with shades of pink, rose and blue. A lovely coin that

simply couldn't be any nicer for the assigned grade.

(7003)

Choice Proof 1 861 Seated Dollar

1526 1861 NGC Proof 63 [4*****]

Light gold toning on both sides with darker flecks of

gold and blue on the lower reverse rim. Boldly struck

and very well preserved for the grade, with a few light

hairlines in the fields accounting for the grade. Scarce

and attractive. (7004)

1527 1862 NGC Proof 63 [4****]

Toned with hazy gold, blue and gray over the entire sur-

faces and attractive. Hints of reddish gold are found in

the fields, and the strike is very sharp. Close examina-

tion will note faint hairlines in the fields, and the

remains of a speck which was removed beneath the

eagle’s head. A coin to examine closely to see if it suits

your collection. (7005)

1528 1863 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

Pure white cameo proof with frosty devices over strong

mirrors. The Civil War date issue has the eye appeal

often seen on proof Morgans of the 1880s. Mintage of

460 coins is much lower than the 1,330 proof coins that

were struck in 1860. (7006)
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1529 1 864 NGC Proof 62 ** Color ** [3*****]

Toned with colorful peripheral blue, gold and red on the

obverse, the reverse with speckled light gold. Bright and

frosty on the devices, and a very appealing coin for the

grade. Minor hairlines account for the grade. (7007)

1530 1865 NGC Proof 64 [4****]

Superb, fresh proof with light-medium copper toning

mixed with shades of pale blue. An excellent opportuni-

ty to obtain a proof no motto type coin from the

Richmond Collection. (7008)

1531 1866 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [4 |

Medium toned in coppery-rose and thick with cameo
frost, this coin has the initial appearance of a much
higher grade. Closer inspection reveals faint hairlines

where the coin was likely stored in a cabinet for many
years. Choice for the grade.

A first-year of the newly modified design with the motto
added to the reverse. Struck from a mintage of 725
coins, yet still considered a type issue. (7014)

1532 1867 PCGS Proof 64 [6****]

A Seated dollar with lovely iridescent toning and strong-

ly mirrored fields. If a diameter connecting the obverse

rim at 4 and 11 o’clock were formed, medium blue col-

oration would be present, more or less, to its left, and

apricot to its right. The reverse yields apricot centers,

and blue mainly about the periphery, with small areas of

magenta intermingled. Some hairlines consistent with

the grade are noted, but there are no detractions worthy

of individual consideration, nor is there any striking

weakness to report. (7015)

1533 1868 NGC Proof 63 [4****]

Here is a coin that should please most collectors with

delightful blue, gold and rose hues on the obverse and

reverse. The toning is dark blue around the rims, and

fades to lighter gold towards the centers. Excellent sur-

faces for the grade, with no handling ticks or bumps,

and the hairlines are faint. While the grade may be tech-

nically choice, this coin has the appearance of an old

gem and will make a welcome addition to a fine coin

cabinet. (7016)

1534 1869 NGC Proof 62 [2****|

Bright white in color and now a hit dull. Minor hairlines

arc found in the fields, but the strike is sharp and this

one isn’t hiding anything we can see. (7017)
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1535 1870 NGC Proof 64 ** Color ** [3*****]

The surfaces are brilliant, with sea-green, amber and

blue toning at the rims, predominantly on the obverse.

A fair amount of hairlines are evident, but they hardly

impair the strong reflectivity of this dollar’s fields. Just

a touch of softness present at the very top of the eagle’s

right (facing) wing barely merits reporting; all other

details are bold. Great eye appeal. (7018)

1536 1871 PCGS Proof 64 [6****J

When held perpendicular to the line of sight, each side

is a tannish-gray, the obverse field being slightly mot-

tled. At certain angles, the surfaces reflect pretty irides-

cence in the form of lilac and sea-green patches on the

obverse, and forest green throughout the protected

areas of the reverse. Nicely reflective fields frame

strongly impressed devices. There is a conspicuous lack

of hairlines and handling marks for the near-gem level.

(7019)

1537 1872 NGC Proof 62 [2****]

Light gray and slightly dull from past handling.

Moderate hairlines are found, but no significant marks

or bumps are seen. The strike is very sharp and the coin

remains somewhat attractive. (7020)

Frosty Choice Proof 1873 Seated Dollar

1538 1873 NGC Proof 63 [3*****]

Toned with attractive sunset gold tones which are

lighter at the centers and darker towards the rim.

Sharply struck as expected for a proof, with well frost-

ed devices which contrast with the mirror fields.

Moderate hairlines and haze account for the grade, as

no significant surface marks are seen otherwise. Final

year of issue and one of just 600 coined in proof. (7021)

Trade Dollars

Satiny White 1873 Trade Dollar

1539 1873 NGC MS64 [I****]

Here is a coin that retains full luster and shows no signs

of toning or haze. The strike is sharp and complete,

which is normal for this date as the Mint wanted the

first year’s production of Trade dollars to be carefully

coined. If you love bright coins and appreciate clean sur-

faces, then here is one to consider. One minor nick

resides just below the right ribbon end above the eagle’s

wing on the reverse. (7031)
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1540 1873-CC NGC MS61 [3****]

The present lot is a first year Carson City Trade dollar

that is untoned except for the faintest golden cast about

each side. Minor striking weakness is to be found on

Liberty’s crown and hair, and the adjacent uppermost

stars, as well as on the eagle’s right (facing) talon and

left edge of the ribbon on the reverse. The frosty luster,

though disrupted by abundant bag marks and hairlines

that are generally associated with the given lower-end

uncirculated grade, is still quite lively. A scarce and

desirable Carson City Trade dollar, which is very tough

in high grades.

NGC reports certifying only 6 at this level, with 18

higher. (7032)

1541 1873-S NGCMS62 [2*****]

bright and attractive with glowing luster throughout
and snowy white frost on the devices. Scattered and
rather extensive handling marks as expected in the open
fields. All but the uppermost devices are sharply struck.

(70 I V

Richmond Coi.i i-ction, Pari II I

1542 1874 NGC MS63 [3-*-*-**]

Reflective fields and frosted devices combine to give this

coin a touch of cameo contrast. White in color with a

few wisps of gold starting to form on the reverse. Fairly

well struck with sharp stars. (7034)

1543 1874-CC NGC MS63 [1*]
Absolutely brilliant and unusually flashy for this date

and mint combination, with a uniting of semi-prooflike

and cartwheel luster. A tiny planchet depression is seen

in the obverse field to the right of Liberty, and another

in the reverse field above the eagle’s head. An assort-

ment of individually minor contact marks is present in

the fields, as one would expect for the grade. There is no

striking weakness of note. Popular as an affordable

Carson City issue. (7033)
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1544 1 874-S NGC MS61 [2****]

Bright and lustrous, but the surfaces show moderate

handling marks and nicks. Sharply impressed by the

dies, and an appealing example of this date. (7036)

1546 1875-CC NGC MS60 [2****]

Lustrous and mostly white in color save for peripheral

gold on the obverse and reverse. Well struck for this

date, and we note moderate hairlines and handling ticks

as expected. Scarce in mint state grades. (7038)

1547 1875-S NGC MS63 [2****]

Lustrous and appealing with a slight hint of peripheral

gold. The strike is weak on Liberty’s head and a few

stars, as usual for this date. (7039)

Blazing 1875 Trade Dollar

1545 1875 NGCMS64 [2*****]

An attractive coin that shows vibrant mint luster and

very clean surfaces. The strike is sharp on all but

Liberty’s head where a few of her curls are weak. Close

examination finds no surface problems worthy of note,

and this piece is at the high end of the grade assigned.

(7037)

Toned Mint State 1875-S/CC Trade Dollar

1548 1875-S/CC NGC MS61 (FS-012.5) [4****]

Toned with coppery gold flecks on the obverse and

reverse, with hints of russet, green and lilac as well. The

surfaces show minor handling marks and hairlines when
examined with a glass, but nothing unexpected for the

grade. As to the strike, about average for the date with

minor weakness on a few stars and Liberty’s head. The

overmintmark is clear with a glass, and the second C
resides just to the right of the S. Scarce and always in

demand by collectors. (7040)
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1549 1 876 NGC MS63 [2****]

Frosty and bright, this particular coin shows excellent luster and no signs of toning. The strike is sharp for this date, with fuil stars

surrounding Liberty and even the claws on the eagle are clear. Attractive surfaces with minimal signs of handling. Centennial year

issue, and the Philadelphia Mint seemed to be more careful on quality control for 1876, as this specimen boasts. Perfect for the type

or date collector who demands a very appealing coin for the grade. (7041)

Outstanding 1876-CC Trade Dollar In Choice Mint State

1550 1876-CC PCGS MS63 [4****]

Here is a condition rarity that is highly appealing. Note the toning on both sides, a delicate antique gold is found in the fields which

intermixes with pale violet and gray, perfectly matched obverse and reverse. The strike is very sharp for this date, with bold stars each

showing the fine radial lines, and all devices are clear on Liberty and the eagle. Identifiable by a tiny speck just touching Liberty’s left

wrist, and a minor spot between the third and fourth stars. The reverse legend shows delicate die cracks through most of the tops or

bottoms of the letters.

PCGS Population: 6, 1 finer (finest MS-65). (7042)

1551 1876-S NGCMS63 [1*]
Snowy white in color and highly lustrous for this date. The surfaces are pleasing, with minimal signs of handling. Boldly impressed

throughout and a coin with no signs of toning whatsoever. Well balanced for the grade and attractive with ample frost and eye appeal.

(7041)
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1552 1877 NGC MS63 [2*****]

Flashy and lustrous, with decent cartwheel for the

grade. The strike is average for the date, with a few stars

slightly weak at the centers, and Liberty’s hair not quite

full. On the obverse the surfaces are very nice, but on

the reverse we do note a faint horizontal pin scratch and

a couple of tiny nicks on the right side of the eagle.

(7044)

The Eliasberg 1877-CC Trade Dollar

1553 1877-CC NGC MS63 ex:Eliasberg [6***+]

Here is a very attractive coin that boasts not only a

strong strike, but splendid toning. The periphery shows

teal blue near the dentils, and antique gold surrounding

the devices. Medium silvery gray elsewhere, and well

matched on the obverse and reverse. While not techni-

cally the finest seen, although probably in the top 50 of

this date, this coin would undoubtedly make it high on

the visual appeal scale with the toning. Fully struck on

the stars and devices, with no signs of weakness found.

Certain to delight the date or Carson City specialist, and

worthy of any advanced collection.

From Bowers and Merena’s Eliasberg Sale, April, 1997,

Lot 2343. (7045)

1554 1877-S NGC MS63 [3****]

A fully struck example of this date that shows light gold

toning starting to form over the surfaces. This coin was

obviously hand picked for the strike and eye appeal.

Ample luster to please the eye, and just enough toning

to give this one an antique appearance. (7046)

Important 1878-CC Mint State Trade Dollar

1555 1878-CC NGC MS61 [4****]

Light gold toning intermixes with luster in the fields of

this lovely example of this coveted date. The surfaces

are very attractive for the grade and this coin has the eye

appeal of a much finer example. Well struck for this

date, with each of the stars brought up to their centers,

and the finer details sharp on Liberty save for slight

weakness on a few of her curls.

Most of the 1878-CC Trade dollars entered circulation,

and very few are found in Mint State today. This is a

pleasant example that was obviously set aside at the

time of issue, and well preserved to this day. (7047)
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1556 1878-S NGC MS63 [2*****]

Flashy and bright, this one shows no signs of toning.

The surfaces are clean as well, with minimal signs of

handling found, even with a strong glass. Fully struck by

the dies and a problem free example for the date collec-

tor. (7048)

1557 1873 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

This is the first year of issue of the Trade dollar and is

certainly one of earlier strikes as the dies imparted

strong cameo contrast on the devices. Starting to tone

with light gold and a touch of blue around the rims,

while the centers and fields remain totally white. Needle

sharp strike as expected for a proof. A worthy acquisi-

tion for the numismatist who demands excellent quality

and abundant eye appeal.

Curious die file lines are seen (as made) above Liberty’s

ankles running through the lower folds of her dress,

these lines were likely polished off the obverse die as

more proof coins were struck and the dies inspected.

(7053)

1558 1874 NGC Proof 64 [5****]

Toned with deep orange-gold and blue hues which

change to a reflective rose-gold when examined under a

light. Particularly well struck, even for a proof, with

sharper curls on Liberty’s head than usually seen. The

surfaces are nearly of gem quality, and apparently

missed because of minor hairlines seen with a glass.

Scarce and always in demand in such choice condition.

(7054)

1559 1875 NGC Proof 64 ** Color ** [6-*****]

Here is one for collectors who appreciate toning. The

fields are bathed in light greenish-gold while the periph-

ery is darker gold to blue on the obverse, with the

devices generally gold to lighter gray in color. Even bet-

ter on the reverse, the colors are more intense and

organized, and this piece was probably housed in an

album for many years. Intense sky blue near the periph-

ery and bright orange gold as well in concentric rings

through the legends, with the centers boasting a rich

frosty gold on the eagle. No disturbances are found, and

this is a solid example for the grade. (7055)
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1560 1876 NGC Proof 63 Cameo [2*****]

A delightful example of this Centennial year issue that

shows frosty white devices and a blush of light gold near

the rims. Excellent contrast between the reflective fields

and devices, this is a coin that is loaded with visual

appeal. If one must find fault, there are trivial hairlines

present in the fields, and these are seen on virtually

every proof silver and gold coin from this period, and

these likely account for the grade given by NGC. (7056)

1561 1877 PCGS Proof 63 [4***]

A well struck, choice example of this date. The surfaces

are very attractive and show minimal hairlines, and no

other ticks are noted. Toned with a matte gray color on

both sides, with a touch of light blue along the upper

reverse edge. A scarce type coin in proof, and always in

demand. (7057)

1562 1878 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

Blazing white in color with just a hint of gold starting to

form around the periphery. The surfaces are very clean

and show minimal hairlines even under the scrutiny of a

strong glass. Well contrasted by the dies, with thick frost

piled on the devices and lettering, while the fields are

deeply reflective. One of the initial coins struck from the

Proof dies, as only a small fraction of those produced

retain this much frost on the devices. If you demand a

highly appealing example for your collection, then look

no further than this example and bid accordingly.

(7058)

1563 1879 NGC Proof 63 [2*****]

A sparkling white coin that is untoned save for a hint of

sunset gold around the rim. Well struck by the dies and

attractive with minimal signs of handling or hairlines.

Identifiable by a tiny flaw right at the end of the arrow

feathers on the reverse.

As the flood of silver bullion from the Nevada Territory

continued to deluge the Mint, drastic measures were

taken. Laws were passed that required the bullion to be

made into Morgan silver dollars, and the coining press-

es strained under the mighty load. Other silver denomi-

nations were ignored, and the Trade dollar was basical-

ly scraped aside from Proofs struck for collectors start-

ing in 1879 until the design was fazed out entirely in

1885. (7059)

1564 1 880 NGC Proof 63 Cameo [3*****]

Toned with irregular gold and tan in the fields, primari-

ly near the rims, while the devices are bright white and

frosty. Fully struck throughout, and no detractions are

noted aside from the ever present minor hairlines. A
proof only date and this one shows good contrast, mak-

ing it an excellent choice for the date collector. (7060)
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1565 1881 NGC Proof 64 [2*****|

An attractive coin that shows well frosted devices which

stand out from the mirrored fields. The surfaces are

clean and problem free. White in color except for the

rims where we note light yellow gold toning. Nearly a

gem. (7061)

1566 1 882 PCGS Proof 65 ** Color ** [7****]

A magnificent gem toned example of this date. The
color is a delight to behold, with deep blue around the

rims and coppery-gold over Liberty and spanning the

reverse. The colors are particularly intense and pleasing

to the eye, and seldom are these proofs found with such

a dazzling array of color. Furthermore, the surfaces are

splendid, enough to keep this one in the gem class. If

you want a very attractive coin for your date collection,

then here is one that should entice even the most
advanced collector. (7062)

1567 1883 PCGS Proof 63 [3****|

Frosty and bright, with no signs of toning on this spec-

imen, and sharp throughout. The surfaces are clean for

the grade, with a few trivial hairlines as nearly always

seen, but no disturbances that require notation. This is

the last readily obtainable year for collectors, and all

were struck in proof. (7063)

The David Lawrence
COLOR/STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:
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The Haseltine-Brand 1884 Trade Dollar
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1568 1884 NGC Proof 64 ex:Brand [5*****]

This is one of the great American rarities that is seldom offered for sale and always coveted by numismatists. With the recorded

mintage of a mere 10 coins, precious few are available at any price. Furthermore, as the striking of these 1884 Trade dollars is record-

ed in the Mint records, their official and legitimate status cannot be questioned. Extensive research on this issue was published in

Stack’s Sprinkle Collection Sale (June, 1988) by Carl Carlson, which will provide much information about this issue. Another excel-

lent source for information is found in John Willem’s book on the Trade Dollar. Since their time of issue, Trade dollars have grown

in popularity, particularly so with collectors, after what one might note to be a rather rough start when these were first struck.

As to the coin itself, it is toned a deep blue and gray color on the obverse and reverse. The strike is sharp and decisive, with no signs

of weakness on the stars or devices. Reflective mirror fields are intact, although there are hairlines present. The color itself is slight-

ly mottled on the reverse, with a darker area on the lower left wing of the eagle and another on and surrounding the claws. Two faint

scratches can be seen, both extending down below Liberty’s elbow on her outstretched arm, the first quite short, the second longer

extending nearly to her leg below. Two very tiny lint marks can be seen with a strong glass, one is shaped like a backwards L in the

field near Liberty’s nose, the other a minute oval with a small tail just to the left of the first lintmark. These lintmarks are the result

of dust or fine hairs which adhered to the dies after they were wiped with a cloth just prior to striking proof coins.

Of the known specimens, this one resides near the middle of the condition census. It is believed that the known 10 specimens ended

up in the hands of William Idler, and he distributed these starting in 1908. Idler sold this particular specimen to his son-in-law Captain

John Haseltine. Through unknown intermediaries, this coin came into the collection of Virgil Brand, was later sold and ended up

appearing again in the 1976 ANA Sale by Stack’s, Lot 723 as part of an assembled 1884 Proof set. Joel D. Rettew purchased this coin

and sold it to a Midwestern medical doctor. The next public appearance was in the Early Spring ANA sale by Heritage, March 1996,

Lot 6513, and was purchased by dealer Jeff Garrett. This coin soon found it’s way to the Richmond collection.

The Trade Dollar was created to compete with the Mexican 8 Reales and similar silver coinage in Europe and Asia. During the ini-

tial production years, many were sent overseas and circulated in China, where local merchants would note their acceptance of the

coins with their particular stamp or signature. These merchant stamps of approval would be hammered into the coin with a punch

mark, or chop, and have since become known as chop marks. Some individual coins show a few to dozens of these chop marks reflect-

ing their days in commerce on the Asian continent. By 1878, the flood of silver from Nevada’s Comstock strike was directed towards

the new Morgan silver dollar, and demand for the Trade dollar dwindled.

In 1879 the Philadelphia Mint only issued Proof examples of the Trade dollar, and this continued until 1883. In 1884, the Mint coined

just 10 pieces as noted, and in 1885 a tiny group of 5 pieces were struck under somewhat suspicious circumstances, and this marked

the final year of issue for the Trade dollar. A foremost rarity and one of the true classics in American numismatics, the 1884 Trade

dollar stands as one of the most recognized and desirable coins ever produced by our mints. We feel that this specimen will long

delight its new owner as it no doubt has in the past. NGC Census: 4, 2 finer (PR-67 finest). A special thanks to Laura Sperber of

Legend Numismatics for assistance on pedigrees for this coin and the 1885 Trade dollar.

A roster of those known follows courtesy of the Eliasberg Collection:

1)

. Clint Hester (“Menjou”), Baldenhofer, Koenig (“Fairbanks”), Wolfson, Klausen, French, Whitlow, Parrino

2)

. Dunham, Starr, PCGS Proof-67 (finest known)

3)

. Atwater, Eliasberg, Legend Collection, NGC Proof-66

4)

. Newcomer, E. H. R. Green, Jerome Kern, Carter

5)

. Farouk, Norweb

6)

. Neil, Pelletreau, various dealers

7)

. Sprinkle, Southwest Collection, PCGS Proof-63

8)

. Olsen, Ewalt, Emmons, Fredericks, Worrell

9)

. Stack’s-Rettew (the present coin), Heritage’s Spring 1996 sale, March 1996, Lot 6513.

10)

. Rarcoa, Marks, Southern Collection.

(7064)
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The Norweb Specimen of the Famous 1885 Trade Dollar

1569 1885 NGC Proof 62 ex:Norweb [3****]

The 1885 Trade dollar is one of the rarest and best known of the coins ever to be produced by an

American mint. Each of the five specimens has a long and illustrious pedigree which includes many

of the great names in numismatics. Owning an 1885 Trade dollar is certainly one of the highlights

of any numismatic cabinet, and very few numismatists will indeed have the opportunity to see an

example, much less own one. Even Louis Eliasberg considered this issue to be one of his very favorite

coins, as no doubt the Norwebs did as well.

It is interesting that no examples of this issue are held by the Smithsonian or the ANA, and each

remains in private hands. It is important to note that the 1885 Trade dollar is much rarer than the

famous 1804 silver dollar or even the 1787 Brasher doubloon (seven known), and of equal rarity to

the 1913 Liberty nickel, an example of which recently sold for $3,000,000 privately. Numismatic

rarities such as this 1885 Trade dollar have long been famous and are truly the caviar that make

numismatics such a delight for collectors to partake in. Any auction appearance will long be remem-

bered in the halls of numismatic history, with experts differing as to the final price it will bring, and

who might he the buyer that finally obtains this example.

The coin is steel gray in color in the fields, with splashes of darker gray toning near the date and

behind Liberty. The surfaces show moderate hairlines which account for the grade, and we note a

trivial scratch in the field just right of FINE on the reverse in the shape of a 7. Well contrasted with

frosted white devices which stand out from the fields, the coin has a pleasing appearance to the eye.

All known examples show minor weakness at the centers of the stars 5 through 9, but on this par-

ticular coin only the centers of stars 5 and 6 are incomplete. The fields retain the watery reflectivi-

ty that is so desirable in proof coinage. Certainly a specimen which any collector would be proud to

own and display, and a coin that will be the centerpiece of an advanced numismatic collection.

Rarity and desirability are two key components in determining value, and the 1885 Trade dollar

boasts a wealth of each. Each of the 5 known specimens is well documented and pedigreed back to

virtually the time of issue. This particular coin was owned by King Farouk of Egypt as well as

Ambassador and Mrs. R. I lenry Norweb. Of the known specimens, this coin sits in the middle of

the condition census behind the gem Eliasberg/Atwater coin, the Proof-63 Adams coin, the present

specimen, followed up by the Granberg and Olsen specimens. A detailed listing of each example can

be found in Bowers and Merena’s Eliasberg II Sale, April 1997.
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Of the five known examples, 4 have been certified so far, the finest as NGC PR-66. Next is the pres-

ent specimen NGC PR-62 which is tied with another PCGS PR-62, and followed by one listed as

NGC PR-61. The existence of the 1885 Trade dollar was not generally known for years after they

were struck. It is believed that the five coins were sold to William Idler by Mint official Col. A.

Loudon Snowden, as well as all 10 of the 1884 Trade dollars. Idler's son-in-law, Captain John W.

Haseltine and business partner Stephen Nagy began selling these privately in approximately 1908,

years after Idler passed away in 1901. The first auction appearance was in Mehl's sale of the Henry

O. Granberg collection in 1913. Perhaps Idler was told to keep these issues a secret, as the Mint

had faced criticism for special favors during the period these were struck. Many other great numis-

matic rarities came to light well after their issue date, and were similarly not recorded in the Mint's

records.

The fame of the 1885 Trade dollar has grown with each auction appearance, and this issue has

become one of the most coveted of all of the classic rarities ever struck by a United States mint. In

examining the facts concerning the 1885 Trade dollar. Q. David Bowers wrote in the Eliasberg Sale

(April 1997), that he believed they were struck at the Philadelphia Mint from proof dies in the year

indicated, apparently on a single occasion. No die linkage has yet been found to other reverse dies

of previous years, although this is not entirely out of the question. These were made in the same

manner as previous issues in Proof, using the same Mint equipment and correct planchets.

Although not reported in the Mint's records, the mintage was apparently 5 pieces, which is the num-

ber acknowledged by J. W. Haseltine and is supported by the number known and traced today.

Many of the great rarities issued by the mints during the Nineteenth century were not discovered

until decades later, and new discoveries are constantly coming to light to this day as numismatic

research continues by collectors examining their holdings. Bowers goes on to say while the practice

of distributing such rarities from the Mint to their favored friends was not fair, it did allow many

of these great rarities to survive for collectors today.

The following examples are known with an abbreviated pedigree (for more details see Bowers and

Merena's Eliasberg Sale):

1)

. The Atwater-Eliasberg coin, Legend Collection, NGC Proof-66.

2)

. The Adams-Brand-Menjou-Baldenhoffer coin, Proof-63.

3)

. The present specimen, Farouk-Norweb-Richmond coin, NGC Proof-62.

4)

. The Granberg-Col. E. H. R. Green-Kern-Carter-Hoffecker-Worrell coin, Southwest Collection,

PCGS Proof-62 Cameo.

5)

. The Olsen-Ewalt-Young-French coin, Proof 60.

The specimen listed above as #2 or #5 is likely the PCGS PR-62 coin now reflected in the census

noted above. An outstanding opportunity to finally add your name to the illustrious names above,

and an opportunity which may not be soon repeated.

(7065)
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1573 1878 7TF Rev. 78 NGC MS65 [2***]

Morgan Dollars

1570 1878 8TF NGC MS64 £]
A frosty white example of this date which bears a hint

of peripheral gold and a bold strike. The surfaces are

splendid for the grade, and this one has strong eye

appeal. (7072)

A frosty white gem that glows with luster. A decent

strike at the centers and always in demand. (7074)

1571 1878 8TF NGC MS64 [3**-**]

Bright, save for a blush of gold over the obverse and

more so on the reverse. Sharp and attractive, and a very

nice coin for the grade. Liberty’s cheek is very nice.

(7072)

1572 1878 7TF Rev. 78 NGC MS65 [2****]

Starting to tone with a touch of gold near the date, and
well frosted throughout. Excellent surfaces and eye

appeal for the collector. (7074)

1574 1878 7TF Rev. 78 NGC MS65 [I****]

Frosty and bright with ample luster to please the eye

and no signs of toning. A pleasing coin for the date col-

lector, and a gem. (7074)

1575 1878 7TF Rev. 79 NGC MS64 [2****]

This coin has a blush of golden gray starting to form

over the surfaces, but ample luster still shines. About as

nice as this variety is found, a notch higher on the grad-

ing scale and this date gets very expensive. Attractive

surfaces for the grade. (7076)
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1576 1878 7/8TF NGC MS64 [2*****] 1579 1878-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

Flashy and bright with a touch of peripheral gold on the

extreme edge. The strike is sharp for this date, and the

coin is quite appealing. A few faint lines on Liberty’s

cheek probably kept this from a higher grade. (7078)

Bright and lustrous, with just a whisper of gold near the

edge. A couple tiny ticks from a higher grade, this one is

very beautiful. (7080)

1577 1878 7/8TF NGC MS64 [1*]
Fresh and well preserved with eye tickling luster and

satiny frost. The strike is sharp and the surfaces clean

for the grade. (7078)

1580 1879 NGC MS65 [2*****]

Outstanding quality for the date collector, this one is

flashy and untoned, with a bold strike by the dies. The

surfaces are very clean for the grade, and Liberty’s cheek

undiminished by handling. (7084)

1578 1878-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

A well struck coin that shows strong luster in the fields

and remains totally white in color. The reverse die was

rotated 280 degrees counterclockwise when this one

was struck. Light scuffs from a gem grade, and attrac-

tive. (7080)

Sparkling Group 1879-CC Morgan Dollars

1581 1879-CC NGC MS64 [3***it]

One of the key dates to this ever popular series, this near

gem example will attract many buyers. The surfaces are

very clean and show only a few faint signs of handling.

White in color although we note a faint blush of gold

forming over the surfaces particularly on the reverse.

The fields are slightly reflective.

Apparently these were not saved in large numbers, and

there are simply not enough mint state examples to go

around to satisfy the strong collector demand. Here is a

particularly nice coin for the grade, and one which most

collectors will long enjoy. (7086)
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1582 1 879-CC Capped Die NGC MS64
(VAM-3) **Top 100** [2****]

Frosty and lustrous with a layer of gold toning starting

to form. The strike is sharp save for the centers which

show characteristic softness. Examination of the mint-

mark clearly shows the “CC”, but they were partially

effaced on the die (hence the “capped die” designation).

Scarce so well preserved and very difficult to locate in

higher grades. (7086)

1583 1 879-CC NGC MS64 [2*****]

This specimen boasts slightly reflective fields and well

frosted devices. White in color, although we see hints of

gold starting to form around the edge. Creamy, thick

luster throughout, and visually attractive. We note a

minor nick on Liberty’s jaw, and another on the eagle’s

breast, which apparently kept this from a higher grade.

(7086)

1584 1 879-CC Capped Die NGC MS64
(VAM-3) **Top 100** [3****]

Starting to tone with delicate tawny gold in the fields,

but mostly white in color. The strike is average for this

issue. Examination of Liberty’s check will find a couple
of minor ticks, and there is another hidden on her cap.

An impressive coin for the grade, and a condition rarity

for the date specialist. (7086)

1585 1 879-0 NGC MS64 [1]
A well struck coin that retains full luster and remains

bright. Scattered ticks from a gem grade, but attractive

overall. (7090)

1586 1 879-0 NGC MS64 [1+*]
Awash in white luster and well struck for this date. The

surfaces are clean and this one looks like it was just

struck prior to being sent to NGC. (7090)

First of Two Challenging 1879-S Reverse

Of 1878 Morgan Dollars

1587 1879-S Reverse of 1878 NGC MS64 [3*****]

One of the more difficult die pairings to find, especially

so this close to gem condition. The surfaces are very

attractive and a glass is needed to find a few signs of

handling. Toned with a hint of gold around the rim of

the obverse, more so on the reverse. I iberty’s cheek is

very pleasing and has no unsightly nicks. As to the

strike, it is sharp and full, and no weakness is found on

Liberty’s car or the eagle’s breast.

This die pairing must have used a leftover 1878 reverse

die with the new 1879 dated obverse. Not many were

struck, and very few were saved in mint condition.

(7094)
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1588 1879-S Reverse of 1878 NGC MS64 [3****] 1591 1880-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

Frosty and bright with a regal glow on Liberty’s head.

The surfaces are nice for the grade, with minimal signs

of handling. A blush of peripheral gold is found on the

obverse rim, similar on the reverse but with more gold

toning located over luster. Sharply impressed by the dies

and downright rare this well preserved. A classic exam-

ple of this condition rarity, and worthy of a strong bid

from date collectors. (7094)

1589 1880 NGCMS65 [2****]

A flashy white gem that shows very even color and lus-

ter. Excellent surfaces and strike for the date. (7096)

Lustrous and bright, with just a whisper of rose-gold

starting to form over the surfaces. Boldly executed on all

but the center devices, which show the usual minor

weakness. Perfect for the date collector. (7100)

1592 1880-CC NGCMS64 [2****]

Satiny luster with a hint of gold starting to form in the

fields. The surfaces are clean and free of all but tiny

ticks from handling. Sharply impressed and another

attractive example for the date collector to ponder.

(7100)

1590 1880 NGCMS65 [2****]

A well struck, frosty white coin for the collector. No
signs of toning are found, and this one has been careful-

ly handled since it was struck. Liberty’s cheek is very

clean, as are the surrounding fields. (7096)

1593 1880-CC Reverse of 1878 NGC MS64 [2****]

A scarcer issue from this complex period of Morgan

dollar coinage. This one is starting to tone with a blush

of haze over the luster, but remains white in color. The

surfaces and strike are typical of the period. Liberty’s

cheek has a few minute lines and ticks, which nudged

this one from a gem grade. (7108)
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1594 1 880-CC Reverse of 1878 NGC MS64 [3****]

Bright and lustrous, with pleasing surfaces throughout.

Scarce this nice, and very difficult to find any better.

(7108)

1595 1 880-0 NGC MS64 [1]
Bright white and attractive, with glowing luster in the

fields and a strong strike on the devices. (7114)

1596 1 880-0 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Flashy and bright with a touch of coppery-gold near the

obverse rim, and more coppery-gold on the reverse. An
attractive coin for the date collector. (71 14)

Visit Us on the Internet!

www,davilawrence.com
It's all online & more....
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1597 1881-CC NGC MS65 [2****]

Satiny white luster throughout and well struck by the

dies. The surfaces are excellent, even for this grade.

Always in demand by date collectors. (7126)

Elusive Pair of 1882-O/S Morgan Dollars

1598 1 882-O/S NGC MS64 [3*-****]

Starting to tone with a touch of peripheral gold, and

highly lustrous. The surfaces are typical for the grade,

with a few scattered ticks. The overmintmark is clear

with a glass.

Scarce so well preserved and about as nice as this vari-

ety is ever found. This one should suit the most

advanced numismatist. NGC Census: 128, 3 finer (MS-

65 finest). (7138)

1599 1 882-O/S NGC MS64 [1 *]
A totally white coin that boasts nice luster and a decent

strike. The surfaces are attractive for the grade, and few

examples of this overmintmark are found so well pre-

served. If you demand top quality and appreciate frosty

untoned coins, then this one is perfect for your collec-

tion. Fully struck on 1 iberty’s curls and on the eagle’s

breast, as normally seen on this issue. (7138)
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1600 1883-S NGC MS64

Reflective fields offset the well frosted devices of this

important condition rarity. The surfaces are clean and

show minimal disturbances, and Liberty’s broad cheek

is pleasing and lacks the bagmarks so often found on

this date. An impressive example for the date collector.

About as nice as this date is found without spending a

whole lot more for a full gem, if one could be readily

located, as just a handful have been awarded the covet-

ed gem grade. (7148)

1601 1883-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Another example of this elusive date in near gem condi-

tion. This particular coin retains glowing luster in the

fields and displays a touch of gold toning near the

extreme edge. Fully struck throughout, and Liberty’s

cheek is attractive as well. A very difficult date to find

this nice, and nearly impossible any better. (7148)

Challenging 1884-S Morgan In Choice Mint State

1602 1 884-S NGC MS63 [2*****]

This particular coin shows delicate gold peripheral toning over strong luster. The strike is sharp enough to bring up most of the curl

over Liberty’s ear and the eagle’s breast shows the feathers well. Liberty’s cheek is nice for the grade, and there are no heavy or dis-

tracting ticks from handling. This coin would be a welcome addition to the most advanced collection, as very few are found to equal

the condition of this lovely example. As a date, 1884-S isn’t particularly rare, but virtually every example circulated.

Apparently, the vast majority of this issue was melted during the Pittman Act mass meltings of 1918, and no bags of mint state pieces

turned up in the 1960s Treasury releases of the remaining silver dollars.

NGC Census: 44, 14 finer (MS-65 finest). (7156)
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Memorable & Rare 1884-S In Mint State 64

1603 1884-S NGC MS64 [2****]

A simply gorgeous example of this scarce date which is certainly one of the very finest

available to collectors today. The surfaces are attractive with few signs of handling and cer-

tainly no distracting ticks. Blazing luster in the fields and the coin is bathed in light gold

toning on both the obverse and reverse.

A typical strike for the issue, but definition is found on the eagle’s breast and on the curls

over Liberty’s ear. Despite a mintage of 3,200,000 pieces, 1884-S dollars apparently were

melted in large quantities, reducing the numbers available to a small fraction of those

coined. Precisely how rare this date is may never be known, but we now have a much bet-

ter picture of the true rarity based on the population reports of the grading services. NGC
for instance, reports that only 13 examples of this date have been graded as Mint State-

64, with a single coin graded higher as Mint State-65, certainly not many to go around for

the legions of Morgan dollar collectors.

This particular piece will certainly attract considerable attention and will likely be one of

the highlights of a most advanced collection. This particular coin is identifiable by two tiny

ticks, both in a line below the M of UNUM, one near the cap and the other on Liberty’s

cap. (7156)
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1604 1885-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright white and flashy with strong luster in the fields.

(7164)

1605 1885-S NGC MS65 [2*****]

Blazing white in color and very well struck. The surfaces

are attractive in every way. (7164)

1606 1 886-0 NGC MS64 [2****]

White and lustrous with a pleasing appearance. The

strike is better than average for this date. (7168)

1607 1886-0 NGC MS64 [2****]

A pleasing example of this scarce date. The strike is

firmer than usually seen on this date, and the breast

feathers are present on the eagle. We do note a couple of

faint wispy lines on the obverse, and a nick on the upper

right breast of the eagle, that likely kept this coin from

an even higher grade. Totally white and lustrous. (7168)

1608 1886-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

A frosty white coin that is well struck and shows very

few signs of handling. The surfaces are clean and there

are no bagmarks worthy of description. Scarce this nice,

and very difficult to find a grade higher. (7170)
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1 609 1 887/6 NGC MS64 (VAM-2) **Top 1
00**

[2**+**]

White with a hint of gold around the rims. A very lus-

trous example of this popular overdate, with remnants

of the 6 visible on either side of the 7, although a glass

is needed to see this feature. An average strike for the

date. (7174)

1610 1887/6 VAM-2 NGC MS64 **Top 100**

Note the delicate sunset gold peripheral toning on this

one. The luster is strong and Liberty quite attractive for

the clean surfaces. A decent strike on Liberty’s ear and

on the eagle’s breast. The overdate is clear with a glass.

(7174)

1611 1887-0 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright white and untoned, with ample luster to please

the eye. Excellent surfaces for the grade. (7176)

1612 1887-0 NGC MS64 [2*****]

This one shows no signs of toning and good luster, but

the strike is typical with weakness at the centers. (7176)

1613 1887/6-0 VAM-3 NGC MS63 **Top 100**

This one is well struck and quite lustrous. The surfaces

are attractive for the grade, and the coin boasts good

frost throughout. White in color. (7178)

1614 1887/6-0 VAM-3 NGC MS63 **Top 100**

[1]
Scattered ticks from bag handling are visible with a

glass. White in color and frosty. The strike is average for

this date. (7178)
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1615 1887-S NGC MS64 [2****]

Bright and lustrous with a hint of pinkish gold on the

reverse. A well struck example of this date. (7180)

Choice Mint State 1889-CC Morgan

1616 1887-S NGC MS64 [2****]

Bright and lustrous with no problem ticks or marks. The
coin is white, save for a hint of gold near the rims, and

the strike is decent for this date and mint. (7180)

1617 1888-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Decent cartwheel luster in the fields, and generally white

in color save for a hint of gold. A few trivial lines from

a gem grade, but ample appeal for most collectors who
need this issue. (7186)

1618 1889-CC NGCMS63 [2*****]

One of the classic rarities from this historic and popular

Western Mint. The surfaces are pleasing for the grade

and show minimal signs of handling making this coin a

solid example of a choice grade. White in color, save for

a blush of gold around the periphery, as often seen. The
strike is very sharp for the issue, with most of the defi-

nition present on the curls over Liberty’s ear and the

eagle’s breast feathers are clear and well defined.

If you have been searching high and low for a choice

example of this date, then one of the two examples in

this sale should suit your collection. President Grover

Cleveland was instrumental in eliminating the Carson

City Mint. Although elected to two terms in office, there

was a break in the terms, and thus he served from 1885

to 1889 and again in 1893 to 1897. Cleveland was a

very conservative man and felt the Carson City Mint

was a wasteful use of government money. Thus, he halt-

ed most coinage at the mint in late 1885, and when he

left office in 1889, coinage at the Carson City Mint

resumed in limited quantities. When Cleveland returned

to the Presidency in 1893, he abolished the mint alto-

gether, as he knew that the San Francisco, New Orleans

and Philadelphia mints could strike all the coins then

needed. Therefore, only 350,000 1889-CC Morgan dol-

lars were struck, and most of those went into circula-

tion.

As reflected in the PCGS Population Report and the

NGC Census, very few dollars of this date are found in

mint state grades. Most collectors have trouble enough

finding a nice circulated example of this date, and to be

able to choose from two choice examples presents an

opportunity which will likely please two date collectors

very much. (7190)
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Another Choice Mint State 1889-CC

1619 1889-CC NGC MS63 [2****]

This coin is very nice indeed, with snowy white frost

throughout and a very sharp strike at the centers. Long
known as one of the key dates to this most popular

series, there are fewer than 1,000 pieces that qualify in

any grade of mint state, and not many more that even

grade as high as Extremely Fine. Here is a choice exam-
ple that boasts pleasing mint color and problem free sur-

faces. Certain to be one of the highlights of an advanced

date collection, and a very elusive coin to find so well

preserved. (7190)

1621 1889-0 NGC MS64 [2****]

Satiny white luster throughout, with a touch of gold

intermixed near the rims. This one has a clean cheek on

Liberty, but we note a couple of scuffs near her chin and

below in the field. An excellent choice for the date col-

lector who needs a near gem example of this date.

(7192)

1622 1890-CC NGC MS64 [2*****]

With Grover Cleveland out of office, the Carson City

Mint resumed production in 1889. By 1890 they were

back in stride, producing 2,309,041 Morgan dollars for

the year. Of course, most of these were later melted

under the Pittman Act of 1918, but as a date, 1890-CC
is more plentiful than many of the other CC issues. Note

the rich luster and attractive white frost on the surfaces.

Fully struck by the dies and pleasing in every way.

(7198)

1620 1 889-0 NGCMS64 |3****]

Starting to tone with a touch of peripheral gold near the

date and lustrous in the fields. A decent strike on the
high points of the design. Pleasing surfaces for the

grade, with no distracting ricks or marks. (7192)

1623 1890-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

White with a blush of faint gold at the rims. The strike

is sharp at the centers, and this coin is attractive for the

grade. We do note some scattered scuffs which kept this

one from the gem class. (7198)
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1624 1891 NGC MS64 [2****]

White and lustrous with a touch of gold around the

periphery, and a good central strike for the date. (7204)

1627 1891-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

Frosty, bright and lustrous. This is the regular issue for

the year with the normal reverse. A well struck coin for

the date collector. (7206)

1625 1891 NGC MS64 [2****]

An attractive example of this date with a touch of

peripheral gold, strong devices and pleasing luster.

(7204)

1626 1891-CC Spitting Eagle NGC MS64 [2****]

This is the “spitting eagle” variety with the small die

lump seen just below the eagle’s beak. Frosty and bright,

with good cartwheel luster. Fully struck and nice for the

grade, with minimal disturbances from bag handling.

(7206)

1628 1892 NGC MS64 [I****]

An attractive coin for the grade, although there are a

couple of shallow scuffs on Liberty’s cheek and in the

field before her face. Frosty and bright white in color,

and sharply impressed by the dies. (7212)

1629 1892 NGC MS64 [1 ***]

Utterly white in color and lustrous. The surfaces show a

few minor scuffs, but remain very attractive for this

date. A better date that is hard enough to find this well

preserved, and more expensive any finer. (7212)
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1630 1 892-CC NGC MS64 [2****]

A well struck, frosty white coin for the date collector.

The surfaces show minimal scuffs and the strike is bet-

ter than average. Always in demand as such quality is

difficult to find. (7214)

1633 1 892-0 NGC MS64 [2***]

A frosty white coin for the date collector. The surfaces

show a couple of trivial lines from handling in the left

obverse field, and the strike is typically soft over

Liberty’s ear, but the breast feathers are present on the

eagle. Scarce this nice. (7216)

1631 1892-CC NGCMS64 [2****]

A sharply struck coin and perfect for the date collector

who demands untoned white specimens. The surfaces

are very clean and the coin is quite attractive. Scarce,

but overshadowed by a number of even scarcer CC
issues from these final years of issue for the Carson City

Mint. (7214)

1632 1 892-0 NGCMS64 [2**]
Flashy and bright with just a blush of gold starting near

the periphery. The strike is a bit soft at the centers, as

usual for this date and mint. (7216)

View the Richmond Collection On-Line

Easy, Secure Bidding

Full color (large) images of all lots

Automatic notification by email
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Exceptional 1892-S Morgan Dollar NGC MS-64

1634 1892-S NGC MS64 [2*-****]

An outstanding condition rarity that will prove to be one of the most sought-after coins in

this extensive and magnificent collection. Unlike most other issues of Morgan dollars,

none were found in the massive Treasury hoards released during the 1960s. Therefore, no

large mint state hoards were out there waiting in collectors hands to be certified.

After nearly 20 years of submissions, just a handful of mint state coins have been found

and certified, and this particular coin is near the top of the quality list. The surfaces are a

delight to behold, with thick luster in the fields and abundant frost on the devices. What

really makes this coin so special is the fact that there are virtually no significant handling

marks, obviously being set aside at the time of issue and carefully preserved. No signs of

toning have started to form, and this coin is as close to “white” as one can expect to find.

The strike is second to none, with full proud breast feathers on the eagle, and the curl over

Liberty’s ear as defined as any seen. Her cheek is clean and fresh, and we note faint die

polishing lines imparted during the striking process. As to rarity, this is one of the great

rarities of this entire series,

NGC and PCGS combined report a total of 32 coins that are graded this high or higher of

this date. A foremost opportunity for the advanced numismatist.

NGC Census: 6, 5 finer (MS-67 finest). (7218)
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Prooflike 1892-S Morgan Rarity

1635 1892-S NGC MS64 PL [3*****]

The Richmond Collection offers a remarkable opportunity to pick from two MS-64

1892-S Morgans in a single sale. This example is stunning for the delicate gold toning

surrounding Liberty and the eagle, and the reflective mirror fields which offset the

devices and lettering. After reviewing the PCGS and NGC Census reports, this is the

finest Prooflike or Deep Mirror Prooflike coin graded by either service, and alone in

the MS-64 category.

The surfaces are a delight to behold, and the delicate mirror fields are well preserved.

This is another coin that was obviously set aside at the time of issue and carefully pre-

served. Identifiable by a couple of minor reeding marks on Liberty’s jaw and cheek,

and a faint scratch over UNIT of UNITED on the reverse near the rim. A fully struck

and extremely attractive coin for the specialist. Although the mintage for the 1892-S

dollar wasn’t particularly sparse, given that 1,200,000 coins were struck, apparently

the vast majority sat around in bank vaults until that fateful time in late 1918 when

the Pittman Act was passed by Congress. This Act allowed for wholesale melting of

millions of Morgan silver dollars, and accounts for the rarity of this date today and

so many others. Not until recent decades did the true picture begin to take shape with

the advent of third party grading.

At last collectors had access to the number known in specific grades, and could

employ this useful information to determine approximate rarity of a given date and

grade. Whoever is lucky enough to purchase this great coin will have a memorable

addition to their collection, and a classic rarity that has stood the test of time. (7219)
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1636 1893 NGC MS64 [2***A]

A lustrous, well struck example of this date. The reverse

is starting to tone with gold over the eagle and the strike

is very sharp. (7220)

1637 1 893 NGC MS64 [2*it**]

A well struck white coin for the date collector. The sur-

faces and cheek on Liberty are very attractive. (7220)

1638 1893-CC NGC MS63 [2*****]

This is the final year of issue from this popular Wild

West Mint. The surfaces are very clean and attractive,

and the coin remains totally white in color. Always in

feverish demand for the low mintage and very low avail-

ability for collectors.

Grover Cleveland returned to the office of the

Presidency in 1893, and again closed the Carson City

Mint as an extravagance that his government couldn’t

afford. This time around the Mint stayed closed, and

eventually the minting equipment was sold, except for a

press or two which remains at the Carson City Mint

Museum. (7222)

1639 1893-CC NGC MS63 [2*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and without a blush of

color. The surfaces are nice for the grade, and this coin

looks very much the same as the day it was made. A few

scattered handling ticks from a higher grade, but this

one will certainly please most collectors. (7222)

Important Pair Of 1893-0 Morgans

in Mint State 64

1640 1 893-0 NGC MS64 [2*****]

This is one of the key dates to the series, and is extreme-

ly rare in this grade. The surfaces are clean and show

very few signs of handling or scuffs. White in color with

excellent luster in the fields and the usual frosty devices.

As to the strike, it is the usual slightly weak New
Orleans center, with a few stars also lacking fullness.

The breast feathers on the eagle are present but not

bold. NGC has graded a total of 32 this high, and

importantly, only 3 coins higher of this date and mint.

Like the other mintmarked coins from 1893, the vast

majority of the issue were melted. Those that were

released at the time of issue entered normal channels of

circulation, so few were saved. Only a few were kept, as

the American economy took a serious nose dive in 1893,

and setting aside a whole dollar was out of the question

for most Americans. An important offering and again,

one of two to choose from of this date and grade in this

magnificent collection. (7224)
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1641 1893-0 NGCMS64 [2****]

One of the classic rarities from the Morgan dollar series, and a coin which is almost impossible to find so well preserved. The sur-

faces are lovely on this one, with thick luster in the fields and the devices totally white. No signs of toning are seen. The strike is bet-

ter than average for this date, with strong stars around Liberty, and her curls well defined. We do note slight weakness on the upper-

most feathers of the eagle’s breast, but most can be seen with a glass. Excellent surfaces save for a couple of thin lines on broad cheek,

but they are not too distracting. A foremost rarity in this grade.

NGC Census: 32, 3 finer (MS-66 finest). (7224)

Choice Mint State 1893-S Morgan Dollar

1642 1 893-S NGCMS63 [3****]

One of the great rarities of the entire Morgan dollar series in choice mint state! The surfaces boast a thin veil of gold toning over the

luster, likely from long display in an album or from some time spent in a coin envelope. The luster is complete and undiminished by
time or mishandling, as seen on so many other examples of this elusive date.

Fully struck by the dies with full curls over Liberty’s ear, and on the eagle’s breast feathers, too. Were this coin a common date, it

would be very attractive on its own merits, and any collector would be proud to own it. The fact that this is the great rarity of the

series makes it quite a memorable event as it crosses the auction block. This coin is identifiable by a couple of tiny ticks, two are
noted above the twelfth star, and a minor reeding mark is seen above the E of AMERICA, and a thin horizontal mark midway on
the eagles breast. The diagnostic fine die line is seen within the upper left of the T in 1.IBF1RTY, and this die marker is found on all

genuine specimens of this date. As stated before in this catalogue, the Pittman Act of 1918 called for the melting of millions of
Morgan dollars, and many mintages were decimated by this change of events. Few collectors can even hope to buy a well circulated
example of this date, and only the top few specialists can hope to obtain a coin of this quality.

NGC Census: 7, 10 finer (MS-65 finest). |7226;
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Monumental 1893-S In Very Choice Mint State

1643 1 893-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

One of the great highlights of any Morgan dollar collection is the 1893-S. Particularly so

when this date is mint state. Here is a near-gem example, and a grade level which is not

only extremely rare, but seldom offered for sale.

The Richmond collection boasts not just this example, but another a single grade point

lower, giving collectors two very attractive mint state coins to choose from. The surfaces

of this specimen are gorgeous, with thick mint luster in the fields and booming white color

throughout. No signs of toning are seen on the obverse or reverse. The strike is magnifi-

cent, needle sharp on the curls of Liberty and the eagle’s breast feathers. Liberty’s cheek is

very clean and free of disturbances. Virtually no ticks which can be used for identification,

the only ones noted are a tiny reeding tick on Liberty’s cap very near the band below the

lowest cotton leaf point and on the reverse a tiny pin point nick in the field behind the

eagle’s head level with his eye.

The diagnostic die line is seen through the upper left T of LIBERTY, and minor die cracks

are seen through the legends on the reverse. A single pair of dies were used to produce the

entire mintage of this date, or so it appears from the known coins that survived to today.

Despite the low mintage of 100,000 pieces, the United States government later went back

and melted most of those that survived.

The net mintage is unknown, but clearly this date is very difficult to find in mint state

grades. The vast majority of the survivors are in the Very Fine or lower grade range. No
mint state bags were found in the 1960s or any time before or since that have survived and

this is reflected in the various grading services population reports. Needless to say, this is

one of the most important coins in the Richmond Collection, and certain to be a major

highlight of any collection this coin graces.

NGC Census: 8, 2 finer (MS-65 finest). (7226)
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Attractive 1894 Morgan Dollar

1644 1 894 NGC MS64 [2****]

Totally white in color and pleasing for the grade with no

distracting marks or ticks. There is no sign of toning on

this one. An average strike at the centers and very rare

so fine. Liberty’s cheek is very nice and most of the ticks

reside on her jaw line or upper neck.

NGC Census: 61,3 finer (MS-65 finest). (7228)

Blazing White 1894 Morgan Dollar

1645 1 894 NGC MS64 [2****]

Another example of this challenging date that is very

dose to a gem grade. The surfaces are clean and attrac-

tive, and l iberty’s cheek is satiny, although a few trivial

ticks are seen near her mouth. Fully struck and as nice

as a collector can hope to find to represent this date.

(7228)

1646 1894-0 NGC MS64 [2****]

A flashy, white coin that shows strong luster and a

decent strike. The surfaces are very well preserved, with

just a couple of trivial ticks which kept this one from a

gem grade. (7230)

1647 1894-0 NGC MS64 [3****]

Satiny luster in the fields and a hint of gold starting to

form. There is a trivial tick on the rim just right of the

date, and the strike shows minor softness on a few of

the stars and devices, as usually seen on this date and

mint. 1 iberry’s check is undiminished by heavy marks

which are so often found on Morgans of this era. (7230)
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1648 1 894-S NGC MS64 [1] 1649 1 894-S NGC MS64 [3****]

This coin is very white in color and shows great luster.

The strike is full and complete, and the surfaces are

pleasing save for a tiny area of specks located around

the eagle’s head. Scarce this nice, and very rare any bet-

ter. (7232)

White and lustrous with a blush of gold starting to form

over the fields and devices. Boldly executed by the dies

and carefully preserved, with minimal signs of handling.

There is a touch of haze on the reverse. Scarce and

always in demand in this lofty grade. (7232)

Choice Mint State 1895-0 Morgan

1650 1 895-0 NGC MS63 [3****]

This one has a touch of blue and gold peripheral toning on the obverse and reverse, making it very pleasing to behold. Abundant

satin luster is seen over the entire surface of this piece, and no distracting marks or bumps are noted. An average strike for the date,

with minor softness on the feather tips on the eagle’s breast, and slight weakness is seen on the curls over Liberty’s ear. An impres-

sive coin for the grade and one which most collectors will long appreciate.

NGC Census: 16, 15 finer (MS-66 finest). (7236)
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Important 1895-0 NGC MS-64

1651 1895-0 NGC MS64 [3****]

A blazing white coin that shows just a whisper of gold starting to form at the extreme edge. Sharply impressed by the dies for this

date, which is notoriously weak at the centers, this coin shows some definition on the eagle’s breast. The surfaces have a couple of

trivial handling ticks, but they don’t diminish the appeal of this magnificent rarity. Liberty’s cheek and neck are very attractive, and

lack the usual barrage of bagmarks that seem to normally find their way to these locations. Just how unusual is this fact?

NGC has graded only 12 coins of this date as such, with a scant 3 finer! Perhaps that clarifies precisely how rare this date and grade

are. Certainly not many to go around with all the collections of Morgan dollars being formed. Astute collectors take note and bid

accordingly. (7236)

1652 1895-S NGC MS64 [2****]

Slightly reflective in the fields and generally white, save for a hint of gold. The strike is decent for this date, with some definition on

the central high points. Clean surfaces and downright rare so well preserved, and very difficult to find a point or more higher on the

grading scale. (7238)

1653 1895-S NGCMS64 PL [2*****|

I his coin is utterly white in color and reflective. Best of all, the surfaces are very clean and show minimal signs of handling, especial-

ly on Liberty s cheek, which has a minor scattering of tiny ticks visible with a glass. Rather well struck for the date, with more defi-

nition on the eagle s breast feathers than usually seen. One minor nick is found on the lower left of the left wing of the eagle. A scarce

coin for the date specialist. (7239)
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1654 1896-0 NGC MS63 [2-*-

]

Another scarce issue to find this well preserved, and one

of two offered in this fantastic collection. The color is

snowy white with no signs of toning, and the luster full

and complete. A typical strike with slight weakness seen

at the centers. Liberty’s cheek and the surrounding fields

are very nice for the grade. (7242)

1655 1 896-0 NGC MS63 [2****]

A frosty white example of this scarce date. Clean sur-

faces and collector pleasing mint color is found on the

obverse and reverse. An average strike for the date and

mint, with slight weakness on the eagle’s breast as near-

ly always seen. An important offering for the specialist.

(7242)

1656 1896-S NGCMS64 [2****]

This one is just starting to tone with a few tiny speckles

of gold over the surfaces. Ample luster and generally

white in color, this example will please most collectors.

The strike is better than most, and the only complaint

are a couple of very shallow scuffs on Liberty’s face, but

a glass is needed to see them. (7244)

1657 1896-S NGCMS64 [2****]

Similar to the other specimen of this date offered, a

touch of golds found near the rims, and the surfaces

have a couple of trivial scuffs, particularly on Liberty’s

jaw and neck. An average strike for the date, with poor

definition on the eagle’s breast and on the curls over the

ear. Another great collector coin that is hard to find this

well preserved, and very difficult to locate finer. (7244)

1658 1 897-0 NGC MS63 [3****]

This coin has a great strike and strong luster. A hint of

gold toning is starting to form over the surfaces, but the

luster is undiminished. Excellent quality for the grade

and abundant eye appeal throughout. (7248)
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1659 1 897-0 NGCMS63 [2****]

Satiny white luster and flashy. Close examination will

note a couple of minor scuffs on Liberty’s face, but the

coin retains an attractive appearance. Scarce. (7248)

1660 1898-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

White with a hint of gold. This one has a few tiny scuffs

which kept it from a higher grade. (7256)

1661 1898-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

A flashy, white coin which is well preserved. The strike

is sharp, as usual for the date, and this one shows a few
too many ticks for a gem grade. (7256)

1662 1900-0/CC NGC MS63 [2****]

White in color and lustrous, the reverse similar save for

a couple of minor copper spots near the rim. The over

mintmark can be seen with a glass. (7268)

1663 1900-0/CC NGC MS64 [3****]

Toned with rich coppery-gold around the periphery and

a hint of blue near the edge. An average strike at the

centers with weakness seen on the eagle’s breast. (7268)

Visit Us on the Internet!

It's all online & more....
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Exciting Pair of Choice Mint State 1901 Morgans

1664 1901 NGC MS63 [2 ]

Here is another conditionally challenging coin for the specialist to go after. The coin is bright and untoned, with bold luster in the

fields. Sharply struck for this date, which is normally weak at the centers, this particular coin shows some breast feather definition

on the eagle. About as nice as this date is ever found, and a coin that would make a welcome addition to an advanced collection.

NGC Census: 76, 13 finer (MS-65 finest). (7272)

1665 1 901 NGC MS63 [2*****]

Frosty and bright, with copious luster in the fields. The strike is sharper than average, with most of the breast feathers defined.

Excellent surfaces for the grade, with problem free devices on the obverse and reverse. Identifiable by a thin line above GOD W on

the reverse. One of two excellent examples to choose from in th.s auction. (7272)

1666 1 901-S NGC MS64 [3-****]

This one is splashed with light golden toning on the

obverse and reverse. A lustrous, pleasing coin for the

grade, and scarce in this grade. (7276)

1667 1 901-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Cartwheel luster in the fields and a pretty white coin for

the date specialist. Clean surfaces throughout, and

problem free in every way. The strike is sharp on most

of the breast feathers of the eagle. (7276) .
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1670 1 903 NGCMS64 [2****]

Bright white and lustrous. (7284)

1673 1903-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright and lustrous throughout, although we note a

couple of minor dark specks on the left side of the

reverse. Sharply struck by the dies, and generally well

preserved. (7288)

1668 1 902-S NGCMS64 [2****]

A bright white coin that shows good luster and excellent

surfaces. (7282)

1669 1 902-S NGCMS64 [2****]

White in color except for a couple of minor coppery-

gold streaks on the reverse. Sharply impressed and

attractive. (7282)

1672 1 903-S NGC MS64 [2****]

Satiny luster and a decent strike for this date and mint.

Around the rim there is a touch of gold toning starting

to form. A couple of scuffs on Liberty’s neck from a

higher grade. (7288)

1903 NGC MS64 [2*****]

Scattered handling marks and untoned. (7284)

1671
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1674 1 904 NGCMS64 [2*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and well struck. (7290)

1675 1904 NGCMS64 [2****]

Another bright white coin that has excellent surfaces

and luster. Fully struck for this date. (7290)

Proof Morgan Dollars

1677 1 904-S NGC MS64 [2****]

Boldly struck by the dies and carefully preserved.

Liberty’s cheek is very clean and this coin is highly

attractive for the grade. (7294)

1676 1 904-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Bright and lustrous throughout. The surfaces are very

pleasing for the grade, and no signs of toning have start-

ed to form. (7294)

1678 1878 8TF NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Here we begin with the date run of Proof Morgan silver

dollars. It is extraordinary that such a collection can be

formed today and this has obviously been a labor of

love and provided countless hours of enjoyment for the

owner of the Richmond Collection. Please take the time

to view these spectacular coins, for once this set is bro-

ken up, it may be a very long time before another com-

plete collection like this is offered to the public.

This coin is toned with stunning deep golden gray hues

and further enhanced by delicate blue near the rims. The

mirror fields are gorgeous and show no signs of distur-

bances or problems. Evidence of an ancient fingerprint

is seen on the upper reverse. (73 1 1)
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Important Gem Proof 1878 7TF Reverse of 1878

1679 1878 7TF Reverse of 1878 NGC Proof 66 [3****]

An outstanding example of this very rare proof issue. Records show that only 250 pieces were struck and very few remain in gem
grades today. In fact, NGC has graded only 7 coins this high with a single coin finer of this issue. The surfaces and color are gor-

geous, with delicate gold peripheral toning and well frosted devices. It would be hard to imagine a finer example of this date. This

would be a great coin to purchase and put away for years and years, as quality and rarity never go out of style. (7312)

Rare Proof 1 878 Morgan Struck With Reverse Design of 1879 7TF

1680 1878 7TF Reverse of 1879 NGC Proof 64 [4*****]

This coin shows excellent contrast between the well mirrored fields and frosted devices. A hint of toning is seen near the date, and
this coin is very close to a gem grade. Abundant eye appeal throughout and a piece which is certain to please most collectors for the

color, contrast and quality.

The 1 878 7 lailfeather, Reverse of I 879 Morgan is truly one of the sleeper dates of the Morgan series. Far outshadowed by the more
common 1895, only 50 of these coins were reportedly struck. According to Wayne Miller (1982) fewer than 7 examples are known.
Ilreen revised this estimate in 1991 to 10. PCGS and NGC have graded a combined 12 coins in all grades, and we expect there is a

fair amount of duplication in these numbers. The Richmond example of this coin is numismatically important as it is tied for finest

graded at both services. As aesthetically pleasing as this coin is, we doubt any of the other Proof 64's are any better. (73 13 )
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1681 1879 NGC Proof 66 [5-****]

Deeply toned on both the obverse and reverse with

smoky gold and rose hues, with the center of the

obverse lighter. Outstanding surfaces beneath the ton-

ing, with no signs of handling marks or disturbances. If

you love toned coins, then make sure to view this one

prior to the sale. (7314)

1682 1880 NGC Proof 64 Cameo [2*****]

Blast white in color with ankle deep frost on the devices

and well mirrored fields surrounding. Problem free and

very attractive, the only complaints are faint wispy hair-

lines which can be seen on the very delicate mirror

fields. This coin should please most collectors, and the

cameo contrast is spectacular on this specimen. (7315)

Majestic Toned Gem 1881 Proof Morgan

1683 1881 NGC Proof 67 [6*****]

Toned with very deep blue, gold and purple on the

obverse and reverse, with a large central bright area on

Liberty and her cap, the reverse similar but the center is

toned with russet and gold. One of the best to survive

and a coin which should excite even the most advanced

collector, for such quality is always elusive. (7316)

Stunning Toned Gem Proof 1882

1684 1882 NGC Proof 67 [5****]

Toned with velvety gray and gold on the obverse, with

an intense band of green and blue along the lower

obverse, the reverse similar with bright coppery gold at

the centers and teal blue around the periphery. The mir-

rored fields are intact and reflective, and no signs of

handling are seen. Boldly executed by the dies, and a

highly attractive coin for advanced numismatist. (7317)

1685 1883 NGC Proof 66 [5****J

Another gorgeous proof coin that boasts deep coppery

gold toning with splashes of teal blue on Liberty and

around the rims. The centers are lighter in color but also

toned. Fully and completely struck, and a coin which

would be very hard to beat technically or by more beau-

tiful colors. (7318)

1686 1 884 NGC Proof 66 [5****]

Deep dusky gold toning throughout with areas of blue

near the rims on this proof. The surfaces are smooth

and pristine. We do note a minute speck on Liberty’s

cheek, which may serve to trace this specimen in the

future. (7319)
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1687 1885 NGC Proof 65 [5****]

Deep coppery gold toning on the obverse and reverse,

with a trace of blue near the rim. Fully struck as expect-

ed for a proof, and well preserved, keeping this one in

the gem class. While not as colorful as some of the other

proofs in this sale, the color on this one is more even

and perhaps more attractive to some collectors. (7320)

1688 1886 NGC Proof 65 [4****]

Evenly toned with deeper gray and gold over the entire

surface. When held under a strong light the reflective

fields come alive, and Liberty’s hair dances with the

fiery gold toning. Darker on the reverse which leans

more towards the blue spectrum, but similarly beautiful.

A pristine and attractive example. (7321)

1689 1887 NGC Proof 66 ** Color ** [5*****]

Gray and gold toning on the obverse, the reverse with
splashes of coppery gold on the devices, and blue in the

fields. Well mirrored and reflective, with very choice
surfaces throughout. An impressive example for the col-

lector who needs this date. (7322)

1690 1888 NGC Proof 66 ** Color ** [5***-**]

Another deeply toned proof for the date collector, this

one shows lighter gray at the centers and when exam-

ined under a light, the centers return toward the lovely

rose gold with deeper blue at the rims. Proofs which

have been carefully preserved often show these colors,

but rarely are they this attractive to the eye. One for the

specialist who appreciates the toning and pristine sur-

face combination. (7323)

1691 1889 NGC Proof 66 [6*****]

This proof Morgan dollar treats the viewer to a remark-

ably appealing obverse, which has acquired a light

lavender cast overall, with amber coloration in the left

field and a strip of cobalt blue at the upper rim. The less

colorful reverse is mostly amber with some electric blue

and lavender bordering the lower left rim. Fully struck

and well mirrored with only a few trivial hairlines to

note. A highly attractive example.

NGC has graded 17 at this level, with 9 higher. (7324)
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Possessing glassy fields with incredible reflectivity. A
touch of flatness is noted in the suspect places for

Morgan dollars; the strands of hair immediately above

Liberty’s ear, and on the eagle’s breast feathers.

Regarding coloration, the fields are a uniform deep vio-

let, and Liberty displays olive, light blue and lavender

with a bit of apricot. The olive, blue and lavender of the

reverse devices contrast the fields pronouncedly. There

is not a distraction meriting statement in keeping with

the assigned superb gem proof grade. Beautiful and

desirable.

The NGC census is 14 with 2 finer. (7326)

DLRC Auctions

Resplendent Gem Proof 1890 Morgan Dollar

1692 1 890 NGC Proof 65 ** Color ** [7****J

Toned with regal, deep blue around the rims with the

balance bathed in coppery gold to the center. On the

reverse, there is a dime sized area centered over the eagle

which is lighter silver gray in color. Pristine surfaces and

a coin which would be very difficult to improve upon.

The Philadelphia Mint coined just 590 in proof, and this

is one of the few gems that survived. (7325)

179

1694 1892 NGC Proof 67 ** Color ** [5****r]

A patch of brilliance remains over Liberty’s face and

extends forward to the rim, with the balance of the

obverse toned in deep violet and lavender hues. A mid-

night blue toning crescent has formed on the reverse, the

corresponding untoned area centered at about 11

o’clock. Typically for the date, some slight flatness is

present on the high points of the devices. The surfaces

are devoid of any distracting handling marks, and the

fields impressionably deep.

A total of 16 have been certified at the superb level at

NGC, with 4 higher. (7327)

Stark White 1893 Morgan Cameo Proof

1695 1893 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [1*]
A stunning coin that shows well frosted devices and

pristine mirror fields. There is no sign of toning on

either side, and this coin is completely white in color.

The strike is full and complete. Likely one of the first

struck of just 792 proofs coined, as the cameo contrast

dissipates as more proof coins are struck. (7328)
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1696 1894 NGC Proof 66 Cameo [1]
Completely white, and highly flashy, this dollar offers

proof luster with a slight cartwheel effect. Expectantly,

the fully brought-up, white devices standout distinctive-

ly from the powerfully reflective mirrors. Though not

quite a Deep, or Ultra Cameo, the contrast between

fields and devices is ‘black and white’. (7329)

The First of Three Key-Date 1895 Morgans!

1697 1 895 NGC Proof 63 [5*****]

The 1895 Morgan dollar is often referred to as the “King

of the Morgan dollars”. Such a royal moniker is justified

because all known representatives hail from an original

proof delivery of only 880. Despite a reported mintage of

12,000, no business strikes have been confirmed. A num-
ber of theories have been offered as an explanation, the

most plausible one being that all 12 bags of 1 895 Morgan
dollars produced for circulation were melted in 1918
under the auspices of the Pittman Act.

Thus, date collectors seeking an 1895 Philadelphia

minted Morgan dollar have no alternative but to select

from the survivors of the original proof mintage.
Relatively few collectors, however, will have the oppor-
tunity to own an 1895 Morgan dollar. The Richmond
Collection contains 3 representatives, a fact that testifies

to the quality and scope of the current sale.

Ihe first of these I 895 proof Morgans, a select uncircu-
lated example, shows a fair number of hairlines, includ-
ing a few on l iberty’s cheek, about either side.

Nevertheless, the strong reflectivity of the fields is only
slightly hindered. Faint and homogeneous golden-amber
coloration veils each side, and true to this key date,
there are no striking deficiencies to report. (7330)

1698 1895 NGC Proof 64 [3****]

The surfaces are largely brilliant, but with a blush of

tannish color on the upper reverse. A few hairlines in

accordance with the grade are evident, but there are no

other handling marks that merit mention. A small, dark

recessed area on the reverse between the STATES and

OF of the legend has the appearance of a minor

planchet defect. A pleasing example of this coveted dol-

lar, that offers full definition of devices and powerful

reflectivity of fields. (7330)

The David Lawrence
COLOR/STAR-RA TING SYSTEM:
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Superb Gem Proof 1895 Morgan Dollar

1699 1895 NGC Proof 67 ** Color ** [6*****]

The brilliant central obverse is surrounded by olive and light lavender shades. The spectacularly toned reverse will make even the

most jaded numismatist pause in admiration. A beautiful target toning pattern of apricot, lavender, electric-blue, light blue, and gold-

en colors spreading outward, in that order, is eccentrically centered in the reverse’s upper right quadrant. As is the norm for this key

date, there is no striking softness to report. The fields are suitably reflective and undisturbed for the assigned level of preservation.

Save for two very fine and inconspicuous parallel lines which run vertically down the length of Liberty’s face, this coin would be per-

fect. The reverse is a Proof 68 or finer.

At NGC, 13 1895 proof Morgan dollars have been assigned this coveted grade, and 2 higher. (7330)

1700 1 896 NGC Proof 67 Cameo [2*****]

A totally brilliant and dazzling representative from the mid-to-late 1890’s, a period generally considered to be the pinnacle of quali-

ty in proof Morgan dollar production. The pronounced offset between this dollar’s crisp, frosty devices and watery fields irrefutably

warrants the cameo designation. In fact, it comes extremely close to the Deep (Ultra) Cameo designation. Only trivial evidence of

hairlines is to be discovered in the fields which are easily compensated by this coin’s tremendous eye appeal. There is no striking weak-

ness to convey.

NGC lists 14 at this level with the cameo designation, with 5 higher. (7331)
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1701 1897 PCGS Proof 67 [5****]

On the obverse, silver gray surfaces morph into powder blue, apricot and violet iridescence as the dollar is tilted beneath a light

source, while on the opposite side, these same colors are restricted to the right rim, with some electric blue to be found at the upper

rim. Only the most trivial striking weakness is evidenced on the central high points of the devices, and is reported at the risk of being

too critical. The surfaces are nearly pristine, and the fields strongly reflective. An unquestionable superb gem!

NGC census: 16 with 3 higher. (7332)

Magnificent Black &White Ultra Cameo

1702 1898 NGC Proof 67 Ultra Cameo [2*****]

In his The Morgan and Peace Dollar Textbook, Wayne Miller writes, “The proofs from 1 896-1898 evidence the most awesome cameo
contrast of any of the proof Morgans. Special care seems to have been taken during these years to maximize the depth of the mirror

fields, and the whiteness of the devices.” Specific to the date at hand, Miller adds, “In its production of the 1898 proof silver dollar,

the Philadelphia mint was as close to perfection as possible.” As a testament to Miller’s referenced statements, one only need exam-

ine the present specimen; amazingly deep, mirrored fields, contrasting imposingly with arctic white devices, and a definitive strike.

Almost brilliant, the faintest golden tint imaginable overlays either side. As far as post-striking impairments are concerned, only the

most trifling hairlines are seen at close inspection, and a short vertical mark in the field before Liberty’s nose is the sole disturbance

of any consequence. Thick with mint frost on the devices, this is an incredibly appealing representative for the discerning collector.

At this level and with the cameo designation, NGC has certified 1 1, with 2 finer. (7333)

1703 1899 NGC Proof 65 [2*****]

bright and clean for this issue, with most of the coin
white in color, and a whisper of gold along the rims. No
handling marks are seen, and the only limitation noted
are faint hairlines which nudge this one back from per-

fection. A mere 846 were struck in proof, this is one of
the better ones to come down to collectors today. (7334)

1704 1 900 NGC Proof 65 Cameo [2*****]

The obverse is untoned, while the reverse displays a

light tan overlay that serves to further set off the

devices. Light hairlining is noted about either side, hut

nothing out of agreement with the given grade.

Possessing radiant mirrors and a no apologies strike.

(7333)
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1706 1 902 PCGS Proof 66 [4***]

An attractive example with an enhancing iridescent

patina, and gratifyingly reflective mirrors. The oft-seen

violet and lavender colors are to be found on the

obverse, while the reverse offers amber and apricot

hues, with a touch of electric blue at the lower reverse

rim. The slightest evidence of striking incompleteness is

detectable at the usual places; the horizontal strands of

Liberty’s hair above her ear, the eagle’s breast, legs, and

left (facing) talon - really minor and barely due any crit-

icism. Post-striking impairments of significance are

notably absent. (7337)

1707 1 903 NGC Proof 64 [4*****]

This Morgan offers strong definition of devices, and

highly reflective fields, with a minimum number of hair-

lines for the grade. There is brownish toning on the

upper portion of the obverse, the balance being near

brilliant. The reverse is graced with amber and violet

hues. (7338)

1708 1 904 NGC Proof 66 [4****]

The obverse of this proof Morgan is a brownish-tan, the

toning somewhat splotchy, with much of Liberty

remaining untoned. The reverse is similarly toned, but a

shade more apricot in hue. The fields are uncompromis-

ingly reflective, and minimally hairlined. There is just a

smidgen of striking incompleteness evident above at the

normal central location in Liberty’s hair. (7339,)

Conditionally Rare 1901

Cameo Proof Morgan

1705 1901 NGC Proof 67 Cameo [2***a*]

Conditionally, a very rare Morgan proof, and one in

demand from high-grade date collectors due to the rela-

tive unavailability of the 1901 Philadelphia business

strike in the higher uncirculated grades. Fully white, and

possessing the appropriate distinction between devices

and fields to be touted as a cameo. In the fields a few

isolated hairlines are present, but there are no other

impairments of note. All details are sharp, save for the

most minor weakness in the strands of hair above

Liberty’s ear. Powerfully reflective fields with tremen-

dous eye appeal.

Only 2 have been certified at NGC at this level with the

cameo designation, and just a single specimen has

received higher grade. (7336)
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1709 1 921 NGC Zerbe Proof 63 [3****]

The fields display many light hairlines that are consistent with the grade, but nonetheless remain surprisingly reflective. No softness

of strike is present whatsoever, as is typical. Both sides show an extremely faint golden patina deepening at the rims. According to

the Coinfacts.com website, “Two Proof versions of the 1921 Morgan Dollar were struck, both apparently at the request of individ-

uals outside the Mint.”

The number of Zerbe proofs struck is unknown; estimates vary, but based on the number certified at the major grading services, 100-

200 pieces seems realistic. (7341)

Famous 1921 Chapman Proof Morgan

1710 1921 NGC Chapman Proof 63 [3****]

The Chapman proof is the second of the two types of Morgan proofs produced in this year, each type apparently borne independ-

ently at the solicitation of a pair of influential members of the numismatic community. Henry Chapman, a prominent Philadelphia

coin dealer, purchased 10 of these on June 1 1, 1921, and for some years this quantity was all that was thought to have been struck.

Today however, many multiples of this number is known to be extant. According to the populations reported by the major grading

services, greater than 70 representatives have been certified.

The surfaces of the present example are fully brilliant, save for a few speckles of tannish coloration mainly on the obverse, and the

fields arc pleasingly reflective. Some hairlines are present on each side, but are of a quantity in harmony with the assigned grade. The
most inconsequential weakness of strike is to be found at the high points of the central devices, mentioned only for completeness of

description. The overall eye appeal of this coin is much nicer than one would expect for the grade, making this a highly desirable and
‘affordable’ example of the famous Chapman proof.

NGC census: 10 with 14 higher. (7342)
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Peace Dollars

1711 1921 NGC MS64 [3****]

Sharply struck for this issue with nearly complete details

on Liberty’s central hair curls, and on the eagle’s breast

as well. White in color with a blush of light gold start-

ing to form. (7356)

1714 1924-S NGCMS64 [3****]

A very choice example of this scarce date. The surfaces

are white and lustrous, and show very few signs of han-

dling. Well struck for the date, which is often found

quite weak. (7364)

1712 1921 NGC MS64 [4****]

Lustrous and attractive with a splash of gold toning on

Liberty’s lower curls, and more golden hues on the

lower reverse. The central strike is typical, with weak
definition on the curls of Liberty. First year of issue, and

always in strong demand. (7356)

1713 1924-S NGCMS64 [3*-***]

A lustrous coin that shows splashes of gold toning on

the devices, particularly so on the reverse. A good strike

for this date, and the fields and face of Liberty are free

of heavy bagmarks. (7364)

1715 1927-D NGCMS64 [2*****]

Blazing white in color with strong luster in the fields.

The surfaces show just a couple of scattered ticks from

handling, and the strike is sharp for this date. Note the

feathers on the wing tips of the eagle, and the definition

on Liberty’s curls. (7371)

1716 1927-D NGC MS64 [2*****]

Flashy and bright, with strong luster in the fields and no

toning. Sharp and attractive. (7371)
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1717 1927-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

A white, flashy coin that shows good luster and clean

surfaces. A decent strike for this date and mint, which is

often found fairly weak at the centers. (7372)

1718 1927-S NGCMS64 [3****]

Bright and untoned save for a minor speck in the lower

left obverse field. The luster is full and complete, and

the strike better than average. An elusive issue, and

scarce so fine. One of two in this sale to choose from.

(7372)

1719 1928 NGCMS64 [3*****]

Blazing white luster throughout and fairly well struck

by the dies. The surfaces arc pleasing although we note

a minor bagmark hidden on the lower part of Liberty’s

nose. (7373)

1720 1928 NGC MS64 [2****]

Bright and untoned, this particular coin is nice for the

grade. We note a tiny speck on the upper neck of

Liberty, and a couple of ticks near her eye. Sharply

impressed by the dies. (7373)

1721 1928-S NGC MS63 [2****]

Flashy and well preserved for the grade, with undis-

turbed fields and attractive devices. (7374)

1722 1928-S NGC MS64 [3****|

Delicate gold toning on both the obverse and reverse of

this lustrous coin. Fairly sharp for the issue, with the

breast feathers on the eagle showing minimal weakness.

Minor lines on Liberty’s face account for the grade.

(7374)
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1723 1934 NGC MS65 [2*****] 1726 1934-S NGCMS64 [3****]

A delightful coin to examine for the strong luster and

strike, and excellent surfaces. Sharply impressed and

white in color. (7375)

A key date for this series and a scarce coin this well pre-

served. Bright and lustrous, with a decent strike for the

date, although there is some weakness on Liberty’s cen-

tral curls. Examination will note a couple of squiggly

lines in the field, but they are very faint. (73 77)

A frosty white coin that is sharply struck on Liberty’s

curls. Examination will note a couple of ticks on

Liberty’s cheek, but they are not distracting. (7376)

1725 1934-D NGC MS65 [3****]

White and frosty, this well struck coin will appeal to col-

lectors who need a gem example. The surfaces are free

of distracting ticks, and the only limitation we see are

faint lines and scuffs on the devices. There is a tiny die

dot on Liberty’s head just right of the final ray in her

crown. (7376)

1727 1934-S NGC MS64 [3****]

This is a very attractive coin for the date collector that

boasts a sharp central strike, excellent surfaces and

strong luster. The color is basically white, but there are

a few touches of toning starting to settle into the fields.

The key date to the series and always in strong demand.

(73 77)

1728 1935 NGC MS65 [2*****]

A very bright, satiny coin that should please most date

collectors. Fully struck at the centers, and the surfaces

are quite clean. (7378)
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1729 1935-S NGC MS64 [2*****]

Another totally white coin that retains full luster and

excellent surfaces. The strike is better than average for

the date. (73 79)

1732 1903 $1 Gold McKinley NGC MS66 [1***]

Rich gold luster in the fields and boldly struck by the

dies. The surfaces are pristine and show just a couple of

faint ticks. One tiny toning speck resides atop

McKinley’s head. (7444)

1730 1935-S NGC MS64 [3****]

Lustrous, but starting to tone with streaky gold on the

obverse and a few coppery specks on the reverse. An
average strike for the date. (73 79)

Gold Commemoratives

1731 1903 $1 Gold Jefferson NGC MS66 [1**)
Desirable in every way, with a full strike, strong luster

and rich coppery gold color. About as nice as this issue

comes, and carefully preserved since the time of issue.

(7443)

1733 1904 $1 Gold Lewis & Clark NGC MS65

Velvety luster in the fields and sharp. The surfaces are

attractive and close examination will note just a couple

of shallow ticks in the fields. This is one of the scarcer

issues and difficult to find in full gem condition. (7447)

1734 1905 $1 Gold Lewis & Clark NGC MS64
[1]
The fields are slightly reflective as sometimes seen on

this issue. Strong luster and boldly struck throughout.

The surfaces show faint hairlines which account for the

grade. (7448)
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1735 1915-S $1 Gold Pan-Pacific NGC MS66

A pristine example of this attractive issue. The surfaces

show virtually no sign of handling, and close examina-

tion will note a few wispy hairlines on the cap of the

workman. Toned with a touch of coppery gold on the

devices and very pleasing to behold. (7449)

1736 1915-S $2 1/2 Pan-Pacific NGC MS67

A gorgeous coin that is one of the finest seen of this

issue. The strike is sharp on the devices, and luster

dances through the fields. As nice as this popular coin is

found, with pristine surfaces throughout.

NGC Census: 72, none finer. (7450)

Collectible Panama Pacific Round $50

1737 1915-S $50 Pan-Pacific Round NGC MS62 [1*]
Here is a comparatively affordable example of this very popular issue. The surfaces show some hairlines which are visible with a

glass, but no significant contact marks or similar distractions.

Fully struck as usual for this huge behemoth of a coin. Identifiable by a tiny speck at the top of I of AMERICA. The design incorpo-

rates Athena on the obverse, wearing her Athenian helmet with the date underneath her neck. On the reverse, the owl of wisdom sits

astride a pine branch with stylized pine cones and needles in the field. The coins were struck to commemorate the Panama Canal

Exposition which was held in San Francisco. Always popular with collectors, these unusual large coins were too expensive to sell at

the time of issue, and many were melted after the Exposition closed. As years progressed, the Panama Pacific commemorative coinage

has become one of the most popular issues struck by the San Francisco Mint. (7451)

Mint State Panama Pacific Octagonal $50 Gold

1738 1915-S $50 Pan-Pacific Octagonal NGC MS62 [I****]

An excellent companion to the Round $50 in this sale, as both coins are uncirculated but of typical quality that doesn’t command a

huge premium as seen on gem examples.

This particular coin has a nick on Liberty’s jaw and a couple of other ticks on the surfaces, similar on the reverse with a nick or two on

the owl and in the surrounding field, all expected for the grade. Importantly, the design elements are well struck by the dies and the coin

retains the lovely textured gold luster from corner to corner. Always more popular with collectors, the unusual octagonal design allowed

for the addition of eight dolphins surrounding Liberty (Athena), and similarly on the reverse surrounding the owl. One of the most cov-

eted of all commemorative issues, and always in feverish demand for the regal size and denomination of this coin. (7452)
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1739 1916 SI Gold McKinley NGC MS66 [2****]

Flashy and lustrous in the fields and attractive. We note

a couple of tiny nicks in the upper left obverse field and

a slight toning spot on McKinely’s head near his ear.

Fully struck and scarce in this lofty grade. (7454)

1740 1917 SI Gold McKinley NGC MS66 [1]
A splendid example for the commemorative gold collec-

tor as this coin shows strong luster and sharp strike. The
surfaces are clean and attractive for the grade. Rare any

better, and scarce so well preserved. (7455)

Incredible 1 922 Grant Gold Dollar

1742 1922 $1 Gold Grant With Star PCGS MS65

A lustrous gem that shows pleasing yellow gold color

throughout and a strong strike, including the window
panes on the cabin. One touch of haze on Grant’s beard,

and one of the tree trunks seems a bit flat near the cen-

ter. Scarce and popular in all grades, particularly so in

gem. (7459)

1743 1926 $2 1/2 Sesquicentennial NGC MS65
[1]
A gorgeous gem coin in every way. The luster is thick

and frosty, and the strike is as sharp as ever seen on this

generally low relief design. There is a blush of coppery

gold toning on both sides and the surfaces are pristine.

(7466)

1741 1922 $1 Gold Grant No Star NGC MS67
[2]
A superb example of this scarce issue, and one of the

finest graded to date. The luster is strong on the obverse
and reverse, with a touch of coppery gold starting to
form on the cabin. Fully struck as well, with no signs of

weakness noted. If one must find fault, we see a tiny

planchet flaw at the tops of TED of UNITED on the

obverse, but this is a mint-caused event.

NGC Census: 41,1 finer (MS-68 finest). (7458)
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Silver Commemoratives

1744 Isabella 25c NGC MS64 [3****]

This specimen is well struck by the dies and retains

ample luster to please the eye. Antique gold is starting

to form over the surfaces, but the coin is generally

bright. Excellent quality for the grade assigned. (9220)

1745 Lafayette NGC MS64 [2****]

Satiny gray luster on the obverse, similar on the reverse

but we note a slightly darker area over the central

device. Washington’s face is clean and there are few bag-

marks seen anywhere on the devices or fields. A tough

coin to find this nice. (9222)

1746 Alabama 50c NGC MS65 [3****]

The present commemorative displays champagne ton-

ing, a bit hazy over the central obverse, and deepening

toward golden on the lively reverse, with ample grayish-

violet and apricot hues. Expectantly for the gem level, a

few non-emphatic contact marks are to be found, pri-

marily about the devices, the fields being remarkably

clean.

A well preserved representative of a design executed by

highly talented sculptress Laura Gardin Fraser. (9224)

1747 Alabama 2x2 50c NGC MS65 [3*it**]

A lovely Alabama 2x2 that possesses a homogeneous

champagne patina over lustrous, satiny surfaces, the

reverse being especially coruscant Although showing

more definition than normally seen, there is some char-

acteristic softness on the eagle’s left leg and the feathers

directly above; all other details are crisp. A pair of small

spots on the reverse, and a limited number of unobtru-

sive contact marks on either side are present, reported

solely for completeness of description.

A desirable stand-out example. Incidentally, Thomas E.

Kilby, the contemporary governor of Alabama, was the

first living person to be honored on a United States coin.

(9225)

1748 California 50c NGC MS66 **Color** [3*****]

Struck to commemorate the 75th anniversary of

California’s admission into the Union, this beautifully

toned example exhibits highly vibrant chrome-like lus-

ter and an absence of distracting contact marks. The

mostly brilliant 49er is framed by a nearly-elliptical ton-

ing pattern of russet, blue, sea-green, and gold advanc-

ing towards the periphery, while the reverse is predomi-

nantly untoned.

Very attractive and worthy of a premium bid. (9281)
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1749 Grant Star 50c NGC MS64 [3****] 1751 Hudson 50c NGC MS65 [3****]

The rarer Grant with star half dollar was produced in

1922 before its plain counterpart, creating two varieties,

although no particular significance is attributed to the

appearance of the incused star. The present example dis-

plays powerful luster and champagne coloration about

either side, the reverse being somewhat deeper.

Ample evidence of die polishing is seen in the obverse

field, but the only mentionable post production contact

is a grade limiting short linear mark on General Grant’s

forehead.

Excellent quality and value at the 64 level. (9307)

1750 Hawaiian 50c NGC MS64 [3****]

Typically well struck, this near gem displays particular-

ly flashy luster for a Hawaiian, especially so on the

reverse. There is a very light yellowish patina about each

side, with some light brownish areas most notably on

the reverse.

A few tiny brown spots on the lower bust of Captain

Cook are mentioned solely for completeness of descrip-

tion.

Only 9,958 Hawaiian half dollars, along with 50 sand-

blast proofs, were minted equalling the lowest produc-

tion for a commemorative half dollar, a mintage shared

with the Eludson and the Spanish Trail. (9309)

Suitably lustrous and typically struck as this design was

never intended to show great definition. A few scattered

hairlines and minor marks are visible under magnifica-

tion, but none are out of accordance with the assigned

grade.

Uniform champagne toning covers both sides. (9312)

1752 Missouri 50c NGC MS65 [2*****]

Totally brilliant except for an inconsequential touch of

very light brown on the upper obverse at the periphery,

and possessed of exceptionally radiant luster. A solid

gem, no singularly notable contact marks are present,

although there are numerous die polishing lines, pre-

dominantly in the obverse field.

A desirable representative of this conditionally-challeng-

ing and popular commemorative half dollar.

NGC has certified 179 at the gem level, bested by only

17. (9330)
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1753 Missouri 50c 2X4 NGC MS64 [4****] 1756 Oregon 50c 1939-D NGC MS64 [2****]

Each side of this suitably lustrous Missouri is uniformly

layered in an enhancing light amber hue. More solidly

impressed than normal, the coonskin cap on the bust of

the frontiersman shows little flatness, as does the left

shoulder of his standing representation on the reverse.

Actually, and atypically, the upper lengths of the left

straps of the frontiersman’s powder horn and leather

bag are faintly discernable upon careful examination.

(9331)

1754 Oregon 50c 1 936 NGC MS67 [2*-****]

A completely brilliant and fully lustrous example of this

immensely popular commemorative design. Well struck,

and nearly mark free as one should demand for a superb

gem.

NGC reports certifying 85 at the superb gem level, with,

surprisingly, none graded higher. (9345)

1755 Oregon 50c 1939 NGC MS65 [2****]

Satisfyingly lustrous and largely brilliant, just a sugges-

tion of golden toning has formed about each side, a bit

more so on the reverse. Very well impressed as is normal

for the year. (9352)

A fully white example except for a small area of tannish

color on the reverse rim. Extremely limited contact for

the grade. (9353)

1757 Oregon 50c 1939-S NGC MS65 [2****]

Brilliant, save for a few dark toning streaks on the

reverse. Nicely lustrous with a minimum number of

detracting marks for the gem level.

Well struck as usual. (9354)

1758 Spanish Trail 50c NGC MS66 [2****]

Pleasing and original silvery-gray patina blankets each

side of this interesting design, and the underlying thick

luster radiates boldly when the half dollar is rotated

beneath a light source. The large and unforgiving fields

of the Spanish Trail design are a canvas for hairlines and

contact marks.

However, as befits the grade, the surfaces of this partic-

ular specimen are remarkably clean, with no such

detractions meriting mention. (9376)
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End of Richmond Collection, Part II.

Join us for our upcoming public auctions:

Richmond Collection, Part III — March 7, 2005 Baltimore, MD
New York Invitational — June 29-30, 2005 I New York, NY

We are now accepting consignments for both of these auctions.

Call John Feigenbaum or Win Callender today.
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Thank you for Bidding with DLRC Auctions!

DLRC Auctions was formed in 2003 as an extension of David Lawrence Rare Coins to

complement its retail sales capabilities. Since 1979, David Lawrence Rare Coins has built

an unrivaled reputation of honesty and integrity in the rare coin business. Whether a con-

signor or buyer, you receive the same approach from DLRC Auctions as you’ve come to

expect from DLRC. When the time comes to sell, let us give your collection the

“Richmond Treatment.”
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Win Callender I

Vice President

win.callender@davidlawrence.com

Win has over 30 years of experi-

ence in coins and collectibles. Win

earned his Bachelor's degree in

Business Administration, and soon

thereafter opened a coin shop in

Oklahoma. Win brings a multitude

of talents to DLRC, not the least of

which is the personalized attention

he gives to each of his customers.

ANA Life Member; Professional

Numismatists Guild Associate

Member

John Feigenbaum I

President

john@davidlawrence.com

John has over 26 years of numis-

matic experience. In 1990. he grad-

uated from Virginia Tech with a B.S.

in Marketing Management and

joined his father at David Lawrence

Rare Coin. A lifetime of exposure to

coins has given John a depth of

knowledge that is rare in today's

market. Under John's leadership.

DLRC has matured into one of the

leading dealers of certified U.S.

coins in the industry. ANA Life

Member; Professional

Numismatists Guild Board Member

Jason Smith I

Numismatist

jason.smith@davidlawrence.com

Originally from Falls Church. Va„

Jason came to Virginia Beach in

1982 to earn a Bachelor's degree in

Business Management. He later

worked with Jack Robinson in a

local coin shop (owned by Jack's

father). Jason joined DLRC as a full

time numismatist in 2002. He can

assist you with all your collecting

and selling needs. ANA Member.

Jack Robinson I

Senior Numismatist

jack.robinson@davidlawrence.com

Like John and Win, Jack has a life-

time of experience in the coin busi-

ness—spending countless hours in

his father's coin shop and at con-

ventions throughout the country.

Earning a degree in Social Sciences

and Secondary Education to teach

in the middle and high schools,

Jack decided instead to make a

career out of numismatics. Jack

became part of the DLRC family in

1999. ANA Member.
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